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Abstract
Collisions among road vehicles and between road and rail vehicles have severe consequences such as
high levels of injuries and fatalities, and significant financial losses. The number of crashes occurring
between motor vehicles and trains reveals that safety issues at level crossings are vital for both road and
rail users. Although researchers recognize this, little attention has been given to the development of the
next generation safety systems dedicated to level crossings, such as the Cooperative Level Crossing
safety systems (CLXs) proposed in this thesis. These hybrid systems, developed based on Cooperative
Intelligent Transportation Systems (C-ITS), have the potential to form seamless Vehicular Ad-hoc
Networks (VANETs) on roads and rail networks together, to facilitate safety-based Inter-Vehicle
Communications (IVC) and Inter-Vehicle Positioning (IVP) among cars and trains. Wireless
communications and precise positioning are the two key components of CLXs to make the systems’
safety-related tasks effective.
Two primary technical challenges exist for modeling a hybrid C-ITS served for safety on roads, on
rail networks and at road/rail level crossings. Firstly, a hybrid C-ITS contains trains as a second type
of vehicle other than road vehicles, by which a number of exclusive characteristics different to that of
any conventional IVC systems is imposed on the vehicular network of the hybrid C-ITS. Secondly, the
current Global Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSS)-based vehicle positioning systems utilizing digital
road-map databases provide mainly route guidance for road users; however, the road-level positioning
accuracy is not precise enough for most safety-of-life applications of C-ITS. This research contributes to
the development of an integrated IVC and IVP platform for road and level crossing safety applications;
this development is based on the emerging 5.9 GHz Dedicated Short-Range Communications (DSRC)
and Real-Time Kinematic (RTK) Global Positioning System (GPS) technologies. To this end, the issues
and technical approaches that are involved in designing an effective vehicular safety communications,
networking and positioning architecture serving both road and rail users are investigated in detail.
The main aim of this research is threefold: (1) the design, implementation and evaluation of a
geographic-based wireless communication protocol (geo-multicast), which improves the reliability and
efficiency of routing and data dissemination over VANETs; (2) the development of a data streaming
mechanism and processing at vehicle end for GNSS-based IVP to achieve precise relative vehicle
positioning in highly dynamic environments; (3) the experimental demonstration of the
communications and positioning performance of the integrated IVC and IVP system, towards further
developing such safety systems. The series of technological solutions provided throughout the thesis
vii
advance vehicular safety by combining the DSRC and GPS-based positioning technologies. In order to
conduct this research, communications, networking and positioning models are developed from which
simulations and field experiments are conducted to evaluate the overall performance of the system. The
outcomes of this research significantly contribute to improving the performance of the communications
and positioning components of CLX safety systems and of C-ITS in general, although the formulation
and development of a fully operational CLX system are beyond the scope of this research. In this regard,
this thesis presents the design, development and evaluation of the following original contributions:
• A precise IVP system based on GNSS and IVC, supporting safety operations of C-ITS.
• A geographic-based wireless communications protocol improving the reliability and efficiency of
message transmission over VANETs.
• An effective IVC message dissemination control mechanism supporting the requirements of precise
IVP.
• A GNSS data-streaming protocol and processing mechanism at vehicle end to achieve precise
relative vehicle positioning in highly dynamic environments.
• A self-integrity and performance monitoring framework for the proposed precise IVP system.
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Preface
Highway congestion and traffic accidents continue to be a serious problem world-wide. To improve
vehicular safety, both passive and active safety technologies have been proposed for road and rail users.
The emergence of Vehicular Ad-hoc Networks (VANETs) utilizing the 5.9 GHz Dedicated Short-Range
Communications (DSRC) technology and the Global Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSS) has paved the
way for the next generation vehicular safety systems. Recently, the research community and the
automotive industry have extensively focused on Inter-Vehicle Communications/
Positioning (IVC/IVP)-based systems as an active measure providing safety and warning through
cooperative communications and positioning among vehicles and roadside equipment: for example,
Vehicle-to-Vehicle (V2V) and Vehicle-to-Infrastructure (V2I). IVC/IVP-based systems provide early safety
warnings to drivers to prevent accidents or to reduce the impact of accidents. This type of safety system
facilitates the development of intelligent transport networks, improving both the safety and the
efficiency of roads and rail networks. However, although IVC/IVP-based systems can be used to increase
safety on both road and rail, the rail-focused systems have received less attention to date.
With more than 600 crashes occurring between trains and vehicles at level crossings in Australia
during the past decade, with devastating consequences, Cooperative Intelligent Transportation Systems
(C-ITS) can play a significant role to prevent and eliminate collisions, injuries and fatalities. As there are
about 9400 level crossings on Australian public roads, among which only one-third are equipped with
flashing lights or boom barriers, the V2V and V2I communications and positioning platform being
delivered through this thesis is developed within the context of level crossings. However, this new
platform is capable of being deployed in any vehicular layout to meet the stringent communications and
positioning requirements of C-ITS safety-of-life applications, and to increase drivers’ awareness over a
longer range at high speeds of up to 200 km/h.
This research has been carried out as part of the Automotive Cooperative Research Centre (AutoCRC)
C3–23 project and investigated in collaboration with Centre for Technology Infusion (CTI) at LaTrobe
University and other collaborating partners1.
1http://www.latrobe.edu.au/technology-infusion/innovation/transport/improving-safety-at-level-crossings
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Chapter 1
Introduction
This thesis proposes a novel Vehicle-to-Vehicle (V2V) and Vehicle-to-Infrastructure (V2I) wireless
communications and relative positioning platform as a technical development of Cooperative Intelligent
Transportation Systems (C-ITS). The platform supports multiple simultaneous V2X communications links
among a group of two or more vehicles for cooperative networking and positioning. The ultimate aim of
this research is to improve the overall performance of C-ITS used for both road and rail safety. Although
the use of this communications and positioning platform improves the safety for both road and rail users
simultaneously, the focus of this thesis will be mainly on the networking between vehicles at road/rail
level crossings and the positioning of vehicles on roads. To introduce the reader to the motivation
behind this research, accurate definitions of level crossing, level crossing incident and level crossing
accident are provided for a better understanding of the area of the study.
A ‘level crossing’ is defined by the Australasian Railway Association (ARA) [1] as the area where a
road or footpath intersects or crosses one or more railway tracks at the same level/grade. There are two
types of level crossing across Australia, as in other countries, namely passive and active. Passive level
crossings provide static warnings such as signs and road markings; active level crossings warn drivers
by active warnings such as flashing lights, boom gates and bells [1, 2]. The Australian Transport Safety
Bureau (ATSB) defines a ‘level crossing incident’ as a collision between “a train or other rolling stock and
either a road vehicle, person, level crossing gate or other safety equipment, or any other occurrence that
compromises safety at a level crossing” [2], and a ‘level crossing accident’ as an incident that involves
injuries, property damage or even death [2].
This research has involved collecting numerical data through experiments within which
mathematically based methods are used to analyze the collected data, and therefore the course of this
study is ‘quantitative research’ according to Creswell [3]. This chapter begins with the background and
motivation behind the study of this research to define the research problems, then follows with the
formulation of the research questions, and the introduction of the aims of the study, major contributions
to the body of knowledge and the scope of this research. The account of research progress linking to the
research publications is then investigated in the last section of this chapter by which the structure of this
thesis is introduced.
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1.1 Research Background and Motivation
As the number of registered vehicles in Australia increases at a rate of 1 million new passenger and
commercial vehicles annually [4], the costs of congestion, road injuries and road fatalities rise
dramatically. Statistics show that the cost of congestion in Australia was $9.4 billion in 2005 and the
social costs of congestion is forecast to reach $20.4 billion by 2020 [5]. The cost of road injuries and
road fatalities in Australia is reported to be $10 billion per annum [6]. Of these road accidents, it is
reported that about 100 crashes occur annually between motor vehicles and trains in Australia [7].
Railway level crossing accidents impact on societies and have serious consequences in terms of
property damage, injuries and fatalities. These accidents are considered as important safety issues
although they account for only a small proportion of the overall road toll in Australia. While the number
of level crossing accidents has been gradually declining, this reduction may not continue because of
quicker, quieter trains and longer road vehicles, as well as drivers who are irresponsible. It is difficult to
assess the best strategies to alleviate level crossing accidents since these have many complex and
interacting factors [2]. The following facts indicate the importance of urgent attention to level crossing
threats in order to undertake adequate safety measures:
• One of the most serious safety issues faced by the rail system in Australia is level crossing crashes,
which are largely beyond the control of rail authorities [8]. Approximately 9400 level crossings
exist across the Australian rail network [9].
• The number of crashes which occur between motor vehicles and trains in Australia is about 100 per
annum [7, 8]. In Queensland alone, during 1997 and 2001, there were 230 reported crashes [7];
at Queensland public level crossings during the 2012–2013 financial year, there were 11 collisions
and 450 reported near misses [10].
• Railway level crossing crashes in urban and rural areas are among the most expensive and are
estimated to cost $180,000 and $430,000 per crash respectively [11]. The repair costs for the rail
track owner and the train operator are not included in these figures. When these are taken into
account, a single railway crash can often cost several million dollars.
As for the nature of level crossing accidents with devastating consequences and the considerable
number of crashes occurring between trains and vehicles at level crossings in Australia, Cooperative
Intelligent Transportation Systems (C-ITS) can play a significant role to prevent and eliminate collisions,
injuries and fatalities. The idea of developing a V2X platform based on C-ITS for level crossing
applications, and for transport safety applications in general, is motivated by the successful
demonstrations of C-ITS deployments for various road-focused safety and traffic management
applications. Although some basic technologies enabling C-ITS are available, they must be integrated,
optimized and verified before they can be widely deployed. Also, the technical and functional
requirements of such system need to be identified and addressed throughout the integration and
development process, before the deployment.
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1.1.1 The Rationale of this Research Study
This research focuses on the communications, networking and positioning aspects of C-ITS served for
level crossings, and for transport safety applications in general, to ensure safety at level crossings. The
research focus of this study involves the elicitation, specification, analysis and validation of requirements
for V2V communications and networking, and V2V positioning sub-systems of such a system based on a
research platform developed for this study, and further involves the improvement of the integrity and
performance of the system by introducing novel techniques satisfying the safety requirements of the
system. Study in the area of wireless communications in ad-hoc networks of vehicles is closely related to
that of the Dedicated Short Range Communications (DSRC) technology, which includes the IEEE
802.11p and Wireless Access in Vehicular Environments (WAVE) family of standards. Precise positioning
is critical for effective warning systems, so this research will also study the positioning systems capable
of supporting C-ITS needs. Since positioning precision provided by stand-alone systems such as the
Global Positioning System (GPS) is inadequate for cooperative vehicular environments, communications
technologies play a significant role in achieving precise positioning through Differential GPS (DGPS) or
Space-Based Augmentation Systems (SBAS). Other components of C-ITS such as human-machine
interfaces, traffic models and vehicular motion prediction systems are beyond the scope of this research.
Wireless ad-hoc networks providing communications among vehicles and fixed communications
devices are referred to as Vehicular Ad-hoc Networks (VANETs). These provide ubiquitous connectivity
to mobile nodes while they travel on roads and railways. A diverse range of C-ITS applications uses
VANETs to improve safety and efficiency, not only on roads but also on rail and in the vicinity of level
crossings. An Inter-Vehicle Communications (IVC) system served for level crossings, called Cooperative
Level Crossings (CLXs), is being built based on Intelligent Level Crossings (ILXs). CLXs are a warning
system to provide situational awareness and in-vehicle safety warnings to drivers approaching a level
crossing by exchanging safety messages between cooperative trains and vehicles.
CLX systems support several safety applications including an ‘existence of a train at level crossing’
warning, a ‘level crossing safe traverse’ assistant, and a ‘second approaching train’ warning. These
applications rely heavily on the situation awareness capability of the system, which is maintained by
positioning and communications systems. The positioning system may consist of digital maps, end-user
GPS receivers, estimators, and in-vehicle sensors. The vehicle’s state data, including precise position
coordinates, velocity, acceleration and heading, can be obtained from the positioning system. If the
system employs an augmentation system similar to the existing SBAS, such as the European
Geo-stationary Navigation Overlay System (EGNOS), then all nodes (road vehicles and trains) can
obtain their high-accuracy position data. The communications system consists of at least one 5.9 GHz
DSRC transceiver On-Board Unit (OBU) for each vehicle, and a 5.9 GHz DSRC transceiver Road-Side
Unit (RSU) at each level crossing. The system may employ omni-directional antennas for
Vehicle-to-Vehicle (V2V) and Vehicle-to-Infrastructure (V2I) communications. CLXs are being built on
existing equipment and infrastructure to incorporate bi-directional V2V and V2I links as an open
standardized wireless communications and positioning platform.
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The CLX system, like the other safety systems served for C-ITS such as Cooperative Collision Warning
Systems (CCWS), supports two types of safety messages: routine and event [12]. Routine safety
messages (also known as beacon messages) containing information such as position coordinates,
velocity and direction are regularly sent by vehicles to update their status. These routine messages let
vehicles determine the state of their surrounding vehicles and simultaneously determine any possible
danger (collision). Warning messages that are disseminated in the case of any drastic change in vehicles’
states or critical situations that may lead to an accident are referred to as event safety messages. Some
examples of these severe changes or critical situations are hard braking, vehicles’ mechanical failures,
sudden maneuvers and the existence of a train at a level crossing. In the context of C-ITS, a hazardous
vehicle is a moving node, such as a train approaching a level crossing, that may cause danger to other
nodes (either in movement or stationary). The hazardous vehicles must send event safety messages to
all endangered vehicles in order to prevent collisions. These warning messages may require to be spread
beyond the coverage distance of the sender. This type of dissemination involves the multi-hop scheme in
which warning messages are conveyed by other median vehicles to extend the coverage area.
1.2 Description of Research Problems: The Technical Issues for Providing Safety
at Level Crossings
The research topic of this study, improving safety in the vicinity of the level crossings based on C-ITS,
informs various research problems. Among them, the formulation, development and validation of an
advanced integration V2X platform served for V2V communications and networking, and V2V positioning
in the vicinity of level crossings are a prerequisite for the successful deployment of the CLX warning
system. Although there has been little research characterizing the reliability and integrity of C-ITS, these
systems and their technologies are aggressively being improved and evaluated by automotive makers,
research communities and universities, and manufacturers of communications and positioning systems.
IVC-based systems, especially the emerging CLX safety system, are not yet mature enough to be widely
utilized. Communications and positioning technologies and standards used in C-ITS, such as the 5.9 GHz
DSRC technology and the Radio Technical Commission for Maritime Services (RTCM) standards, have the
capability of improving these systems and of addressing the safety issues on roads and at level crossings.
Figure 1.1 illustrates a level crossing zone equipped with the CLX warning system, which is among
the most promising C-ITS, incorporated with emerging wireless technologies such as the 5.9 GHz DSRC
technology, wireless ad-hoc networks and Global Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSS). The proposed
system shown in Figure 1.1 includes DSRC On-Board Units (OBUs) that are installed in mobile nodes
(cars and trains), Road-Side Units (RSUs), and GPS receivers and digital maps connected to OBUs, as
well as DGPS stations to provide precise positioning services.
Most of the safety threats and efficiency issues, such as those illustrated in “the textbox of scenarios”
on page 6, as well as dangers at level crossings, can be eliminated or decreased if vehicles are advised
about the presence of trains prior to reaching the dangerous zones of level crossings. This early
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Figure 1.1: CLX warning system
notification is important to allow sufficient time for taking appropriate actions. Mobile Ad-hoc Networks
(MANETs) are utilized by IVC systems to built VANETs in order to distribute safety and efficiency
messages, as well as positioning data over required geographical areas. In the scenarios of Figure 1.1,
the train can disseminate safety messages (alerts) at earlier times to specific geographical locations.
These are extracted by the train’s OBU from its digital road map, along with consideration of its current
position. As illustrated by the orange ovals in the figure, the train can notify the vehicles in those areas
about its presence at the level crossing at a specific point in time. These messages, called geocast since
they target specific geographical areas, may or may not be relevant to all vehicles presented in the
targeted area. For example, cars labeled 1 and 2 are within a common targeted zone but the safety
geocast message sent to that zone is not relevant to Car 2 because it travels in the opposite direction to
the level crossing. This thesis focuses mainly on the positioning and communications components of
the CLX safety system, not on all the components of C-ITS.
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Safety Scenarios
Diverse factors such as adverse weather or road conditions, alcohol or drug use, fatigue, unintended
driver errors, excessive speed and other risk takings may lead to various dangerous situations at level
crossings. There are also traffic efficiency issues at level crossings.
Train out of sight: Some of the problems at level crossings occur because drivers are not aware of the
presence of trains. For instance, consider the car labeled 1 in Figure 1.1. This car travels on a
road crossing the railway tracks while the approaching train is not in sight of the car’s driver.
Consequently the driver is not aware of the approaching train until reaching the level crossing,
which may be too late for notification about the train. The possible solution is to warn the driver
earlier to make sure they allow enough time to stop.
Poor crossing location choice / Obstacles affect sight distances and train visibility: In some
cases the angles of entry to level crossings for cars, or the existence of obstacles, may lead to poor
visibility of approaching trains. In Figure 1.1, the vehicle labeled 5 is in a position that does
not have a clear view of the approaching train due to the existence of an obstacle. Trains in the
distance are often closer than they appear.
Crossing without careful attention to the conditions in front: It is vital for drivers crossing a
railway to be aware of the length of their vehicles and the space required to clear the track. Consider
a situation in which the car labeled 4 stays at the level crossing when the driver is not absolutely
sure about the clearance of the exit while the train approaches the level crossing. In this case, the
accident may not be preventable. To avoid this kind of accident when a train approaches, cars need
to be stopped in the red precincts highlighted in Figure 1.1, behind the critical zones. To do so,
drivers need to be notified about the existence of the train earlier, for instance when they are in a
predefined zone behind the critical zones.
Second train threat: It is usually difficult for drivers to see a second approaching train, because the
first train may obscure the second one.
Heavy congestion at level crossings: A train passing a level crossing may cause heavy congestion on
nearby roads. In Figure 1.1, assume that cars labeled 4 and 5 wait (causing congestion) for the
train to reach the level crossing while cars labeled 7 and 8 approach the congestion. In this case,
if the approaching cars receive information about the existing congestion prior to their arrival,
they may make a detour to save time and fuel, and at the same time avoid causing a congestion
increment. This case is illustrated in the figure where car labeled 8 tries to make a detour.
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As discussed previously, CLXs may employ geocasting to improve safety at level crossings. With the
intention of supporting geocast in addition to other safety applications of C-ITS such as lane departure
assist, precise positioning of cars (and trains) is crucial. The GPS as a fully operational GNSS was designed
to provide two levels of performance to military and general (civilian) users. Military users who had
access to the coded signals on two L-band frequencies, enabling ionospheric correction, were provided
the highest accuracy by the Precise Positioning Service (PPS). Civilian users were provided a lower level
of accuracy by the Standard Positioning Service (SPS). The accuracy achieved by the SPS is in the few
dekameter range (10 m), which is not accurate enough for navigation and positioning services offered by
C-ITS. Nevertheless, the basic SPS is enhanced with local or regional augmentation systems. Additionally,
new civilian signals and frequencies are being added to the GPS satellites through the ongoing GPS
modernization program, which enables ionospheric correction for civilian users as well, and which boosts
civilian GPS accuracy. To ensure the performance of IVC systems, it is vital to study important implications
of GNSS-based positioning and its required communications protocols in VANETs. To this end, GNSS
data streaming for precise cooperative positioning in the context of geocasting, for instance, must be
investigated.
In addition to the positioning requirements of C-ITS, numerous factors must be considered in the
design of any reliable network protocol for CLXs. These include the network nature (e.g. ad-hoc vs
infrastructure), its associate layer(s) (e.g. physical, MAC, network, etc.) and possible cooperation
between the layers (cross-layer design), the transmission medium, and the routing strategies. For
instance, a packet centric topological approach was originally used to design the Internet Protocol (IP)
suite. The need to interconnect networks with heterogeneous technologies was considered in the packet
centric topological approach, which delivers information irrespective of its content. Generic Internet
access purposes were the basic idea behind the Internet protocol suite design, whereas geocast protocol
design requires specific requirements since this design has to meet its own particular constraints. There
are several approaches to design geocast protocols. For this purpose, IP can be extended to support
geocast; however, this approach is rather complex and inefficient in VANETs. Therefore, geocast needs
to be regarded as an independent protocol of vehicular networks, so that it may offer more design
freedom to fulfill the requirements of VANETs. VANETs must still support IP-based communications,
since these communications protocols are fundamental for IVC and particularly for Roadside to Vehicle
Communications (RVC). Geocast protocol development can be studied from three aspects: routing,
transmission and positioning. These areas of research are not comprehensively studied in respect to the
requirements of each other.
1.2.1 Research Hypothesis
It is hypothesized that cooperative vehicular communications systems integrated with efficient
networking schemes and global positioning satellite systems will provide more competent, effective,
flexible and cost-effective technological solutions to improve safety on roads, rail networks and in the
vicinity of level crossings for land transport systems than autonomous vehicular safety systems.
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The design considerations described in this section regarding the communications, networking and
positioning components of vehicular safety systems impose significant technical challenges on the
adoption of WAVE Short Message (WSM) for IVC concerning geocasting and Inter-Vehicle Positioning
(IVP) for safety mission applications. The following challenges are therefore recognized regarding the
integration of wireless communications with networking and routing strategies, and positioning
techniques:
• Design of an integration mechanism for communications, networking and positioning to support
reliable, scalable and cooperative networking and positioning using geographical information of
VANETs.
• Design of topological addressing and packet forwarding mechanisms using cooperative networking
and positioning with geographical information of VANETs.
• Design of efficient positioning data sharing and streaming mechanisms using cooperative
networking and positioning with geographical information of VANETs.
1.2.2 Research Questions
The gaps identified above have individually received some attention to date in the literature; however,
the majority of studies have not collectively considered the communications, networking, routing,
addressing and positioning requirements of such mechanisms. Therefore this research study focuses
mainly on the requirements of the CLX system, and C-ITS in general, in terms of communications and
networking (e.g. geocast transmission and route management) and precise positioning. Each node of
VANETs supporting geocast must be able to target geographical areas, therefore packets need to carry
the geographical position information of the intended receivers. In addition to this, additional GNSS
data may be required by some C-ITS applications to be exchanged among cooperative vehicles and the
infrastructure. GNSS data is extensively used by C-ITS safety applications, so supporting swift
transmissions between cooperative vehicles and the infrastructure is vital to the integrity of the system.
In this regard, the radio communications aspects of precise positioning using low cost GPS receivers and
their performance monitoring are not yet adequately studied in the literature. The following research
questions have been identified to address the objectives of this research study.
Research Question (1) How can communications, networking and positioning be used collectively to
provide a more efficient routing experience to C-ITS, e.g. CLXs, by extending topological addressing
and forwarding of packets with precise positioning solutions?
Research Question (2) How can IVC and Differential GNSS (DGNSS) positioning be cooperatively
utilized by C-ITS to meet the stringent communications and positioning requirements of C-ITS
safety applications?
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Research Question (3) How does the performance monitoring of cooperative communications,
networking and positioning systems served for C-ITS and of autonomous positioning systems
differ?
1.3 Overall Aims of the Study and Major Contributions
Since C-ITS are a relatively new technological development, there are still unresolved issues with their
various sub-systems, including the communications and positioning systems. On the other hand, the rail
transportation sector has received less attention from the C-ITS research community to date. There are
still various challenges and issues with the communications, networking and positioning sub-systems of
rail-focused C-ITS. This study explores how the DSRC protocol stack and its dedicated network protocol,
known as WAVE Short Message Protocol (WSMP), can be utilized to facilitate V2V and V2I (V2X)
communications as for road and level crossing safety, and to assist with precise positioning among
vehicles. This research study aims at:
• Designing an effective networking and routing framework enhancing safety in the vicinity of level
crossings, to reduce communications network traffic and enable more dynamic message delivery
experience.
• Improving the mechanism of GNSS navigation and positioning data streaming among vehicles, to
minimize the interval time of V2V GNSS correction data streaming to 0.1 seconds.
• Developing an improved V2X wireless communications and positioning platform beneficial for level
crossing focused safety systems, and for any IVC and IVP systems in general, such as those solely
deployed for road safety.
A combined V2X wireless communications and positioning system is architecturally designed
throughout this study to be pervasive. The first of the three aims of this study listed above focuses on
geocasting (safety) messages among trains, RSUs and Vehicles (OBUs). Although a few geocast
protocols such as geographical flooding have been proposed, they suffer from lack of reliability and
efficiency. In terms of reliability, the current protocols do not guarantee message delivery, and in terms
of efficiency, there is no effective mechanism to geocast messages over VANETs. For instance, if geocast
protocols use intelligent algorithms considering the movement directions of vehicles, they will be able to
reduce VANETs’ communications traffic and improve the message delivery efficiency. Accordingly, the
contribution of this study to this research gap is the development of a geo-multicast framework
including communications and geo-location determination models, along with a receiver-based
direction-based geocast routing protocol or Receiver-Based Geo-Multicast (RBGM) protocol. The second
major research undertaking is the development of a transmission control mechanism assuring the
communications intervals necessitated by C-ITS applications between a pair of DSRC devices (OBU-RSU,
OBU-OBU), with the aim of exchanging GNSS data between the pair (e.g. every 0.1 seconds). In this
regard, the contribution of this thesis also includes the development of a GNSS data streaming protocol
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among OBUs and RSUs to facilitate precise relative positioning. Finally, we conducted a number of V2V
communications measurement campaigns to experimentally demonstrate the communications and
positioning performance of the above integrated system from which a system integrity monitoring
framework is established, because the safety applications of C-ITS are vulnerable to false alarms. The
central contribution of this research is the development of an improved V2X wireless communications
and positioning platform for road/rail safety applications.
A distinction between a platform and a model is made by the research methodology and approach
taken for this study. Models for V2X wireless communications, networking and positioning can be best
described as network topological implementation strategies. On the other hand, although a working
platform includes models, it is a set of network nodes (OBUs and RSUs) equipped with DSRC transceivers,
GPS receivers and digital maps to demonstrate VANET-related issues and developments. The platform is
built on working models to reveal the procedures of implementation. Hence, the main contributions of
this research are:
First The design, development and evaluation of a precise IVP system based on GNSS and IVC,
supporting safety operations of C-ITS.
Second The design, development and evaluation of a geographic-based wireless communications
protocol improving the reliability and efficiency of message transmission over VANETs.
Third The design, development and evaluation of an effective IVC message dissemination control
mechanism supporting the requirements of precise IVP.
Fourth The design, development and evaluation of a GNSS data streaming protocol and processing
mechanism at vehicle end to achieve precise relative vehicle positioning in highly dynamic
environments.
Fifth The design, development and evaluation of a self-integrity and performance monitoring framework
for the proposed precise IVP system.
1.4 Description of Research Methodology and Approach: Technical Strategies for
Addressing the Safety Issues at Level Crossings
This quantitative research study includes various phases, namely ‘reviewing the literature’, ‘research
design’, ‘data collection’, ‘data measurement’ and ‘data analysis’. The literature review phase was
conducted in order to determine the current state of knowledge within the research topic area. In the
research design phase, experimental research was chosen as the applied methodology for
instrumentation, data sampling and analysis. Because the CLX warning system is newfound and must
provide emerging technical solutions to a number of unique challenges fundamentally different from
those of conventional IVC and RVC systems, a comprehensive research development and investigation
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Figure 1.2: CLX communications and positioning model
program was designed to include the development of a model for CLXs along with a simulation
framework and a V2X communications and positioning platform.
CLX Model Development: The model of CLXs is considered as a hybrid VANET composed of trains and
road vehicles that are constrained to move on roads and railways, as well as RSUs deployed sparsely
along roadsides and at level crossings. Each train, vehicle and RSU is equipped with at least one
5.9 GHz DSRC radio transceiver and a GNSS (e.g. GPS) receiver. Therefore, the mobile nodes
are constantly aware of their locations and movement factors such as speed and direction via the
situational awareness module. Each RSU, which is stationary, is directly connected to the Internet
via high capacity wired or wireless technologies. It is assumed that RSUs can exchange information
via the wired network with very little delay. Figure 1.2 provides an overview of the modules that
may be included in a CLX model. Those components bounded by dotted lines in the figure are
beyond the focus of this research study.
Simulation Framework Development: A CLX simulation framework is developed for level crossings
based on the 5.9 GHz DSRC technology. The simulation framework accurately simulates the
mobility, DSRC, and complete interaction of trains with road vehicles at a level crossing using a
geocast packet forwarding and route management mechanism. Geocast communication among
the mobile vehicles (trains and cars) and RSUs is one of the key concerns of this research. Two
nodes are able to receive packets from each other if they are located within each other’s
transmission range (R) where a line-of-sight is available between them. A third node may be used
to relay the traffic data if intended recipients are out of the transmission range of the sender.
According to the specifications of WAVE-DSRC, each vehicle broadcasts its state data including
location and mobility information, to notify all of its neighbors using beacon (routine) messages
for safety reasons. To broadcast routine messages, at least several times per second frequency is
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required (ideally 0.1 second intervals). By increasing the broadcast packet size, a beacon message
transmission mechanism can be utilized to exchange the nodes’ information for geocasting
purposes (among the entire interested region nodes), at a very small cost. In this way, a RSU can
obtain geographical and mobility information of all vehicles in a targeted area. Moreover, RSUs
may exchange the mobile nodes’ information via the wired network. Therefore, each RSU can
frequently update its regional map and be aware of all vehicles in a wide region. We may further
need to assume that each RSU has a digital map and knows the geographical information of all
surrounding roads, rails and level crossings in designated areas, and all the vehicles’ movements
are updated regularly.
V2X Communications and Positioning System Development: A demonstrator system is developed
for lab-based tests using an industry standard hardware platform (CohdaWirelessTM MK2
WAVE-DSRC Radio) and to validate the efficiency and accuracy of the system. Regarding the
positioning sub-system, GNSS-based vehicle navigation and positioning techniques are one of the
key elements of C-ITS. Although lane-level positioning precision is required by C-ITS safety
applications, existing vehicle navigation systems with single frequency GPS receivers using the SPS
can provide only road-level accuracy (5–10 meters). Centimeter-level accuracy, however, can be
delivered to users by precise positioning technologies such as Real-Time Kinematic (RTK) GPS.
Two GPS receivers are used by RTK positioning, specifically a static receiver named reference
station fixed at a surveyed known location and a mobile receiver known as rover. Both receivers
observe the GPS signals simultaneously and the calculation of position coordinates at the rover is
carried out using correction data sent from the reference station via satellite or terrestrial
communications radio data links. The Federal Agency for Cartography and Geodesy of Germany1
has recently developed the Networked Transport of RTCM via Internet Protocol (NTRIP), an
application-level protocol streaming GNSS data over to users. Streaming of DGPS or RTK GPS
correction data is enabled by NTRIP for both stationary and mobile users via the Internet and
through modern communications technologies such as General Packet Radio Service (GPRS),
Enhanced Data Rates for GSM Evolution (EDGE) or Universal Mobile Telecommunications System
(UMTS). Nevertheless, the suitable precise positioning technologies and the communications
technologies facilitating accurate positioning were not comprehensively studied. The
communications technologies must guarantee a minimal interval time for GNSS data streaming
(e.g. 0.1 second interval).
1.4.1 Scope and Limitations with the Specific Objectives of the Study
This applied research aims at finding solutions for the determined research problems via experiments.
As for the main goal of this research that is to improve road/rail safety, this study is surrounded by the
road/rail traffic models, safety/non-safety applications, positioning systems and communications
systems. However, the traffic models are not studied at depth because the types of C-ITS applications
1http://www.bkg.bund.de/EN/Home/
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adopted throughout this research do not require complex traffic models. This study considers only the
safety applications because of their importance to man and society, rather than their importance to
theory. Additionally, although there are non-GNSS-based positioning technologies that can potentially
be used to address the positioning challenges of C-ITS, the study of non-GNSS-based positioning
technologies is beyond the scope of this research.
This study focuses mainly on the performance of a vehicular wireless communications system
designed for networking and positioning in the vicinity of level crossings. In real world settings, a large
number of equipped vehicles are essential to evaluate the overall performance of the system. However,
due to the limited number of communications and positioning equipment available to this research
project, computer-based simulations and small scale real field operational experiments are conducted
for evaluation purposes. The study of the black hole problem2 as a consequence of unequipped vehicles,
vehicles with communications failure, unmapped road furniture, or any moving object with no way of
communications is also beyond the scope of this research (we assume that this problem does not exist,
see [13] for possible solutions).
1.5 Thesis Outline and Account of Scientific Progress Linking the Research Papers
Chapter 2 Cooperative Intelligent Transportation Systems: Communications & Positioning Technologies and
Beyond
This chapter reviews the fundamental concepts of the underlying communications and positioning
technologies of C-ITS from a broad viewpoint to identify their insufficiencies in supporting the
emerging applications of C-ITS. In this regard, one of the chief practical models of C-ITS yet
devised, Communications Access for Land Mobiles (CALM), is studied to provide a ground for the
development of the proposed platform. Subsequently, the harmonized wireless communications
technology used in cooperative VANETs known as DSRC, as well as the standards of its protocol
stack including WAVE, are reviewed. Afterward, the network layer of the DSRC protocol stack,
which supports wireless networking in VANETs, and related routing protocol schemes are
investigated. Following this, because the current low-cost GNSS-based vehicle navigation systems
mostly provide route guidance using digital road-map databases, the demands of C-ITS to precise
positioning and the available GPS-based positioning technological solutions are explored. Lastly,
selected challenges regarding the wireless communications and relative positioning sub-systems
aligned with this project are highlighted.
Chapter 3 Design of an Integration Platform for V2X Wireless Communications and Positioning Supporting
C-ITS Safety Applications
This chapter (article) reviews the issues and technical approaches involved in designing an IVC/IVP
architecture to meet the requirements of C-ITS safety applications identified in Chapter 2. An
2Any obstacle (e.g. unequipped vehicles) that does not communicate properly endangers the safety of all surrounding vehicles
by creating a black hole in the network.
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improved architectural design is proposed to provide position solutions with lane-level and in-lane-
level accuracies by which the 5–10 meters (road-level) position accuracy delivered by the current
C-ITS platforms available in the market is significantly outperformed. The platform proposes using
SAE J2735 Basic Safety Message (BSM) Part-II to enable RTK positioning (both fixed-base RTK
and moving-base RTK) in addition to the industry’s best practice that employs only BSM Part-I to
obtain the Single Point Positioning (SPP) coordinates of neighbor vehicles. The developed system
is capable of exchanging both GPS position solutions and raw observations using RTCM-104 format
over vehicular DSRC links.
Chapter 4 Study of a Geo-multicast Framework for Efficient Message Dissemination at Unmanned Level
Crossings
This chapter (article) studies a novel geo-multicast framework in response to the geographical
networking and routing requirements of V2X safety applications identified in Chapter 2 and
Chapter 3. The framework incorporates a set of models for communications, message flow and
geo-determination of endangered vehicles, with a reliable receiver-based geo-multicast protocol to
support CLXs. Combined simulation and experimental studies of the proposed geo-multicast
framework have been carried out, demonstrating promising outcomes as cooperative awareness
messages provide actionable critical information to endangered drivers identified by CLXs.
Chapter 5 Exploring Dependencies of 5.9 GHz DSRC Throughput and Reliability on Safety Applications
This chapter (paper) studies the throughput and reliability metrics of DSRC under various traffic
scenarios to formulate a solution addressing the DSRC situational challenges and the networking
requirements of V2X safety applications identified in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3. To this end, the
chapter focuses on the deficiencies of the SAE J2735 standard being developed for deployment in
VANETs. The paper discusses how a BSM is constructed, sent and received by
safety-communications platforms to provide a comprehensive device-independent solution for
C-ITS. It is shown that the reliability and throughput of DSRC depend highly on the applications
utilizing the medium, so an active application-dependent medium control measure using a novel
message-dissemination frequency controller is introduced. This application level message handler
improves the reliability of both the BSM transmissions/receptions and the Application layer, as
well as error handling that is extremely vital to Decentralized Congestion Control (DCC)
mechanisms.
Chapter 6 Vehicle-to-Vehicle Real-time Relative Positioning Using 5.9 GHz DSRC Media
This chapter (paper) studies the performance of the cooperative IVC/IVP platform developed
throughout Chapter 3 that aims to facilitate Real-time Relative Positioning (RRP) among adjacent
vehicles to be used in the scenarios illustrated in Chapter 4. The 5.9 GHz DSRC technology is
adopted as the communications channel among RSUs and OBUs, to distribute GPS corrections
data received from a nearby reference station via the Internet using cellular technologies, by
means of RSUs, as well as to exchange the vehicular real-time GPS raw observation data. Each
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vehicle calculates the relative positions of its neighbors to attain an RRP map. The results
demonstrate a significant enhancement in precision and availability of relative positioning at
mobile vehicles.
Chapter 7 A Runtime Integrity Monitoring Framework for Real-time Relative Positioning Systems Based on
GPS and DSRC
This chapter (article) proposes a monitoring framework for instantaneous reliability assessment of
the RRP systems as per the need identified in Chapter 6. The need of the RRP system for a low-cost
self-integrity monitoring mechanism is argued as its operation is meant to augment safety by saving
the lives of individuals on roads, where half-a-meter matters. Self-integrity monitoring necessitates
the RRP system to detect and account for data link delays and breakages of DSRC links, as well
as faulty measurement sources of GPS and/or integrated augmentation positioning systems, before
the information used for safety warnings/alarms becomes unavailable, unreliable, inaccurate or
misleading.
Chapter 8 Conclusions and Recommendations
This chapter highlights the major contributions of the study and discusses future work and further
development. A summary of the key findings and results concludes this study.
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Chapter 2
Cooperative Intelligent Transportation Systems:
Communications & Positioning Technologies and Beyond
The development and deployment of cooperative vehicular safety systems undeniably require a
combination of dedicated wireless communications and vehicle navigation/positioning technologies as
the building blocks of cooperative safety systems. Not all the requirements of communications,
networking and positioning needed for the initial roll-out of cooperative vehicular safety systems have
been finalized, even though much background work has been carried out internationally over recent
years. This chapter discusses the requirements of cooperative safety systems regarding inter-vehicle
communications and positioning, as well as the technological solutions available to support these
requirements. The primary objective of this chapter is to draw a comprehensive background through
providing an insight into, and performing a critical analysis of, the research field of this study, with its
main focus on the communications and positioning sub-systems of Intelligent Transportation
Systems (ITS). ITS are commonly defined as systems utilizing emerging information and
communications technologies, along with transportation infrastructure and management systems, to
improve vehicular safety and travel efficiency and comfort [1].
2.1 Chapter Overview
As the world population escalates and cities grow in size and number, the demand for more road and
rail vehicles is also increasing. Consequently, having fully-efficient and real-time traffic management and
safety systems has become vital for connecting land vehicles, infrastructure and users together. These
superior management systems, developed since the beginning of the 1970s [2], permanently require
innovative technologies to improve the safety of both roads and rail networks. In this regard, Intelligent
Transportation Systems (ITS) are developed to define the necessities of such traffic management and
safety systems. ITS, along with their concepts, technologies and standards, are one of the most
demanding research areas in today’s growing world and are being extensively studied world wide. One
of the safety-oriented instances of ITS is Cooperative ITS (C-ITS), which particularly focuses on
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technologies for inter-vehicular communications, networking and positioning, and in-vehicle
computations and processing. Generally, a cooperative vehicular network within C-ITS consists of
applications to affix fresh communications and positioning technologies and standards to vehicles and
transport infrastructure.
One of the central aims of this chapter is to feature and evaluate the limitations of prototypes of
C-ITS currently in use, particularly their communications/networking and positioning sub-systems,
within the context of their prospective involvement in improving the safety of road and rail users. It is
argued here that while several promising safety systems have already been developed, the feasibility of
building a seamless communications, networking and positioning platform benefiting from exchanged
local awareness information had not yet been systematically considered. Essentially this is crucial, to
ascertain whether applications using cooperative platforms are more efficient than non-cooperative
applications.
C-ITS use a wide range of technologies, along with intelligent algorithms and mechanisms to sense
and interact with the surrounding environment of cooperative vehicles, in order to assist drivers by
providing advisory or warning messages, and/or partially or fully taking control of their vehicles [3].
Intelligent Vehicles (IVs) are ideal candidates to be part of C-ITS. Although some varieties of IVs may
be categorized as autonomous systems, as opposed to cooperative systems, in the sense that they act
independently without communicating with nearby vehicles [3], the present context focuses only on
cooperative systems. C-ITS have paved the ground for IVs to attain their ultimate goal of being fully
automated [4]; however safety advisory systems, e.g. Cooperative Collision Warning Systems (CCWS),
are merely considered throughout the present document due to legal liabilities of full autonomy.
The concept of CCWS was primarily derived from autonomous Collision Warning Systems
(CWS) [5]. CWS are developed to detect possible collision hazards using relative motion measurements
of surrounding entities than subject vehicles, and to alert drivers to potential collisions. Various CWS
proposed in the literature to date employ different classes of sensors, such as radar [6], lidar [7],
sonar [8], and camera [9], or a combination of them [10], to maintain the necessary relative
measurements. CCWS, however, rely mainly on inter-vehicular wireless communications and
networking technologies, e.g. Dedicated Short-Range Communications (DSRC), and on navigation and
positioning systems, e.g. Global Positioning System (GPS), instead of on vehicular sensors. CCWS aim to
facilitate 360-degree driver situation awareness without inclusion of expensive autonomous
equipment [11].
Inter-Vehicle Communications (IVC) systems manage mechanisms of data exchange between
vehicles. Cooperative safety systems necessitate vehicles to exchange their state information with each
other within a certain coverage area. This is achieved by providing vehicles with wireless radio
equipment designed for vehicular environments. The effective wireless communications technology
chosen for CCWS is an emerging wireless communications technology based on the IEEE 802.11
standard (Wi-Fi) [12, 13]. An amendment, which is referred to as IEEE 802.11p [14], has been made to
the IEEE 802.11 standard to ensure reliable operations in vehicular environments. The DSRC protocol
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stack include IEEE 802.11p to define the operation of the PHY and MAC layers, the IEEE 1609 family of
standards to harmonize the network and transport layers, and the SAE J2735 standard to define the
structure of safety messages constructed at the application layer, which should use a message
dispatcher [15] to handle mechanisms of message exchange. Additionally, a common architecture,
networking protocols and communications interfaces have been defined by the International
Organization for Standardization (ISO) Technical Committee (TC) 204 Working Group 16. These are
collectively known as Communications Access for Land Mobiles (CALM), which is defined for wired and
wireless communications using various access technologies including cellular networks, satellites,
infrared, microwave, and mobile wireless broadband.
In contrast, Inter-Vehicle Positioning (IVP) systems provide real-time positional information of
connected vehicles. All the connected vehicles share their position information with neighboring
vehicles; this information is used to predict any possible collision. Most CCWS rely on Global Navigation
Satellite Systems (GNSS) to obtain precise timing and absolute position information anywhere on the
earth. GNSS-based positioning technologies are, to a great extent, capable of satisfying the requirements
of C-ITS, which include accuracy, latency, reliability and availability [16]. The analysis of vehicle
positioning accuracy requirements for communications-based CCWS indicates 1 m position accuracy is
acceptable for most applications of CCWS, but accuracy of better than half a meter is
recommended [17]. However, stand-alone GNSS receivers cannot rapidly acquire satellites and provide
the position accuracy required by CCWS. Hence, GNSS-based positioning systems utilize terrestrial or
satellite-based positioning augmentation systems such as Differential GPS (DGPS) [12, 16] in addition
to radio-based ranging systems [18, 19] or autonomous sensor systems [20, 21] to ensure high
reliability solutions are in fact achieved.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. A general background to C-ITS is followed by an study
exploring the network architecture of both CALM and the DSRC technology. The network layer of the
C-ITS architecture, and its related routing schemes, are then studied. Thereafter, a detailed review on the
concepts of GNSS-based vehicle navigation and precise positioning is provided. Lastly, a conclusion about
the requirements of the communications/networking and positioning sub-systems of C-ITS is drawn, in
addition to a review of the real challenges in the development of such systems and where the current
research in lacking in this regard.
2.2 Cooperative Intelligent Transportation Systems: An Introduction
Transportation, one of the biggest and most fundamental industries worldwide, has a long history which
began with the production of the earliest land-based vehicles. This history begins as early as the 18th
century, when road and rail automobiles were introduced. The number of vehicles all around the world
was reported to be above 800 million in 2008 and, as per estimations, this number will be doubled by
2020 [22]. As the number of vehicles continuously increases worldwide, the costs of road/rail
congestion, injuries and fatalities increase simultaneously. Australian statistics on road crashes show
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that approximately 1500 deaths and 30000 hospital admissions are occurred each year due to vehicular
accidents [23]. Beyond Australia, reports indicate that a huge number of traffic accidents occur annually
all around the world; for instance, this figure is stated at around one million per year in the USA [24].
Consequently, the traffic efficiency and road/rail safety concepts have turned into principal issues among
the world’s leader governments, road/rail operators, vehicle manufacturers, automotive industry
partners and research communities.
Most road and rail accidents are preventable, or at least their cost and severity can be reduced. This
is achieved if vehicles can cooperatively communicate with other nearby vehicles and the infrastructure.
C-ITS are mainly designed and deployed to increase the road/rail safety [25], and to alleviate road
congestion [26], by facilitating a mechanism to exchange vital safety and emergency messages among
moving vehicles within a definite area. This mechanism needs to be implemented as a comprehensive
cooperative communications and positioning system to disseminate any information that might be of
interest to other joined users, such as users of handheld devices and road vehicles. To this end,
cooperative systems are designed as exclusive network schemes that connect users together, and to the
infrastructure and service providers, in order to support the overall systems’ tasks, functions and
services. Hence, the ultimate goal of C-ITS is to provide a safer and easier driving experience by
improving the traffic efficiency and safety without construction of new (segregated) roads [27]. This is
achieved using embedded cooperative systems of ITS, such as communal advanced traffic management
and driving assistant systems [28]. In order to develop sub-systems for C-ITS and to address the
requirements of these embedded sub-systems, a set of standards and technologies are crucial to be built
up. These standards and technologies are being gathered and maintained under the C-ITS architecture.
2.2.1 C-ITS Architecture
Vehicular communications systems are mostly classified into Inter-Vehicle Communications (IVC),
Roadside-to-Vehicle Communications (RVC), and Hybrid Vehicular Communications (HVC)
systems [29]. IVC systems are entirely infrastructure-free and require only ad-hoc equipment. RVC
systems, which facilitate communications between roadside infrastructure and vehicles, require
non-ad-hoc equipment (e.g. Internet Protocol (IP)-based networking devices) in addition to ad-hoc
equipment. Based on the deployment strategies, RVC systems can have sparse or ubiquitous
deployment. In the case of sparse deployments, HVC systems can be used to extend the coverage range
of RVC systems subject to the availability of sufficient IVC systems to act as mobile routers. Hence, four
diverse communications sub-architectures are derived to support vehicular communications systems:
• Infrastructure-to-Infrastructure (I2I)
• Vehicle-to-Infrastructure (V2I)
• Vehicle-to-Vehicle (V2V)
• Vehicle-to-Vehicle-to-Infrastructure (V2V2I)
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These communications sub-architectures are provided with the capability of using essential
information sources on infrastructure, such as traffic updates, and/or vital state data of vehicles, such as
location, speed and direction [30]. The I2I sub-architecture facilitates communications among central
computers and infrastructural equipment. In the V2I (or I2V) sub-architecture, vital state data of
vehicles is transmitted to central infrastructure computers and essential traffic management information
is communicated to vehicles, both through roadside communications nodes [30]. Inter-vehicular
(direct) wireless communications are considered as the primary feasible, efficient and cost-effective
means of communications in V2V sub-architectures due to their ad-hoc nature and mobile
environment [31]. The V2V sub-architecture is capable of providing timely and accurate data in highly
distributed and dynamic environments. V2V and V2I communications links are collectively known as
V2X if a combination of both sub-architectures is simultaneously utilized. Apart from the V2X
communications solution, V2V and V2I sub-architectures can also be combined to form a hybrid
sub-architecture, V2V2I, as suggested in some literature such as [32]. This integrated sub-architecture
introduces a super vehicle (cluster-head) as the central facilitator of communications. For this purpose,
the sub-architecture divides the vehicular networks into various zones (clusters) having a single super
vehicle. The unique super vehicle within each zone is the only permitted vehicle within that zone to
communicate with the central infrastructure and/or other super vehicles of different zones. All other
vehicles within any certain zone may communicate only with the super vehicle of that zone. A
promising Super Vehicle Detection (SVD) algorithm is described in [32]. Although the V2V2I
sub-architecture is mainly designed to lessen the bandwidth requirements imposed by single V2I
sub-architectures, V2V2I that is considered to be an ‘indirect V2I’ approach, may carry out various
deficiencies in terms of channel congestion control and reliable data transfer.
C-ITS are large-scale and multidisciplinary, and support several safety and non-safety applications,
which require standardization [33]. A common structure shall be identified as the architecture of C-ITS,
within which systems can be built to fulfill the requirements of safety-of-life applications as well as
non-safety applications. Hence, the components and applications of C-ITS and the information
exchanged among them must be functionally defined within the architecture [34]. To date, fundamental
requirements of cooperative systems have been occasionally discussed in the literature, but only
individually, for each sub-system of C-ITS. For instance, the requirements of communications medium
are studied in terms of scalability, topology, routing and data security in [35, 36], with emphasis on
cooperative driving applications. One of the open research problems remains in this area that requires
multidisciplinary scholarly investigations is to establish a comprehensive listing of the requirements of
all sub-systems of C-ITS supporting safety missions, including the communications/networking and
positioning sub-systems, as a whole. Nevertheless, the capability to establish effective ad-hoc
connections and estimate (relative) positions of connected entities with respect to each other is indeed a
critical requirement of C-ITS. Therefore the architecture of C-ITS should be established in such a way as
to satisfy the requirements of all sub-systems of C-ITS together conforming to the following
parameters [33, 37, 38], which suggest how safety applications may be utilized by C-ITS.
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Accuracy: One challenge of using C-ITS for safety relates to the requirements of communications and
positioning accuracy, which must precisely locate vehicles within road lanes. Hence, accuracy is the
most primary requirement of all C-ITS.
Integrity: Integrity is related to the confidential level of the information provided by C-ITS. The
benchmark level of positioning consistency has to be determined by the type of applications
supported by the safety systems. Users must be provided with timely warnings when the overall
performance of the system is degraded and the obligatory accuracy requisites for intended
operations cannot be met.
Continuity: Continuity relates to the capability of C-ITS to provide service outputs with the required
level of accuracy and integrity throughout the intended period of operation.
Availability: Availability includes the percentage of time during which C-ITS services, such as
inter-vehicle communications and positioning, are available. The availability of GNSS-based IVP
solutions further depends on the availability of both GNSS signals and augmentation systems in
terms of accuracy and ambiguity resolution reliability.
Interoperability/Compatibility: Interoperability and compatibility mean all C-ITS related components
must be designed in a way that communicating nodes can efficiently and continuously collaborate
with each other. These also refer to a characteristic of C-ITS architectures that forces all components
and standards to seamlessly collaborate in an effective and rapid manner without any interruptions.
Timeliness: Timeliness refers to the ability of C-ITS to update cooperative services at the required rates
periodically or on an event basis.
Expandability: Expandability means C-ITS related standards and components should be versatile
enough to handle future adoptions.
2.2.2 C-ITS Technologies
Reliability, safety, efficiency and environment-friendliness [2] are the essential characteristics of any
transportation system. Therefore ITS were initially proposed to facilitate these features of transportation
systems without imposing any alteration on the existing physical infrastructure. Hence, ITS consist of a
very extensive collection of diverse technologies from various disciplines including (but not limited to)
transportation, telecommunications, computer science, engineering, e-commerce, finance and
automobile making [2]. Since a wide range of disciplines are employed within the context of ITS, there
is an enormous collection of technologies engaged in ITS. Within these technologies, the most
intensively investigated information and communications-based technologies utilized in C-ITS are:
Vision and Sensing Technologies: Video, vision and sensing technologies spread among vehicles and
infrastructure enable C-ITS users to experience a better medium-range situation awareness at an
feasible cost utilizing sensor devices such as radar, camera and in-road reflectors [2].
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Computational and Processing Technologies: The advancement of vehicle electronics has enabled
vehicles to have fewer and more capable computer processors on-board. New technologies have
also been proposed to improve on-board programmable micro/logic controller modules with
non-real-time operating systems (OS) toward controller modules with real-time OS and hardware
memory management. Advances in computational technologies facilitate vehicular artificial
intelligence, which is very vital to ITS, as well as other software applications such as ubiquitous
computing [2].
Navigational and Positioning Technologies: The deployment of C-ITS will indeed require vehicle
positioning data and enhanced digital road maps. These are considered among the principal
components of C-ITS. Therefore there is an immense interest in navigation and positioning
techniques within the C-ITS community. In this regard, the potential vehicle positioning
requirements of C-ITS have been identified in order to deploy the potential C-ITS platforms [37].
Safety applications of C-ITS necessitate the most stringent positioning needs, in terms of both
accuracy and reliability. Emerging C-ITS applications require one of the three levels of vehicle
positioning accuracy, road-level, lane-level and where-in-lane-level [39]. Each one of these
positioning accuracy levels demands a different level of timeliness [37]. For instance, about 1
second (1 Hz) is the emerging timeliness requirement for road-level positioning; while 0.1 seconds
(10 Hz) is needed for lane-level and where-in-lane-level positioning.
Communications Technologies: This category mainly consists of technologies which enable
communications through both wired and wireless connections. There is a particular interest in
C-ITS for reliable, fast and accurate wireless communications technologies, both long and short
ranges. Long-range wireless communications technologies utilize infrastructure networks as their
communication enablers; short range communications technologies are based on peer-to-peer
links and make use of mesh networks and Mobile Ad-hoc Networks (MANETs) to extend their
coverage [2]. Inter-vehicular wireless communications are the core of C-ITS, as they support the
essential links between various entities of cooperation systems. Because Vehicular Ad-hoc
Networks (VANETs) have a highly mobile and variable nature, vehicular communications impose
different necessities upon communications and data security management systems. These
communications technologies are proposed to seamlessly work together within the unique
architecture of C-ITS. A number of these technologies include 2G cellular such as Global System
for Mobile communications (GSM), 3G cellular such as the Universal Mobile Telecommunications
System (UMTS), Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave Access (WiMax/IEEE 802.16), Digital
Audio/Video Broadcasting (DAB/DVB), Radio Data System (RDS), Radio Frequency Identification
(RFID), Infra-Red (IR), Bluetooth, and most importantly DSRC [40].
As the navigation and positioning and the communicational technologies are the prominent enablers
of the C-ITS, and are vital for addressing the research objectives of the present thesis, these two categories
are discussed more profoundly in later parts of the chapter.
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2.2.3 C-ITS Applications
The aspects of ITS that show significant promise are wireless communications and relative positioning
with cars. Although a number of V2I applications such as toll collection have been utilized for years with
vast degrees of success, V2V applications have yet to be widely deployed in large configurations other
than experimental settings [41]. This requires extensive research and investigation to fundamentally
characterize V2X applications and identify their operation requirements; although this has been the
focus of some international projects such as the Vehicle Safety Communications – Applications (VSC-A)
project [42], further investigations are necessary. Successful deployment of C-ITS basically relies on a
combination of harmonized V2X wireless communications, networking and cooperative positioning
technologies to connect people, infrastructure and vehicles.
A significant number of cooperative applications relies on the knowledge about positions of
collaborating vehicles and time intervals between events and corresponding reactions. Accuracy
required for fault-free operations of these applications depends on various factors such as speeds of
connected vehicles and spatial distances between them. Requirements of 0.5 m and 10 Hz are reported
in [17] for positioning accuracy and the position update rate of C-ITS applications respectively. Assisted
GNSS-based positioning technologies and communications-based collaborative positioning methods can
offer the required lane-level vehicle navigation and positioning between vehicles and infrastructure
access points (road-side units) [43]. Because both approaches have some drawbacks due to limitations
in visible satellites or communications bandwidth, a combination of different techniques may be needed
under harsh scenarios. The channel capacity requirements for collaborative positioning in those
scenarios are discussed in [44]. In addition to V2X communications and positioning technologies,
enhanced digital road maps are required to support many of C-ITS applications, as road maps provide
location information of road entities and geometry preview of the road.
Based on the types of vehicular communications systems supported, whether IVC, RVC or HVC,
C-ITS enable a great number of applications to enhance driving safety and traffic efficiency [45]. These
applications are categorized based on their roles within ITS. Intelligent transportation applications, from
the most abstract viewpoint, are classified in the following three categories [40, 45]:
1. Safety (Public) Applications
2. Non-Safety (Efficiency) Applications
3. Non-Safety (Infotainment) Applications
2.2.3.1 Safety (Public) Applications
The ultimate goal of C-ITS is to improve the safety of vehicular networks. Over the past two decades,
in many countries such as the USA and Australia, automotive safety has been gradually advanced in
terms of injuries and fatalities per mile driven [46]. These advancements have been made possible
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through traditional passive safety technologies such as seatbelts, airbags and advanced braking systems
[46]. Dr. Laurie Sparke, who was instrumental in the introduction of the first airbags into Australian
cars, stated, “We have gone about as far as we can go with safety equipment inside the car — we now
need to look external to the vehicle for safety solutions”. This is where the C-ITS safety applications
are most appropriate. Safety applications are designed to eliminate accidents or, importantly, to cut the
harshness of the accidents if they are unavoidable [40]. Accordingly, public safety applications impose
evident real-time constraints on V2X communications systems. This is because critical information of
the nearby environment has to be communicated to drivers in real-time. In terms of addressing, the
addressees of safety-oriented messages are often any relevant vehicle (possibly in danger) rather than
being an individual vehicle [29].
Most safety-oriented applications actively monitor surrounding environments using V2X
communications and positioning platforms by exchanging safety messages between cooperative entities
[47]. These applications are therefore able to assist drivers in handling potential dangers associated
with nearby vehicles. Various projects across the globe from the USA to Europe and from Japan to South
Korea are developing C-ITS safety applications. Hence, the specifications and definitions of C-ITS safety
applications may differ from one project to another. For instance, most of the U.S. projects focus on V2V
safety applications while the European projects pursue V2I safety applications in addition to V2V
applications [37]. The core safety applications include [37, 48]:
• Collision avoidance applications
• Road sign notifications applications
• Incident management applications
2.2.3.2 Non-Safety (Efficiency) Applications
In addition to safety, C-ITS aim as their next attempt to improve traffic efficiency and provide enhanced
traffic services to users [45]. These improvements and services have been enabled through efficiency
applications. These applications mostly monitor and manage traffic flow, vehicle’s behavior and road’s
condition [40]. Traffic management or convenience-oriented applications share traffic information
among vehicles on roads and with centralized traffic control systems through roadway infrastructure to
maximize vehicle throughput and assist efficient traffic flow mechanisms [47]. The most important
application types in this category are [49]:
• Traffic management, coordination and assistance applications
• Road monitoring applications
• Traveler information support
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2.2.3.3 Non-Safety (Infotainment) Applications
A variety of applications are designed for neither safety nor traffic efficiency. These applications, known
as ‘Infotainment Applications’ [50], are mainly deployed to provide entertainment or information on a
regular basis to users [40, 45], and to improve driver productivity [47]. These applications take
advantage of the Internet to provide updated contextual information and entertainment facilities such
as tourist information and distributed games to vehicles’ passengers [40]. A valid research subject in this
regard is the study of IP-based communications in highly dynamic environments such as VANETs to
support infotainment applications with reliable and robust information. The list below shows a few
number of these applications [49]:
• Comfort applications
• Entertainment applications
• Contextual information applications
2.3 C-ITS Communications Protocols and Interfaces: The CALM Framework
So far, we have not considered which communications technologies must be used in the deployment of
C-ITS to support V2X architectures. An ideal deployment would be multi-communications media
concurrently utilizing several different technologies to carry information. In this regard, a diverse
variety of traditional and modern communications technologies can be utilized to deploy safety, mobility
and convenience applications using proprietary V2X systems and applications. However, active safety
applications of CCWS necessitate all collaborating entities speak the same language in order to be able
to understand each other. This is referred to as interoperability. The implication of the interoperability
requirement is that communications technologies used within the operation area of every C-ITS must be
supported by all communications-enabled entities (particularly vehicles) of those C-ITS. To this end, a
specific Technical Committee (TC) for ITS has been established within the European regional Standards
Development Organization (SDO) for telecommunications, European Telecommunications Standards
Institute (ETSI), to develop harmonized standards and specifications supporting V2X interoperability
[51]. The ETSI TC ITS leads the development of one of the most pervasive frameworks of C-ITS, which
is known as Communications Access for Land Mobiles (CALM). This is an integrated architecture,
supporting diverse communications media and applications, which allows many communications and
networking scenarios, as reflected in Figure 2.1. CALM is a family of standards and technologies to
specify common C-ITS architectures, communications network protocols and air interfaces.
CALM is designed to support various access technologies for both wired and wireless
communications, and contains adopted technologies such as GSM and RFID, as well as emerging
technologies exclusive to vehicular communications such as 5.9 GHz DSRC [40]. Hence, CALM is a
C-ITS communications architecture for V2X communications [52], which supports in-vehicle,
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Figure 2.1: C-ITS multi-platform, multi-media environment
(Source: The CALM Forum/ISO TC 204, reprinted in ITU-R Land Mobile Handbook, Vol 4: Intelligent Transport
Systems (2006), available at: http://www.itu.int/pub/R-HDB-49-2006/en.)
inter-vehicle (ad-hoc) and infrastructure domains [45] (see Figure 2.2). Most current studies in the
literature focus on singular technological approaches. The occasional cases of multimedia-support
approaches are usually performed for cost-effective equipment design (e.g. combination of IEEE
802.11p and 802.15.4 [53]) or if the support of other communicational technologies was vital to
integrity of the application (e.g. combination of infrared and ZigBee [54]).
Figure 2.2 highlights the principal domains and components of communications networks deployed
within C-ITS, along with the potential connections between them. This architecture has been adopted
by the Car-to-Car Communication Consortium (C2C-CC) [45]. The wireless communications links and
technologies reflected in the figure are just indicative and may vary from a system to another. One of the
most challenging issues encountered in IVC networks is mobility management, which enforces the
employment of various communications units to connect vehicles and infrastructure together. These
devices support delay-sensitive and throughput-sensitive safety applications via different wireless
communicational technologies used according to the deployment strategies in place. Individual
components (physical units) to support V2X communications are categorized in the following three
classes [45]:
Application Unit (AU): Several applications utilize ITS sub-systems such as the in-vehicle systems.
These applications are executed by AUs, which are in-vehicle entities connected to in-vehicle
networks. There are two types of AUs:
• Embedded AUs
• Portable AUs
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Figure 2.2: High abstract level of C-ITS (Source: [45], available at: http://www.car-to-car.org)
Embedded AUs are those units that are permanently connected to the in-vehicle sub-systems to
ensure that a necessary set of applications are always performed. In-vehicle networks may also
dynamically host portable units for the purpose of application execution. These units may be
unplugged from the in-vehicle sub-system.
On-Board Unit (OBU): OBUs are considered to be the heart of in-vehicle sub-systems. The main
responsibility of OBUs is to facilitate wireless communications within V2X architectures. OBUs also
manage AUs and provide communications services to them. Network devices are located within
OBUs to send, receive and forward messages. The number of network devices within OBUs may
vary between one and many, based on the types of communications supported (safety, non-safety,
etc.) by the units and network.
Desirably, OBUs allow multiple portable AUs to be simultaneously plugged in and share the OBUs’
processors and network facilities. In most contexts, AUs and OBUs are collectively referred to as
OBUs since embedded AUs are permanently connected to OBUs. This convention is adopted in this
thesis.
Road-Side Unit (RSU): In addition to mobile devices located in vehicles (OBUs and AUs), there are other
physical units installed in fixed positions at highways, roads, toll booths, gas stations, and so on.
These devices, called RSUs, facilitate network communications between vehicles and infrastructure
and among vehicles. As for OBUs, the number of network devices within RSUs may vary depending
on the services provided by the underlying network. The main functions of a typical RSU are:
• Forwarding of data broadcasted by an OBU to extend its communication range
• Providing information to OBUs
• Facilitating Internet access
• Cooperatively forwarding distributed safety information to other RSUs
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Executing the CALM-oriented applications of C-ITS is enabled by supporting data exchange among the
ITS sub-systems including vehicles, roadside infrastructure and remote servers (V2X and I2I modes) [52].
In order to support data exchanging within C-ITS, CALM-based systems need to be scaled to hundred
of millions of vehicles [52]. This makes mobility management functions (handover and location) of
C-ITS even more challenging to achieve seamless communications [55]. Nevertheless, vehicles, roadside
infrastructure and remote servers as the core entities of ITS must be connected to each other in order
to construct the basis of CALM-oriented architectures. Connections among the sub-systems’ units lead
to the creation of various sub-networks and domains within the CALM-based architectures. The three
fundamental domains within these architectures [45] are identified in Figure 2.2:
In-vehicle domain: This domain consists of a network composed of multiple AUs (ideally multiple or
at least one) and an OBU. As already mentioned, AUs execute the ITS applications and utilize the
communications capabilities of OBUs. The connections between the OBU and the AUs are usually
wired links, or they may be connected via wireless technologies such as Bluetooth.
Ad-Hoc domain: This domain consists of RSUs and vehicles equipped with OBUs. This ad-hoc network
is known as VANET. Fully distributed mobile nodes of VANETs communicate with each other
without any centralized coordination. Within a VANET, OBUs and RSUs may directly communicate
with each other using their wireless capabilities, as they are equipped with dedicated devices for
(short range) peer-to-peer wireless communications. If direct wireless connectivity does not exist
between a pair of nodes, they may connect via median nodes using dedicated routing protocols
with multi-hop communications capability to forward data from the sender node (source) to the
remote receiver node (sink).
Infrastructure domain: This domain consists of a network of RSUs and Hot Spots to facilitate access to
infrastructure. Two or more RSUs can be connected to one another either directly or via multi-hop
communications.
2.3.1 CALM Resolutions to Technical Issues
CALM provides a standardized set of protocols as the rules that are used to frame the data transmission
process. CALM also carries a diversity of peer-to-peer high-speed communications among various C-ITS
platforms. These include handheld (personal) communications units, in-vehicle gears, roadside
equipment and central communications stations, which all may utilize a range of communications
modes such as one-to-one or one-to-many, and a mixture of ITS applications (safety, efficiency,
infotainment) over a variety of communications channels [33, 52]. Hence, CALM-based architectures
focus on facilitating the resolution of technical issues in order to improve IVC and IVP services, by
supporting [33]:
Media Independent Handover: CALM presents a layered solution enabling continuous (or quasi
continuous) communications for V2X modes to support message handover among various media
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such as 5.9 GHz DSRC, cellular and infrared. This feature is designed to support the high mobility
characteristic of VANETs.
Large Data Transfer Rate Capacity: CALM is able to support several Mbps of communications capacity,
depending on the type of media being used at each point in time [40]. For instance, 5.9 GHz DSRC
is enabled to facilitate up to 27 Mbps of communications capacity [48].
IP/non-IP Communications: CALM provides Internet access for applications and services by facilitating
direct Internet Protocol (IP)-based access to the Internet. CALM is based on IPv6, which is the
next generation protocol connecting various available communications media and various types of
applications [52]. CALM also offers non-IP communications for ITS applications requiring high
speed message exchange.
2.3.1.1 CALM Features IPv6 Network Mobility (NEMO)
The usage of ITS applications relies heavily on exchanging data between vehicles, roadside infrastructure
and traffic control servers. Occasionally, ITS applications require Internet access and therefore utilize
the underlying TCP/IP and/or UDP/IP modes of data transmission. As a result, ITS necessitate CALM to
support a media-independent architecture to vastly maintain IP communications. One of the highlighted
advantages of utilizing IP (existing IPv4 and/or forthcoming IPv6) by the CALM architecture is that
Internet services, applications and entities not dedicated to ITS can be inter-operated by all ITS sub-
systems, applications and services [52]. However, IP mobility support is a major challenge in IVC and
RVC networks due to rapid changes in both speed and direction of mobile nodes. Vehicular networks have
highly unstable ad-hoc topologies where mobile nodes freely move within the network. Hence, vehicular
networks must support classified routing in the sense that nodes are addressed hierarchically (like wired
IP networks) for Internet connectivity [55].
The ability to sustain Internet connectivity among entire IVC and RVC networks and to use multiple
access technologies simultaneously while vehicles are mobile, changing their points of connection to the
Internet topology (network mobility), is included in the fundamental functional necessities of
communications systems based on IP connectivity. The challenge is that more than one communications
device in a specific vehicle, within a network of hundreds of millions of vehicles, may need to connect to
the Internet. Therefore hundreds of millions of IP addresses are needed to be assigned to IVC and RVC
devices [52]. The existing IP version 4 (IPv4 uses addresses of 4 bytes long) only allocates
232 = 4, 294, 967, 296 addresses. IPv4 addresses are vanishing due to the increasing number of devices
allocated with an IP address. Therefore allocation of several IPv4 addresses to a communicating node
(e.g. vehicle) in networks with hundred millions of nodes is extremely difficult. IPv6, whose addresses
are 16 bytes long (rather than four bytes of IPv4), is designed as a result of the scarce and vanishing
IPv4 address space. IPv6 is able to allocate 2128 address spaces. IPv6 can potentially satisfy the two core
requirements of ITS, namely scalability (to support unlimited number of vehicles) and flexibility
(extensible to accommodate wireless technologies) [52].
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Altogether, IPv6 communications may be the preferred connection mode of a number of V2X
application services. IPv6 is often used if Internet access and/or (ID-based) multi-hop communications
are desired. IPv6 addresses of nodes of VANETs must be automatically configured within very short time
periods using a minimum number of re-configurations. However, traditional mechanisms for IP mobility
support fail to perform well in V2X communications modes due to the nature of VANETs [56]. There are
two different C-ITS settings in which mechanisms for IPv6 auto-configuration may be deployed. The
first scenario of IPv6 configuration occurs when no infrastructure access (for example by using RSUs or
any Access Point (AP)) is available to assign IP addresses to nodes. Alternatively, the second scenario
offers infrastructure access, which helps nodes to receive proper IPv6 addresses.
Various methods of automatic assignment of IPv6 addresses have been proposed in the literature
for each of the two settings mentioned above. An IPv6 assignment scheme exploiting the topology of
VANETs, along with a distributed Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol (DHCP) service, is proposed
in [56] to guarantee fast and stable IPv6 address configurations. This automatic IP address configuration
protocol, called Vehicular Address Configuration (VAC), supports infrastructure-less IPv6 assignments by
selecting some nodes, known as leader-vehicle, acting as servers of a distributed DHCP protocol. VEADS
(VEhicular AD-hoc network in the Same lane protocol) [57], a second type of infrastructure-less IPv6
assignment mechanism, uses lane position information. VEADS assigns IPv6 network addresses based on
road lanes, in the sense that the 128-bit IPv6 address of each node is a combination of a 64-bit network
address, which is the address that is assigned to a lane in advance, and a 64-bit host address (unique to
each vehicle) derived from MAC addresses.
On the other hand, in infrastructure-oriented IPv6 auto-configuration schemes, vehicles can gain
connections to the Internet through AP. The mobile IP solution allows mobile device users to maintain
a permanent IP address while moving from one network to another [41]. Regardless of the current
location of mobile nodes in the Internet, each node is identified by its original home address, which is
stored by a Home Agent. The node is assigned a Care-of Address (CoA), stored by a Foreign Agent, as
soon as it moves to a remote location. The CoA provides information about the current location of the
mobile node. A VANET-based NEMO system architecture named VANEMO is proposed in [58]. The time
taken to acquire an IP address via DHCP, which depends on speeds of vehicles and AP coverage range,
is a significant part of the connection time. Hence, a method named IP Passing Protocol [59] has been
proposed to reduce the overhead of obtaining IPv6 addresses using DHCP. This protocol allows vehicles
leaving an AP coverage area to pass their IP address information to their following vehicle for reuse.
2.3.2 CALM Communications Solutions
Personal (pedestrian), vehicular, infrastructural (roadside) and central equipment are the four physical
communications solutions distinguished by the CALM architecture [52]. Each C-ITS may have as many
instances of each type of equipment as required (or applicable). Each instance of these sub-systems
consists of CALM-compliant communications entities known as ITS stations [48]. ITS stations are used
to facilitate CALM-oriented functions. There are two approaches of implementing an ITS station. It can
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be implemented into a single ITS networking device, such as an individual vehicle, or it may preferably
be distributed in various networking devices, at least a router and a host. In the latter case, packet
transmissions among ITS stations are carried out by the router and ITS services are processed by the
host [52]. In either cases, these sub-systems should be linked together to meet the requirements of IVC
and IVP systems in terms of functionality and serviceability. As already discussed, I2I, V2I and V2V
modes of communications are distinguished within the CALM-based architectures based on the
connections between the above mentioned sub-systems. I2I connections are point-to-point and may be
configured either via conventional wired technologies or wireless technologies. Direct and indirect
V2I/V2V communications [40] are principally designed to support mobile communications within
VANETs. These communications must support low latency peer-to-peer connections because safety
messages are mainly supported through ad-hoc links.
2.3.3 CALM Communications Interfaces
The CALM communications kernel utilizes both wired and wireless data transmission and sharing
mediums. Nevertheless, the principal connection scheme within VANETs is wireless communications.
Figure 2.3 (modified from [40]) classifies wireless communications technologies nominated to be
utilized by the CALM architecture. The figure provides two main classes of wireless technologies,
namely those which are not specifically developed for vehicular communications (adopted
communications technologies) and, those which are exclusively designed and developed to facilitate
vehicular communications (exclusive vehicular communications technologies).
Several available wireless communications technologies nominated for CALM are surveyed in the
literature, such as [40]. Table 2.1 draws a comparison between features and characteristics of
CALM-supported wireless communications technologies. Among these technologies, DSRC is specially
designed to fill the technological gaps in the communication links of CALM-based vehicular networks by
maintaining high-speed radio links between cooperative nodes of vehicular networks (RSUs and
OBUs) [60]. DSRC as the exclusive wireless technology of the CALM architecture will be the focus of
Section 2.4.
To put it briefly, CALM defines a set of protocols, procedures and management processes. Vehicular
on-board and infrastructural road-side equipment are implemented as per CALM standards; however, not
all of the technologies and applications are required to be taken on each and every gear. Manufacturers
of C-ITS equipment are accountable for the deployment of CALM-based media and applications vital to
integrity of C-ITS, which is defined through the regional and/or national strategies [33].
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2.4 Dedicated Short-Range Communications
The most crucial type of ITS applications is transportation safety applications. Traditional passive safety
technologies such as seatbelts, airbags and sensors including radar, lidar and camera are widely utilized
by automakers to improve active safety applications [61, 62]. Although the number of injuries and
fatalities per mile driven has been reduced via using these passive technologies, the average quantity of
injuries and fatalities still remains the same, since the number of vehicles and the total miles of driving
have been increased [46]. Even though implementing traditional safety technologies still lends a hand
to reduce traffic accidents and road congestion, these technologies are inadequate to fully advance the
transportation safety and efficiency. Therefore the traffic problems continue unless new technologies
take a role in safety improvements. Hence, the CALM architecture provides a novel vehicular active
safety communications technology, named DSRC, to facilitate direct vehicular safety communications in
order to alleviate the continuing traffic problems [61, 62].
The next generation of communications technology designed for vehicular safety and efficiency is
named dedicated short-range communications [48] because it is dedicatedly designed to support
restricted short to medium range communications between VANETs’ clients [62]. DSRC was introduced
as a promising wireless technology for transportation safety and efficiency enhancements [61]. This is
the technology of propagating safety, traffic and amusement information among communicating
nodes [63]. DSRC is aggressively being pursued by automotive makers, universities, and wireless radio
manufacturers, although there remains insufficient research to characterize the reliability of DSRC [61].
This technology is exclusively designed and licensed for vehicular communications and is being
optimized to sustain low-latency communications within high-speed vehicular networks [11]. The term
DSRC has been liberally used for referring to two different types of communications technologies. The
earlier standard for DSRC, for instance, operates in the 915 MHz band in the USA, which provides
communications services to short distances of up to 30 m [64]. This technology is mainly used for
electronic toll collection systems. The developing DSRC, however, operates in the 5.9 GHz band to
support high speed, low latency and reliable Wireless Access in Vehicular Environments (WAVE). This
document focuses on the latter WAVE-DSRC technology.
2.4.1 Design of 5.9 GHz DSRC
The DSRC technology consists of a block of spectrum in the 5.9 GHz band. The 5.850 to 5.925 GHz
spectrum band was first allocated by the U.S. Federal Communications Commission (FCC) for DSRC to
enhance the safety and productivity of ITS [48]. The spectrum allocation for DSRC in Australia has also
been considered by the Australian Communications and Media Authority (ACMA) to reserve the 5.9 GHz
band for DSRC [65]. DSRC is designed to support up to 1000 m [40], so this technology is classified as
a medium range communications service [48]. DSRC is mainly proposed to support both public safety
and licensed private applications over V2X bidirectional communications [48]. Although the primary
function of DSRC is to make public safety applications possible, private services are also permitted to
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Figure 2.4: DSRC channel arrangement (source: [46])
utilize DSRC in order to promote the development and adoption of DSRC as well as reducing the costs
associated with the ITS applications. This emerging technology has the capability of transmitting large
data volumes within a limited range in a reliable and accurate manner [66], which gives it outstanding
features among the other mobile communications technologies. These include a fast link setup within
short range communication areas and the reduction of userend costs by introducing simple protocols and
cutting unnecessary resources [67].
2.4.2 DSRC Channel Arrangement: The U.S. Case
In 1999, 75 MHz of DSRC spectrum at 5.9 GHz band was allocated by the U.S. FCC to be exclusively
used by low-latency V2X sub-architectures. DSRC is a multi-channel wireless communications
technology. Seven 10 MHz divisions are defined as the DSRC spectrum channels [11, 46]. Most physical
testing of DSRC has been being carried out using 10 MHz channels to support several parallel
applications, although a pair of 10 MHz channels can also be combined to form a 20 MHz channel [48].
The reason is that measurement campaigns suggest 10 MHz width to be the ideal candidate to deal with
the delay and Doppler spreads in vehicular environments [68]. Figure 2.4 shows the DSRC channel
arrangement. Among these seven channels, the Control Channel (CCH), Ch 178, is dedicated to only
safety communications. Four channels are considered and labeled as Service Channels (SCHs): Ch 174,
Ch 176, Ch 180 and Ch 182. Service channels can be used for both safety and non-safety applications.
The two other channels at the spectrum edges, Ch 172 and Ch 184, are reserved for future usage such as
advanced accident avoidance and high-powered public safety applications [46]. CH 184 is also known
as the High Availability Low Latency (HALL) channel [24].
As a general rule, the CCH is used to communicate connectionless non-IP based services, since safety
and control messages require fast and immediate transmissions while IP-based communication services
(both connectionless and connection-oriented) use SCHs. As shown in Figure 2.2, there are various
communications zones (ad-hoc domains) within a vehicular network. Each of the ad-hoc domains utilizes
the CCH for safety messages and service announcements. On the other hand, each communications zone
may take benefit from one or more SCHs available to users. DSRC devices in a common WAVE Basic
Service Set (WBSS), which is the unique identifier for each ad-hoc domain, are encouraged to check
the status of their immediate neighbors to avoid initiating WBSS using the same SCHs utilized by other
DSRC components [24]. The DSRC components are the C-ITS equipment utilizing the DSRC technology,
namely the RSUs and OBUs [60].
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A possible communications scenario within the V2X sub-architecture may be as follows. RSUs and
OBUs are connected to each other via the DSRC technology. In order to set up a connection between a
RSU and an OBU, the RSU may commence the communication. The type of applications supported by
the RSU and the channel numbers associated to them, are broadcasted by the RSU for the targeted OBU.
The RSU broadcasts this information at a fixed frequency (e.g. 10 times per second). The OBU listens
on the CCH (CH-178) to authenticate the digital signature of the RSU. To execute C-ITS applications, the
OBU executes safety applications first and then the channel is changed to execute non-safety applications.
When the OBU is free of execution (no application to run), it switches to the listening/stand-by mode to
listen for broadcasts on the CCH [69].
2.4.3 WAVE System
Different classes of C-ITS applications are assigned with various priority levels: for instance, safety
applications have higher priority levels than non-safety applications. Additionally, applications of a
certain class are also classified within different priority levels. A cooperative spectrum management
system should therefore ensure that reliable and fair access is provided to all applications with various
priorities [11]. Within the context of CALM-based C-ITS, such a system is referred to as Wireless Access
in Vehicular Environments (WAVE). The WAVE system defines a common communications model for the
DSRC components; the model includes management structures, security mechanisms and physical
access control for wireless communications in vehicular environments [5]. The WAVE system is
designed to facilitate the provision of wireless access in VANETs via DSRC by drafting new standards
necessary for proper C-ITS deployment [70]. With the intention of minimizing data transmission
latencies, WAVE supports mesh network configurations [71]. This document treats the concept of WAVE
as the practical and stable technological model of C-ITS.
2.4.3.1 WAVE System Standards
Regarding the WAVE system, 5.9 GHz DSRC is designed based on the IEEE 802.11a Physical (PHY) and
IEEE 802.11 Medium Access Control (MAC) layers [11, 62]. WAVE-DSRC is modified from IEEE 802.11
since a more tightly controlled spectrum is required to maximize the reliability of wireless
communications in vehicular networks. The traditional IEEE 802.11 family of standards maintains
unlicensed bands such as 2.4 GHz and 5 GHz; hence these are not suitable for communications-based
V2X safety systems. Using unlicensed bands may result in uncontrollable and intolerable levels of
interference within C-ITS networks, which would also obstruct the reliability and effectiveness of
low-latency communications [11]. Additionally, there are some requirements for communications
technologies being able to support high mobility vehicular networks that the traditional standards of the
IEEE 802.11 family cannot satisfy [70]. Therefore the need for new amendments to traditional
standards and/or having new standards has been raised in order to support the stringent requirements
of vehicular networks. These requirements include:
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Figure 2.5: WAVE communications stack
• Support medium ranges of operation (1000 m)
• Support multiple overlapping ad-hoc networks using special management mechanisms
• Support the demanding nature of C-ITS applications
• Provide special beacon frame types for safety operations
• Provide high Quality-of-Service (QoS) in harsh environments
• Perform well in extreme multipath environments
• Perform well in high mobility environments
The WAVE system collectively consists of the WAVE standard (IEEE 802.11p) and the IEEE 1609.x
standards [70, 72]. Figure 2.5 [48, 70] reflects the allocation of the exclusive standards of the WAVE
system, namely IEEE 802.11p and the IEEE 1609.x family of standards. The WAVE system’s standards
are discussed next. Then the subsequent sub-section discusses the communications stack of the WAVE
system shown in Figure 2.5.
IEEE 802.11p: The WAVE standard is the dedicated wireless communications standard of the DSRC
radio technology [62] designed to support low latency wireless communications within V2X
environments [11, 62]. The new generation of wireless communications standard for vehicular
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networks based on DSRC was defined and developed by a working group of the IEEE (task group ‘p’ of
the IEEE 802.11 working group or TGp) in 2004 [70]. The IEEE Std 802.11p amendment [14] “specifies
the extensions to IEEE Std 802.11 for Wireless Local Area Networks (WLANs) providing wireless
communications while in a vehicular environment”. The WAVE standard is essentially designed to deal
with the two lower layers of the OSI model, namely the PHY and MAC layers of WLANs [69]. The
enhancements introduced in IEEE 802.11p are essential to support C-ITS services. These amendments
include [14]:
• Operating frequency band
• Unique ad-hoc mode for WAVE
• Synchronization via timing advertisement
• MAC layer mechanisms supporting channels
• Channel frequency band adjustment
• Spectral mask modification
• Power control options
As the communications links among DSRC OBUs and RSUs may expire quickly, IEEE 802.11p allows
data exchange without establishing a Basic Service Set (BSS), which would require association and
authentication procedures before the exchange. To this end, DSRC components form a WAVE BSS
(WBSS) by setting the BSSID field to a value of all 1s (the wildcard BSSID value). The timing
advertisement is also amended using a new management frame that allows DSRC components to
synchronize themselves with Coordinated Universal Time (UTC) from a GPS unit. Additionally, the
immunity of DSRC components to out-of-channel interferences is increased by supplementing the
Adjacent and Nonadjacent Channel Rejection (ACR/NACR) levels defined in IEEE 802.11 with more
stringent requirements and by modifying the channel spacing. Channel rejection is used to evaluate the
ability of a receiver to filter out the energy that is outside the spectrum range of the channel of
interest [48]. The WAVE standard adopts the advanced Orthogonal Frequency Division
Multiplexing (OFDM) modulation in order to achieve high-speed data rates (3-27 Mbs/s). The theory
and conceptual basis of OFDM are well documented in the literature, such as [73]. Table 2.2 provides a
summary of the technical specifications of WAVE-DSRC. DSRC PHY must support
transmission/reception data rates of 3, 6, and 12 Mb/s, though the other rates are optional. 6 Mb/s is
the data rate mostly used in DSRC testing because it delivers a decent compromise between channel
load and signal-to-noise requirement [48, 74].
IEEE 1609.x Standards: Because the WAVE standard provides no association and authentication
mechanisms to DSRC components due to the nature of WBSS, these functionalities must be supported
through higher layers. Other than the IEEE 802.11 working group, which develops a single standard for
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Table 2.2: Outline of Technical Specification for WAVE-DSRC (source: [14, 75, 76])
Parameter Specification
Frequency Band 5.9 GHz
Channel Bandwidth 10 MHz
Modulation Method BPSK, QPSK, 16QAM and 64QAM
Modulation Data Transfer Rate (Mbps) 3, 4.5, 6, 9, 12, 18, 24, and 27
Synchronization GPS clock (UTC time) – WAVE Timing Advertisement frames
No. of Data Subcarriers 48
No. of Pilot Subcarriers 4
No. of Virtual Subcarriers 12
FFT/IFFT Size 64
FFT/IFFT Interval 6.4µs
Subcarrier Spacing 0.15625 MHz
CP Interval 1.6µs
OFDM Symbol Interval 8µs
the PHY and MAC layers of the architecture, development of the specifications for other layers of the
DSRC protocol suit is conducted by the IEEE 1609 working group [70].
IEEE 1609.1 (Resource Manager) [77]: This standard has been established to specify the WAVE
system’s Resource Manager, which is a WAVE-DSRC application characterizing the key components
of the WAVE system’s architecture, data flows, system resources, formats of command messages
and data storage formats of remote cooperative computing for OBUs with limited resources or
complex computation tasks. Additionally, the types of auxiliary devices supported by OBUs are
specified within this standard [69, 70].
IEEE 1609.2 (Security Services for Applications and Management Messages) [78]: This standard
has been established to specify the management messages and security services for applications.
The secure message formats and processing are defined by this standard as well. Moreover, the
standard defines the requirements for exchanging secure messages [69, 70].
IEEE 1609.3 (Networking Services) [79]: This standard has been established to specify the network
and transport layers’ services. In support of a secure WAVE data exchange, this standard provides
addressing and routing services. Furthermore, this amendment introduces a non-IP communication
standard, an efficient WAVE-specific communication mode known as WAVE Short Message Protocol
(WSMP). Additionally, the Management Information Base (MIB) for WAVE protocol stack is directed
by this standard [69, 70].
IEEE 1609.4 (Multi-Channel Operation) [80]: This standard has been established to specify
enhancements to 802.11p MAC to support multi-channel operations in VANETs [69]. Because
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DSRC components operate within two dissimilar channel types (the CCH and SCHs), unlike
traditional WLAN stations, the allocated time to each DSRC component needs to be divided
between these channels. Therefore the multichannel operation controller has been designed for
WAVE [70].
IEEE 1609.11 (Over-the-Air Electronic Payment Data Exchange Protocol for ITS) [81]: This
standard has been established to specify a new service layer for the WAVE system, the electronic
payment, which identifies profiles for payment and identity authentication for WAVE-DSRC based
applications in VANETs.
IEEE 1609.12 (Identifier Allocations) [82]: This standard has been established to specify the use,
initialization and allocation of the identifiers used within WAVE.
2.4.3.2 WAVE Communications Stack
OBUs and RSUs must utilize the WAVE standard as their functioning mode to operate in the DSRC
specified spectrum band. As already studied, the WAVE standard, along with the IEEE 1609 series of
standards, define the WAVE system’s communication model, management structure, and security and
physical access features [69]. The WAVE system architecture is the conceptual design of the WAVE
standard and the IEEE 1609.x standards collectively as a whole [70], based on the general structure of
the CALM architecture.
WAVE Protocol Stack vs the OSI Model: Unlike the OSI model, the WAVE system’s architecture
supports two various protocol stacks, as shown in Figure 2.5. Both of these stacks utilize the same
physical and data-link layers of the OSI model terminology. The differences between these two stacks
are within their network and transport layers. The network and transport layers of the WAVE system
support two different protocols of communications. The first communications protocol maintained by
the WAVE system’s architecture is the traditional IP-based (IPv6) communications. The second
proprietary protocol, known as WAVE Short Message Protocol (WSMP), supports non-IP
communications. As the figure indicates, while the WAVE stack combines the three upper layers of the
OSI model (session, presentation and application) into a single layer (application), it introduces two
original layers called resource manager and security services, which do not easily fit within the layered
structure of the OSI model. Figure 2.5 also indicates that the data link layer of the OSI reference model
has been divided into three sub-layers in the WAVE communications stack: the WAVE lower MAC,
multi-channel operation (upper MAC) and Logical Link Control (LLC) sub-layers.
2.5 WAVE-enabled PHY and MAC Layers
The physical layer of DSRC stations shall be implemented in accordance with IEEE Std.
802.11p-2010 [14]. PHY deals with transmission and reception of raw bits on DSRC channels. PHY is
divided into two sub-layers: the Physical Medium Dependent (PMD) and the Physical Layer
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Convergence Procedure (PLCP). The PMD sub-layer directly interfaces with the DSRC medium, as its
name suggests, while the mapping between the MAC frame and the OFDM symbol (the basic PHY layer
data unit) is carried out by the PLCP sub-layer [48]. At the sender end, the data received from upper
layers of the WAVE stack is encoded using OFDM with either the BPSK (Binary Phase-Shift Keying),
QPSK (Quadrature PSK), 16-QAM (Quadrature Amplitude Modulation) or 64-QAM modulation
schemes. The modulation scheme and data rate used for PHY preambles (the first 128 bits of messages)
are BPSK and 3 Mb/s respectively. Even though Forward error correction (FEC) coding reduces the
effective user bit rate, it is applied to the user bits to improve the probability of successful
decoding [48]. At the receiver end, after a successful decode of a received PHY preamble, the device
endeavors to receive the rest of the message in a so-called reception mode using the appropriate
modulation scheme, which is communicated through the preamble.
The multi-channel nature of the DSRC band increases the likelihood of Cross-Channel Interference
(CCI), which is meant to be controlled by the transmit mask and channel rejection requirements [48].
CCI test results of the VSC-A project [83] have demonstrated potential problems in a given region
caused by simultaneous operation of DSRC transceivers on adjacent channels. CCI between a pair of
neighboring channels may result in some levels of performance degradation if the pair of receiver and
adjacent channel transmitter are in close proximity, such as being on the same vehicle. Although the
performance disadvantage of CCI for non-safety applications using SCHs is likely to be tolerable, this is
highly hazardous in the case of CCI involving safety applications on the CCH. However, it is believed
that stricter channel rejection or a constraints transmit mask would be costly [48]. In this regard, a
channel switching mechanism using time division can largely segregate CCH traffic from SCH
interference. Cross-channel interference is still an open research problem in DSRC systems though.
2.5.1 MAC Extension for Multi-Channel Operation
Seven non-overlapping 10 MHz channels have been allocated for the PHY of DSRC around 5.9 GHz.
Given that DSRC transceivers are modeled based on single half-duplex radio communications, DSRC
radios can monitor only one of the seven channels at a time and communicate on that channel. Hence,
the DSRC stations must periodically switch between the CCH and SCHs to use multiple channels. This
channel switching mechanism must be cooperatively coordinated among the DSRC radios in the
network to facilitate the synchronization of transmitters and their intended receivers, and tune them to
the same channel at the same time. The DSRC Multi-Channel Coordination (MCC) protocol proposed in
IEEE 1609.4 [80] enables such a distributed coordination mechanism. The MCC protocol synchronizes
all radios to a global time reference (e.g. GPS reference time) by which all radios are switched to the
CCH at the beginning of every second and stay tuned to the CCH for some predefined period of time that
is known as the CCH interval. Once the CCH interval expires, any radios demanding to access a SCH
will be switched to the SCH and will stay tuned to that SCH for a predefined period of time, known as
the SCH interval. After the SCH interval expires, all radios must switch back to the CCH, after which the
CCH interval starts again. Thus, the MCC protocol splits the radio resource between the CCH and SCHs.
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WAVE Service Advertisement (WSA) messages are broadcasted by service providers during CCH
intervals to announce their services on SCHs. These management frames are exchanged on the CCH to
coordinate rendezvous and communications on a SCH. In addition to the DSRC management frames,
the CCH is reserved for short data messages of C-ITS safety applications (WAVE Short Messages). All
data traffic of non-safety applications use the SCHs. Each and every CCH and SCH interval include a
Guard Interval (GI) during which no transmission is allowed in order to make up the synchronization
errors distributed between radios.
Since research on multichannel MAC operation in VANETs is still in its early stages and requires
further scholarly attention, lessons learnt from multichannel MAC operation in MANETs can be used to
provide alternative solutions for VANETs. Mo et al. in [84] present a comprehensive comparison of
multichannel MAC operation protocols in MANETs. Two other major multichannel MAC coordination
protocols, summarized in [84], along with the “time split” approach used in IEEE 1609.4, include:
“dedicated control channel” and “multiple rendezvous”. The dedicated CCH approach can be
implemented if the DSRC station is equipped with two IEEE 802.11p radios, one radio dedicatedly
tuned to the CCH, the other radio tuned to any of or switched between the SCHs. The complexity of
system implementation is reduced while the total cost is increased due to providing a second radio [41].
Both the standardized time split and the dedicated CCH approaches are ‘single rendezvous’ in the sense
that control messages such as WSA messages are exchanged on only one channel (CCH) at a time.
Multiple rendezvous protocols, on the other hand, allow several pairs of radios to simultaneously make
agreements on distinct channels. Sophisticated coordination mechanisms therefore must be developed
among radios, due to multiple rendezvous channels by which the scheduling bottleneck of approaches
using a single CCH can be eliminated [84].
2.5.2 DSRC Channel Congestion and Flow Control
The CCH is the most important channel of the DSRC band, due to being the only candidate to support
safety missions, so the efficient use of this channel is critical. 200 µs or less is the recommended
transmission time on the CCH. So, as per the recommendations of the FCC, a service channel must be
used for messages that take longer than 200 µs to transmit [85]. Hence, collisions in preamble
transmissions cause a high waste of resources due to tight timing constraints. This is even more
susceptible with the presence of hidden terminals. This effect considerably reduces the performance of
VANETs. So the MAC algorithms that determine which Mobile Station (MS) has the right to utilize the
shared communications channel, and how and on what basis, are vitally important for achieving
predictable delays. In this regard, MAC schemes schedule all channel access aiming to keep interference
incidents as low as possible at all transmission periods. This is why the study in the field of DSRC
channel congestion control is a hot research topic these days and multidisciplinary in nature.
Standard multi-access schemes such as Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA), Frequency Division
Multiple Access (FDMA), and Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA) are ineffective as DSRC MAC
protocols, due to the dynamic nature of VANETs [85]. The reason for their inefficiency is that centrally
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coordinated time-slots, channels, or codes must be dynamically allocated to DSRC stations, which is
extremely difficult to achieve in networks with highly mobile nodes [86]. Likewise, the Point
Coordination Function (PCF) MAC protocol, which is the contention-free protocol of the IEEE 802.11
standard, requires a central node for scheduling the transmission of stations in order to be able to access
the medium and therefore is inapplicable to VANETs [85]. Hence, contention-based Wireless Random
Access (WRA) mechanisms are often used by modern wireless access network protocols [87]. However,
although the Distributed Coordination Function (DCF) employing Carrier Sense Multiple Access with
Collision Avoidance (CSMA/CA) is the fundamental MAC technique of IEEE 802.11p [14], it is argued
in the literature, such as [88, 89], that the 802.11p MAC method does not guarantee real-time
communications because channel access is not guaranteed before a finite deadline. Accordingly, several
different mechanisms have been proposed to increase the overall performance of real-time data
transmission/reception, such as Self-organizing TDMA (STDMA). STDMA [88], a decentralized MAC
scheme, aims to guarantee an efficient, reliable and timely delivery of safety critical messages by
utilizing a GNSS for synchronization and time-slot sharing purposes. A comprehensive survey classifying
and analyzing 34 different MAC layer protocols proposed for wireless ad-hoc networks within industry
standards and/or research proposals is given in [90]. Furthermore, Booysen et al. [91] provide a
summary of recently proposed MAC protocols for VANETs including STDMA.
CSMA/CA utilizes a random back-off time following an unsuccessful medium access. The back-off
mechanism employs a time counter to compute and to decrease the back-off interval based on a
Contention Window (CW) – CW is the window size. Given that the channel is sensed idle, the counter is
decremented. The counter, however, is stopped as soon as a transmission is sensed on the channel, and
is reactivated when the channel becomes idle again for a period more than the DCF Inter-Frame Space
(DIFS). The node starts to transmit packets as soon as the back-off time counter reaches zero. The initial
back-off time for each transmission is uniformly chosen in the interval [0, CW-1], where
CW∈ [CWmin, CWmax]. The back-off stage j, j ∈ N, is increased after each unsuccessful transmission up
to a maximum value. The value of CW is doubled in each step, to the maximum of CWmax, as j is
increased.
The shared radio channels, especially the CCH, may possibly be saturated as more cooperative safety
applications are adopted with the DSRC technology and periodic cooperative awareness messaging
become widely deployed, though CSMA/CA is employed by IEEE 802.11p. It is understood from
CSMA/CA-based wireless local area networks, such as Wi-Fi, that the communications performance of
such networks drops significantly once the shared channel becomes saturated and its maximum capacity
is exceeded [92]. To ensure stable system operations: (1) the channel load must not exceed a maximum
threshold; (2) the vehicular connectivity requirements imposed by safety applications must be
guaranteed. Topology control protocols for sensor and wireless ad-hoc networks have been proposed to
ensure network-wide connectivity through the dynamic adaptation of each node’s transmission
parameters [93]; establishing stable vehicular networks, however, is strongly challenged by the dynamic
nature of vehicular networks and their harsh radio propagation environment. VANETs rather require
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establishing and maintaining inter-vehicle communications links within each vehicle’s local environment
(based on the coverage requirements of safety applications adopted), to support cooperative safety
applications and upper-layer protocols with accurate and updated data.
Using field measurements and simulation studies, it is reported that the communications
performance of DSRC degrades significantly in high vehicle density environments [42]. For example, the
packet error rate in a VANET with 360 nodes with the transmission rate of 10 safety messages per
second was about 71.1% [94]. The ability of vehicles to perform critical safety-of-live missions in such
environments with high packet error rate levels is significantly impaired. To this end, how to control
channel congestion in VANETs is an active research topic. Two types of congestion control techniques,
proactive and reactive, are already widely under development and evaluations. The state information of
the surrounding nodes available at the application layer, and data generation patterns are collectively
used by proactive techniques to satisfy the required application-level performance; these may be known
as feed-forward control mechanisms as well. The reactive techniques, however, use the channel
congestion status to decide on the transmission parameters to be adapted; these may be also known as
feed-back control mechanisms.
A distributed power-control congestion mitigation scheme with fair transmit is studied in [95],
where optimal transmit power is calculated by each sender based on the position information of all its
neighbors. The adaption of transmit power is also used in [96] to control congestion. A distributed
algorithm is proposed in [94] to adjust messaging rates by which the channel load is controlled and
maintained at a target. This algorithm uses binary feedback and an Additive Increase Multiplicative
Decrease (AIMD) mechanism. Another message-rate controller focusing on global fairness is proposed
in [97], which adapts using AIMD and disseminates congestion information over multiple hops to
achieve global fairness. The LInear MEssage Rate Integrated Control (LIMERIC) algorithm using a linear
rate adaptation mechanism is proposed in [98], and the weighted-LIMERIC algorithm converging to
weighted-fair message rates is further proposed in [99].
The congestion-control philosophy advocating the maximization of each vehicle’s awareness by
maximizing channel throughput is preferred to the philosophy of transmitting only those safety
messages thought to be needed [99]. The connectivity requirements imposed by the implemented safety
applications, in addition to minimizing the channel load level, must be ensured among vehicles for
stable system operations. Awareness control protocols need: (1) to have direct controls on each vehicle’s
communications range by adapting the transmission power to successfully communicate safety messages
to a given distance (cover the necessary number of neighbors), and (2) to adapt the packet generation
rate to satisfy the required number of messages to be received at vehicles in-rage during a given time
window. To optimize each vehicle’s awareness of its neighbors, the number of safety messages received
from each neighbor must be maximized [99]. Awareness control mechanisms must consider the
requirements of C-ITS safety applications as they are different from one to another. The goal of safety
mission applications is to increase awareness. Awareness control mechanisms can be seen as topology
controllers [92]. The state information exchanged among vehicles can be modeled at the Application
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layer as neighboring context information to be used by awareness control protocols to ensure robust
communications in local neighborhoods through the dynamic adaptation of communications
transmission parameters based on both the traffic conditions of the surrounding environment and the
requirements of the safety applications executed.
Ad-hoc MAC protocols can be classified based on various features including channel separation and
access, topology, power, transmission initiation, traffic load and scalability and range [90]. Among
these, the power feature offers an advantage in efficiency improvement of MAC protocols. Regarding the
power feature, two classes of WRA mechanisms are distinguished: Single Power Level WRA (SPL-WRA)
and Multiple Power Levels WRA (MPL-WRA) [87]. Using the SPL-WRA mechanism, a unique power
transmission level is used by all MSs. A MS attempts to access the channel if it requires transmitting, but
only at the beginning of a time slot. A channel access conflict may occur if more than one MS attempts
transmitting within a same time slot. To resolve this type of conflict, back-off procedures are often used
to force all MS involved in the conflict or ready to transmit to adapt their retransmission probabilities.
The back-off process involves the selection of a random number as the quantity of time slots that a node
must postpone the transmission as soon as the node is ready for transmission or after an unsuccessful
transmission attempt [85]. A number of IEEE wireless communications standards, such as IEEE 802.11,
utilizes the binary exponential back-off procedure [87]. On the other hand, the MPL-WRA mechanism
allows a MS involved in a conflict to transmit at a higher power level than other competing MSs during
the same time slot. This way, receivers may use the Signal-to-Interference-and-Noise Ratio (SINR) to
filter signals with strength below a certain threshold. This is deployed because packets transmitted at
higher power levels have more chance to be received successfully.
In addition to the use of dynamic power control mechanisms for alleviating the MAC deficiencies,
these mechanisms can be also used to improve the overall efficiency of the network by reducing the
transmission range. A greater chance of increasing the throughput of VANETs can be achieved by
reducing the transmission range of DSRC transceivers, as opposed to lowering their transmission
frequency. The transmission frequency cannot always be reduced due to the stringent timing
requirements of most safety applications. Hence, varying the transmission range of DSRC radios is used
to support contention-based MAC mechanisms and to maintain connectivity in both dense and sparse
vehicle traffic scenarios [85]. Various studies in the literature suggest different methods for dynamic
adaption of the transmission range of DSRC stations, for instance, based on local estimations about the
density of present traffic [100], and/or control the number of immediate neighbors of a node [101] by
adjusting the transmission power with the goal of maintaining connectivity. On the other hand, the Fair
Power Adjustment for Vehicular environments (FPAV) [102] algorithm is another type of power varying
mechanism, which is proposed with the goal of providing additional bandwidth to non-safety
applications. Fair distributed awareness and channel congestion control mechanisms satisfying the
stringent requirements of C-ITS safety mission applications are lacking in the current research
endeavors in the field of awareness and channel congestion in DSRC-based systems.
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2.6 WAVE-enabled Network Layer
The deployment of Internet Protocol (IP) as the default protocol for the network layer of the OSI model
has become pervasive in many networks today, especially in the networks that are part of the public
Internet and are interconnected with other networks. Connectivity, the primary service of IP-based
network layers that is offered to higher layers, is achieved via IP routing protocols using public IP
addresses of nodes anywhere on the connected networks. In VANETs, however, most packets are
communicated directly from a source to destinations over the air with less routing requirements. The
WAVE Short Message Protocol (WSMP) is therefore defined by the IEEE 1609 working group as an
efficient one-hop transmissions protocol for the network layer of the WAVE-DSRC communications
stack, because the packet overhead associated with IP packets, which consist of at least 52 bytes for a
UDP/IPv6 packet, may not be tolerated by VANETs [48].
WAVE Short Messages (WSMs) are made up of packets constructed by the WSMP, which has a
minimum of 5 bytes overhead and rarely exceeds 20 bytes, with the inclusion of options and
extensions [48]. Hence, the network layer of the WAVE-DSRC stack, on top of the MAC and PHY layers,
deals with wireless communications based on WSMP, IP and geographical addressing and routing
services. Functions specific to vehicular communications and dissemination of vehicular movement
information such as traffic congestion are executed at this layer. Dissemination protocols must work
reliably and efficiently in all vehicle density scenarios since channel congestion, especially on the
channel used by safety applications, is a significant concern in VANETs. To develop appropriate and
efficient algorithms for both dense and sparse networks, the existing routing protocols such as
broadcast, multicast, unicast, and geocast are extensively redesigned for VANETs. These new routing
protocols have been proposed to satisfy the high mobility characteristics of mobile nodes in vehicular
environments [45, 103, 104].
2.6.1 Network Layer Challenges in VANETs
A different set of challenges is imposed on the network layer of WAVE-DSRC by physically mobile users.
These challenges depend on how nodes move and what their movement patterns are between points of
attachment to the network. At one end of the spectrum, for instance, a user may carry around a mobile
device with a network interface card in a wireless area network. From the network layer’s standpoint,
if the same wireless link is used by the wireless network card, this user is not mobile regardless of their
location changes. Consider another user at the other end of the spectrum, traveling along a highway
in their car at 100 km/h, passing through multiple wireless access networks. It is desirable for the
passenger(s) to maintain an ongoing connection to a remote application throughout the journey. From
the network-layer’s perspective this user is mobile. In between these two extremes, consider a user
taking a mobile device from one location into another in order to reconnect into the network from the
new location. This user is also considered mobile, although having less mobility than the car passenger,
and does not need to keep an uninterrupted connection to the network when moving among points of
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attachment [105, 106]. It is shown by Bhagwat et al. [105] that “mobility is essentially an address
translation problem and is best resolved at the network layer”.
Considering V2I communications, mobile nodes in VANETs frequently change their point of
attachment to the network infrastructure. In this environment, an inter-networking infrastructure is
needed in order for mobile devices to function without disruption while maintaining ongoing
connections. Furthermore, inter-networking solutions for connecting stationary and mobile nodes are
required since mobile devices also need to communicate with the existing collection of information
servers and file servers [105]. In this regard, IPv6 mobility protocols such as Mobile IPv6 [107], fast
Mobile IPv6 [108] and Network Mobility (NEMO)-v6 [109], provide the ability to keep highly mobile
nodes connected to the network and to reach them from outside by benefiting from the large addressing
space offered by IPv6 and the simplified address auto-configuration mechanisms [110].
The NEMO Basic Support protocol [109] standardized by the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF)
provides mobility for entire mobile networks that dynamically attach to the Internet from different points.
It is an extension of Mobile IPv6 that enables session continuity for nodes in mobile networks while the
networks move. The NEMO technology aggregates the handover signaling procedures for all nodes by an
entity called “Mobile Router”, resulting in reduced signaling overhead [41, 110]. Because NEMO Basic
Support is designed to support only single-hop connectivity to the infrastructure of a network, it is a
challenge for the NEMO Basic Support protocol to support multi-hop communications using intermediate
network nodes. To adopt NEMO Basic Support to serve for VANETs, it should be integrated with the
routing protocols of VANETs that support multi-hop communications. Through this approach, while
NEMO provides session continuity and global reachability for vehicles of a mobile network, the routing
protocols handle the necessary communications links among vehicles and road-side access points [58].
This approach requires further research efforts to become mature enough for wide deployments.
2.6.2 Network Layer Routing Services
Packet routing becomes necessary in VANETs when a packet is disseminated for remote nodes beyond
the transmission range of the sender. A number of C-ITS safety applications vitally relies on VANETs
routing protocols. Design, implementation and evaluation of routing protocols are one of the main
challenges in vehicular environments because of the unique characteristics of VANETs. This uniqueness
includes frequent topology fragmentation, relative high speed of mobile nodes, frequent disconnections
and dynamic information exchange. Since effective implementation of C-ITS greatly relies on the IVC
and RVC systems, a close cooperation between nodes of VANETs is required to distribute messages from
one node (OBU or RSU) to another [111]. Consequently, network layer routing protocols play a
significant role in characterizing the cooperative IVC and RVC systems. The original ad-hoc network
architecture and the unique characteristics of VANETs must be considered when any routing protocol is
redesigned for VANETs [104]. These routing protocols may be classified based on a number of different
parameters [112]:
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• Range: anycast, unicast, broadcast, multicast;
• Route discovery: proactive, reactive, hybrid;
• Algorithm: link state, vector distance, georouting.
Various routing protocol schemes including broadcast, unicast, multicast and geocast, which are
initially designed as Internet additions, are used in VANETs. These routing schemes are utilized by
different routing protocols, which are extensively surveyed in the literature, such as [113–115].
2.6.2.1 VANET Routing Schemes
Broadcast: Distribution of information from a source to many unknown/unspecified destinations in
VANETs is the primary objective of broadcasting [116]. This scheme does not need to maintain
different information of nodes such as their position, speed and direction, and even routing tables
are not required. Safety or non-safety ITS applications, such as collision warnings and lane change
assistance, are entitled for short delay delivery of messages to all nodes located near by the sender.
Hence, the suitability of broadcasting protocols highly depends on the kind of applications [103].
Various broadcasting approaches can be used to disseminate a message to all desired nodes in
VANETs. These approaches include flooding, probabilistic, location-based, counter-based and
cluster-based broadcasts [103, 117, 118]. One of the drawbacks with broadcasting is known as the
broadcast storm, which increases both the bandwidth overhead (low throughput) and the rate of
packet collisions [113]. This problem is caused when a large number of redundant packets are
disseminated by broadcasting approaches. To date, various solutions have been proposed to
increase the efficiency of the broadcast scheme. For instance, various broadcast storm mitigation
techniques are described in [119]. Although providing reliable broadcast approaches in a
vehicular ad-hoc network has been being studied, this problem is still an open issue.
Unicast: The unicast protocols distribute information from a source to one receiver only [112]. A
classification of the existing unicast routing protocols for VANETs and a qualitative comparison of
these protocols are provided by Bernsen in [120].
Multicast: Distribution of messages from a source to a group of vehicles in VANETs is the objective of
multicasting. These communications are required by a number of safety applications and are not
just pair-wise communications, as supported by unicast protocols. Safety information requiring
efficient multicasting dissemination includes intersection warning, accidents, high traffic density,
dangerous road surface conditions, etc. Thus, multicast or broadcast schemes for V2X safety
communications may be more demanding than unicast protocols [116].
Geocast: Geocast is a variation of multicasting in which special information is disseminated to a specific
group of vehicles in designated areas by using positioning data [121]. Overviews of the geocast
routing protocols and classifications of these protocols can be found in [114, 115, 122]. In
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addition to conventional geocast routing, abiding geocast, a type of service when a geocast
message is required to stay in a predefined region by applications for a specific period of time, is
proposed in [123].
2.6.2.2 VANET Routing Strategies
Most of the routing protocols currently used for safety message dissemination within IVC systems are
designed based on the broadcast scheme, although this scheme is not efficient enough for many types of
safety message routing. The reason for this unsuitability is that a warning message is sent to a large
number of vehicles in the designated area rather than only to the endangered nodes. The receivers also
cannot be prioritized based on their critical location by the broadcast routing schemes, to avoid
collision. To this end, context-aware packet forwarding strategies, such as [124–127], have been
developed. Additionally, the performance evaluations of IEEE 802.11p and other WAVE standards [128]
signify that the 5.9 GHz DSRC technology used for V2X communications cannot ensure timely message
dissemination in dense traffic environments or in high channel-load scenarios [72], in the absence of an
effective and efficient routing scheme. The exclusive characteristics of VANETs require different
strategies of routing other than conventional ad-hoc or wireless networks’ protocols. Hence, a number
of different forwarding strategies such as associativity-based routing [129], gossip-based routing [130],
QoS-based routing, topology-based routing, cluster-based routing, receiver-based routing and
position-based routing are adopted or developed for VANETs.
Topology-based routing: Topology-based routing protocols necessitate dissemination routes to be
established from a source to destinations, based on the information of links either collected
previously by the sender (proactive/table-driven approach) or sought by the sender as needed
(reactive/on-demand approach) [115]. Two examples of topology-based routing protocols are
Ad-hoc On-Demand Distance Vector (AODV) [131] and Dynamic Source Routing (DSR) [132],
along with their improved variants.
Cluster-based routing: Cluster-based routing protocols create virtual groups to efficiently manage the
routing process by improving the scalability of the protocol and packet forwarding decisions [113].
Considering highway scenarios as an example, vehicles traveling in the same direction may form a
cluster. Management of each cluster is the responsibility of the cluster-head. How to form a cluster
and select a cluster-head may vary from one protocol to another. While members of a cluster
communicate directly to each other, the communication of nodes from different clusters, known as
inter-cluster communications, is performed through cluster-heads.
Receiver-based routing: Non-broadcast-based routing protocols (e.g. multicast-based) typically rely on
the creation of routing trees that require each individual node to maintain the state information of
other nodes. In VANETs, the network topology faces frequent changes due to the mobility feature
of nodes and therefore the communications links among nodes (source and sink) vary dynamically,
and even end-to-end routings do not exist at certain periods of time. Consequently, conventional
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end-to-end routing protocols are inefficient for application in VANETs. A novel data forwarding
protocol is the receiver-based routing technique, which does not require establishing global routing
between source nodes and sink.
This category of routing protocols allows the sender’s one-hop neighbors to contend for the
forwarding right on the basis of their status information and under certain rules (unlike the
sender-based scoping where senders actively appoint a specific forwarding node). Eventually the
only node having the right to forward data is the contention winner (for each hop). The concept of
receiver-based scoping as Internet additions was initially presented in [133]. This concept is also
practiced in routing protocols used in mobile sensor networks such as [134] and [135].
Position-based routing: Since VANETs form dynamic topologies, routing in such networks is
particularly challenging. Position-based routing algorithms eliminate the need to constantly
monitoring the topology, as they use additional information about the participating nodes. As the
name implies, position-based protocols utilize position information of the nodes to make routing
decisions and forward a packet to intended destinations. This information is obtained through the
use of positioning and localization systems.
2.6.3 Position-based Routing
The geographical position of a packet’s destination, as additional information, is used by position-based
routing protocols to make forwarding decisions and disseminate messages. The position of sender and
its one-hop neighbors, other than the destination’s position, are also required in order to forward
packets. Position-based routing protocols do not require maintaining explicit routes, which scale well
the dynamic nature of VANETs. This is a key benefit for VANETs, where the topology receives frequent
changes [111, 136]. Moreover, the task of route determination can be simultaneously performed with
packet preparation.
The positioning data required by protocols are acquired via GNSS-based positioning systems such as
GPS. A position-based routing protocol may consist of several components such as location service,
location server, beaconing, recovery strategy and forwarding strategy [111, 136]. The location of
destination nodes is taken from the location service and location server. The information of a node’s
neighbors is obtained by beaconing. The recovery and forwarding strategies may be applied to
effectively forward packets from a source node to destination nodes.
Several types of location service, beaconing and forwarding, as well as recovery strategies, for
position-based routing in VANETs, have been proposed in the literature. These modifications and
enhancements are usually focused on a certain routing scheme such as broadcast, unicast or multicast.
Different road topologies such as highway, city and freeway must also be taken into account in the
modification and enhancement approaches. For instance, a position-based routing protocol,
A-STAR [137], was proposed mainly for working in metropolis vehicular networks. The protocol, like
the Geographic Source Routing (GSR) protocol [138], adopts the anchor-based routing approach with
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spatial awareness [139]. Mauve et al. in [136] provide three principal packet-forwarding strategies for
position-based routing: greedy forwarding, restricted directional flooding, and hierarchical approaches.
A distinction between position-based and geocast routing schemes is made here since they have a
one-way relationship. Geocast-based routing protocols can be categorized as a position-based routing
method but not vice versa.
2.6.3.1 Geocast Routing Protocols in VANETs
Geocast routing [122] is fundamentally classified as a location-based multicast routing. Delivering
packets from a source node to all other nodes located inside a particular geographical region or Zone of
Relevance (ZOR) is the objective of a geocast routing protocol. This class of protocols is beneficial to
many C-ITS applications. For example, a node identifies a hazard in a specific geographical area can
instantly report the danger to vehicles nearby the region via geocasting. In order to avoid unnecessary
and hasty reactions by vehicles that are not endangered, nodes outside the ZOR are not alerted [140].
The source node may be inside or outside of the ZOR.
Geocast may be put into practice by employing multicast service and minimally identifying the
multicast group as a group of nodes within a certain geographic region. Maihöfer in [122] provides a
geocast taxonomy considering flooding, directed flooding and no flooding categories for geocasting.
Directed flooding is the category that contains most of the geocast routing methods, such as Location
Based Multicast (LBM), Voronoi, GeoGRID and Mesh. The directed-flooding-based methods try to define
a forwarding zone and restrict the flooding inside the zone to limit the message overhead and the
network congestion. In contrast, non-flooding approaches such as Unicast Routing with Area Delivery
(URAD) and GeoTORA, which are typically based on unicast routing, utilize regional flooding inside the
destination region. Additionally, Maihöfer et al. in [123] provides a few solutions for a special geocast
scheme besides the conventional geocasting; named abiding geocast, this delivers packets to all nodes
that are inside the ZOR during the lifetime of the geocasting.
Geocast-based routing protocols utilize geographical location information of networks’ nodes in a
similar manner to that of the other position-based routing protocols. Unlike other position-based routing
protocols, this category of protocols aims to disseminate messages to selective geographic areas [122].
The positioning data required by protocols are acquired via the position determining module. Earlier
research in the field of geocasting in VANETs involved strategies including the use of topology-based
routing protocols instead of location services such as the geocast enhancements of AODV presented in
[141]. However, some routing strategies that combine position-based routing together with a simple
Reactive Location Service (RLS) are later introduced in the literature, such as [138].
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2.7 Vehicle Navigation and Positioning Systems
Vehicular navigation and positioning systems, in addition to the vehicle communications systems, are
one of the fundamental components of each C-ITS. The navigation and positioning systems of C-ITS
extensively rely on GNSS, although wireless communications-based and sensor-based positioning
techniques can also be used to ensure the basic function of the system during GNSS outage periods. Two
positioning technological solutions are available for C-ITS applications:
(1) GNSS-based positioning techniques include the use of GNSS satellite signals with various
positioning algorithms such as Single Point Positioning (SPP) [142] and Precise Point Positioning
(PPP). This category of positioning technology is the main focus of this section and will be
discussed in details.
(2) Non-GNSS positioning techniques include the use of on-board ranging and measuring
sensors [143, 144], such as radio-based ranging techniques [18, 19] and Inertial Measurement
Units (IMU) [12, 16], to perform Dead Reckoning (DR). Positioning systems may use wireless
communications such as the Locata positioning system [145–148], a ground-based positioning
technology, to complement positioning in GNSS-denied environments. This category of
terrestrial-based positioning technology is known as ‘the radio location technology’, which is being
designed to provide an affordable location system to closely parallel GNSS-based positioning in
system design and performance.
The radio location technology is considered as both an extension and an expansion to GNSS-based
positioning technologies and, as such, this emerging technology can work with GNSS-based
positioning systems to augment the solutions (corresponding to the extension) and/or operate
independently when the GNSS-based system cannot provide accurate results (corresponding to the
expansion). To this end, the technology employs a transmitter/receiver (transceiver) unit with a
low-cost standalone GNSS receiver that is enhanced to track the transceiver signals. Centimeter to
decimeter level positioning accuracy can be achieved using the radio location positioning
technology, such as Locata, within the network covered by the technology [149]. The radio
location technology would need allocation of an agreed frequency band if Locata or similar
systems are to be used in public networks of C-ITS.
In addition to the radio location technology that is specifically designed for ranging, any
infrastructure installed on roadsides with signals optimized for data transmissions can provide
positioning measurements within its area of coverage to complement GNSS positioning in
GNSS-denied environments, such as through tunnels, under bridges and tree canopies, and/or in
large indoor car parks. As such, ultra-wideband (UWB) shows great potentials in achieving
centimeter level positioning accuracy [37]. Its coverage range, however, is an issue for
implementation of UWB-based positioning. DSRC, on the other hand, has up to 1000 m
communications range and can reach sub-meter ranging accuracy; so, DSRC is the most suitable
wireless technology for seamless vehicle positioning in the future. This research trend is just in its
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early stages and requires further research efforts before it becomes mature enough for
deployment.
From the above discussion, it is obvious that GNSS-based vehicular navigation and positioning
systems may not be standalone for providing positioning data or navigational information; the on-board
positioning module may be coupled with other types of positioning systems and/or receive
augmentation data. The on-board navigation equipment may also receive real-time traffic information
for the current location from traffic control centres, for which the communications of GNSS-based
positioning and navigation may be bidirectional. A vehicle positioning and navigation system typically
contains some or all of the following modules [38, 150, 151]:
• Digital map: A collecting database, which can be interpreted as virtual maps.
• Map matching: A method to locate vehicles on digital maps by using satellite signals.
• Positioning: This mechanism to provide vehicles’ position coordinates in 2D/3D notions acquired
from navigation satellite signals.
• Route planning and guidance: A method to calculate suitable routes from the beginning point to
the destination while assisting the user through multimedia communications.
• Wireless communications: A module to exchange real-time traffic and positioning information
between control centres, service providers and the on-board navigation and positioning
components for optimization purposes.
• Human-Machine Interface (HMI): A module to capture information from both drivers and the on-
board devices and exchanges this information among the parties to improve the system’s overall
performance.
The most popular and widely used GNSS-based autonomous positioning system is the U.S. Global
Positioning System (GPS), which is based on a kind of radio wave positioning and time transfer
technology, and which has been fully operational since 1994. The Navigation Satellite Timing and
Ranging (NAVSTAR) GPS consists of three segments: (1) the space segment, (2) the control segment,
and (3) the user segment. Reliable location and time information are provided to the user segment by
the GPS space and control segments in all weather conditions at all times. GPS works everywhere on or
near the Earth surface, wherever an unobstructed Line-of-Sight (LOS) to four or more GPS satellites is
available to GPS receivers.
The United States government maintains GPS, which is freely accessible by anyone with a receiver
device. User positions are calculated by GPS receivers using accurate timing signals sent by more than
30 Medium Earth Orbit (MEO) GPS satellites running above the earth on six orbital planes (spaced 60o
apart) at an altitude of approximately 20200 km, circling the Earth twice a sidereal day. This satellite
constellation ensures the visibility of at least four satellites above the Earth surface. Each satellite
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frequently transmits navigation messages including precise time (satellite clock corrections), satellite
broadcast orbit (ephemeris) and satellite status. GPS satellites currently orbiting the Earth are from
different generations. The navigational signals continuously transmitted by the satellites are cantered on
L1 (at 1575.42 MHz) and L2 (at 1227.60 MHz) electro-magnetic spectrum frequencies. These two
L-band carrier waves, along with the navigation messages and the ranging codes, are the three main
components of the satellite signals. The navigation messages and ranging codes are modulated on the
carrier waves.
The GPS signals rapidly attenuate when the GPS receivers are used indoors or in high-rise urban
areas [152], since GPS was designed to work outdoors wherever a clear LOS is available. Another
problem that stand-alone GPS receivers face is the time to first fix (TTFF) [153]. GPS was designed to
start up with approximately 1 min delay, which is a slow sequence for many safety-of-life applications.
The other issue with stand-alone GPS positioning is the precision of the position provided by the system.
General (civilian) users could receive only a horizontal positioning accuracy of about 100 m, under the
U.S. government’s “selective availability (SA)” policy [154]. Even after the repeal of this policy, the
signal accuracy received by general users is about 5 to 10 m (road level accuracy) with pseudo-range
measurements, due to the effects of background noise, atmosphere, ephemeris errors, and so on. This
accuracy level is still inadequate for C-ITS applications, as these mostly require lane level accuracy or
better.
2.7.1 Positioning Accuracy Required for C-ITS
As discussed earlier, C-ITS safety applications have different positioning accuracy requirements, classified
into three levels by the Enhance Digital Mapping Project [39] of the Crash Avoidance Metrics Partnership
(CAMP) – Vehicle Safety Communications Consortium (VSCC):
• Road-level applications demand to distinguish the road on which the vehicle is traveling. The
accuracy requirement of these types of applications must typically be better than 5 meters in
absolute and relative modes in order to identify other vehicles traveling on the same road
segment. A number of safety applications such as infrastructure-based warnings for road work,
hazard and stop sign can be enabled using this level of accuracy.
• Lane-level applications need to distinguish the lane in which the vehicle is traveling. These
applications also identify nearby communicating entities within the lanes they are located in. The
accuracy requirement of this class of safety applications, however, is not generally agreed upon.
Different analysis perspectives of different projects have not established contradictory
specifications regarding the accuracy level. For instance, the Vehicle Safety Communications –
Applications (VSC-A) project of the U.S. Department of Transportation (DOT) defines 1.5 meters
or better as the typical accuracy requirement in absolute positioning mode with the 95th
percentile confidence level [155–157]. This requirement is equivalent to 1.1 meters or better with
the 95th percentile confidence level in the relative positioning mode [37].
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• Where-in-lane applications demand to distinguish where in the lane the vehicle is. Yet again, the
accuracy requirement of this class of safety applications is not generally agreed upon. The VSC-A
project considers one meter or better as the required accuracy for this class of applications [155–
157]. Hence, their required relative positioning accuracy is about 0.7-1.0 m [37].
2.7.2 GNSS-based Precise Positioning Technological Solutions Supporting C-ITS
VANETs receive frequent topological changes because they contain highly mobile nodes. Also, vehicles’
positions are rapidly changed as their speeds increase. Therefore providing precise absolute and relative
positions is especially challenging in these environments, in terms of both accuracy and timeliness. The
timeliness requirement of a C-ITS safety application varies depending on the level of accuracy needed by
the application. In general, the timeliness requirement is 1 second (1 Hz) for road-level safety
applications, while the timeliness requirement of lane-level and where-in-lane-level safety applications
is at least 0.1 second (10 Hz) [37].
Conventional vehicle navigation and positioning systems utilize standalone GPS receivers or
primitive Assisted-GPS (A-GPS) technology [158], which can only reduce the TTFF, but not increase the
position precision up to the level required by C-ITS applications. It is well studied that current low-cost
GPS receivers are unreliable or even inoperative for safety operation in some environments, such as
under tree canopies and bridges, in tunnels and indoors, because most of the GPS signals are blocked,
and even if the signals are available, the accuracy provided by the conventional system is inadequate for
safety operations. Although GNSS-based positioning solutions must be bridged during GNSS data
outage, the focus of this context remains on GNSS-based positioning systems because the total length of
Australian road tunnels is less than 100 km, which accounts for less than 0.01% of the total roads in
Australia [159]. Various GNSS-based positioning systems are available, as summarized in Figure 2.6,
based on their positioning accuracies and service ranges. Five levels of positioning accuracy are
distinguished in the figure, including 10-20 m, 1-10 m, 0.1-1 m, 1-10 cm and 0.1-1 cm. Some of these
GNSS-based positioning technologies provide high accuracy and are suitable for C-ITS purposes are
discussed here.
2.7.2.1 Differential GPS (DGPS)
The higher position accuracy requirements of embedded positioning and navigation systems led to the
development of the Differential Global Positioning System (DGPS) [160]. This was initially developed
to provide further accuracies needed by Geographic Information Systems (GIS) and other GPS-based
systems such as ITS. The DGPS, which is an enhancement of GPS, can provide accuracies from one
to three meters up to a few decimeters through correction data from a nearby reference GPS receiver
(or a network of fixed ground based reference stations), depending whether pseudo-ranges or carrier-
phase-smoothed pseudo-ranges are used, respectively [37, 160, 161]. The concept behind pseudo-range
smoothing with integrated carrier phase observations (also known as code smoothing) is based on the
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Figure 2.6: Accuracy levels of global, regional and local GNSS-based positioning services using pseudo-
range and/or carrier phase measurements (Courtesy of Austroads [37])
GPS = Global Positioning System, PPP = Precise Point Positioning, SPS = Standard Positioning Services,
GDGPS = Global Differential GPS, IGDG = Internet-based Global Differential GPS, PPS = Precise
Positioning Services, iSBAS = integrated SBAS, SBAS = Space Based Augmentation System, WAAS =
Wide Area Augmentation System, EGNOS = European Geostationary Navigation Overlay Service, MSAS
= Multi-functional Satellite Augmentation System, RTK = Real Time Kinematic, GBAS = Ground Based
Augmentation System, LAAS = Local Area Augmentation System, SDGNSS = Satellite Differential
GNSS.
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idea by Hatch [162] that the integrated carrier phase observations are also a measure of the range
between a receiver and the satellite (carrier range).
The GPS data collected by receivers may be differentially corrected using the DGPS correction data
to improve accuracy. Reference stations transmit these correction data to mobile GPS receivers (rovers)
via radio frequency broadcast systems. These reference stations are built at fixed positions with exactly
known surveyed location coordinates. Reference stations calculate the difference between the positions
acquired from the satellite pseudo-ranges and their actual known positions as the correction data by
estimating the slowly varying error components of each satellite range measurement [37]. The smoothed
DGPS method necessitates both the carrier-phase and pseudo-range measurements, within which the
effects of noises such as multipath errors on the pseudo-ranges are reduced by using the carrier-phase
measurements [37]. Rovers may receive the correction data via satellite or via terrestrial communication
links such as mobile Internet connections.
There are a few limitations with both code-based DGPS and carrier-phase smoothed DGPS in
providing reliable solutions. Their performances depend on the distance of the rover from the base
stations, the communications data links and the robustness of the positioning algorithms, in addition to
the requirements of standalone GPS positioning [16, 159].
2.7.2.2 Space-Based Augmentation Systems (SBAS)
An emerging concept to improve position accuracy, reliability and availability provided by GNSS-based
positioning systems is the space-based GNSS augmentation, which utilizes differential GNSS data
corrected externally to on-board GNSS navigation equipment in order to calculate precise position
solutions. This augmentation is supported by a network of ground reference stations, which
continuously monitor GNSS signals, generate messages containing correction and integrity information
for the GNSS systems, and upload the messages to the geostationary satellites (through a master
station) in order to broadcast the messages to terrestrial or air users [37].
Space-Based Augmentation Systems (SBAS) support wide range areas through satellite-broadcasted
messages. Several fixed reference stations located at known positions within certain wide range areas
can observe satellite signals while considering atmosphere factors affecting the signals at rovers. This
information is then sent to one or more geostationary satellites to regionally provide correction
information free of charge to users of GNSS such as the GPS and Galileo (the European satellite
navigation system) [163]. Several SBAS are currently operational at different regions, including:
• Wide Area Augmentation System (WAAS) – Developed by the U.S. Federal Aviation Administration
(FAA)
• European Geostationary Navigation Overlay Service (EGNOS) – Developed by the European Space
Agency (ESA)
The WAAS and EGNOS services are available only in their local areas and therefore these services
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cannot be supported in many regions including Australia.
2.7.2.3 Real-Time Kinematic (RTK) GPS Technique
Real-Time Kinematic (RTK) positioning, in addition to carrier phase smoothed DGPS, is an alternative
technique should a nation not have access to an SBAS [37]. The code modulated onto the carrier wave
is commonly used by GPS receivers to determine the pseudo-range between the satellite and the
receiver’s antenna. However, positioning techniques using phase measurement of the carrier-wave
signal are significantly more accurate than positioning techniques using pseudo-range observations.
Sub-meter level accuracy is achievable if pseudo-range measurements are used; if phase measurements,
that are less susceptible to multipath distortion [164], are used, centimeter level accuracy is the typical
accuracy to achieve.
The RTK technique uses not only pseudo-ranges but also carrier phase and Doppler measurements
for computing positions. RTK necessitates accessing a reference station or a number of continuous
operating reference stations (CORS) that provide corrections to users via terrestrial data links and/or
the Internet. Real-time carrier phase measurement using the RTK technique can deliver centimeter-level
accuracy by utilizing the Double Differenced (DD) phase measurements between a user and a base
station [165], though the rover needs to be within a short ranges (e.g. 15 km) from the reference
station if a single reference station is available. Otherwise, the distance-dependent error will be large.
Additionally, the positioning error would be significant if several joint rover DGPS receivers
simultaneously acquire correction data from different disjoint reference stations, because these
reference stations may provide dissimilar levels of accuracy [166]. RTK reference networks are designed
to reduce such positioning errors, as well as extending the possible distance between rovers and
reference stations. These networks link all CORS to a central control station for error calculation
optimization and to provide real-time, high-quality positioning services to rovers. Additionally, the
Virtual Reference Station (VRS) network concept was proposed to further improve the accuracy over
longer distances by generating observation data [167].
The inherent ambiguity of the carrier phase measurements, however, is a drawback to any technique
using phase measurements. The number of carrier cycles between a receiver and the satellite is unknown
to the receiver when first the broadcast signal is tracked. This integer number, commonly referred to
as the integer ambiguity (N), must be resolved before accurate position estimations can be obtained
using the phase measurements. RTK yields high accuracy positioning through measurement differencing,
which lessens the effects of common mode errors and also resolves the relative phase ambiguities. In
conventional RTK, static base stations (GPS receivers) are typically placed at known locations. In this
case, one base station or VRS is used by each (dynamic) rover to determine a baseline vector with high
accuracy between the rover and base station through processing of range measurements. Highly accurate
global position solutions can then be achieved by adding the known position of the base station to the
baseline vector [164].
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The Relative RTK positioning technique, also known as the dynamic base RTK, on the other hand,
compromises the accuracy of global position information in order to eliminate the need for a static
reference station for the calculation of a baseline vector. The setup needed to perform Relative RTK
increases the availability of precise positioning to safety applications supported by C-ITS in compare
with what are required in the case of RTK or Network RTK. The operations principles of Relative RTK
are identical to typical RTK: time and space correlated errors are eliminated using a couple of nearby
receivers to determine the relative position between the rover and dynamic base station. Relative RTK
follows multistage algorithms as typical RTK processes.
An RTK algorithm typically uses a combination of pseudo-range and carrier-phase measurements in a
discrete linear Kalman filter to estimate the relative ambiguities that exist among the two receivers. The
ambiguities will be attempted to be fixed to integer values using Ambiguity Resolution (AR) processing
procedures such as LAMBDA (Least-squares Ambiguity Decorrelation Adjustment) method [168]. The
unambiguous phase measurements can be then used to estimate the relative vector between receivers
using a least squares routine [164]. Sufficient numbers of GPS satellites visible to both receivers are
required in order to utilize the RTK method. Any significant interference or obstruction can degrade
the performance of RTK if the number of visible satellites is insufficient. This could be an issue in some
environments, such as natural and urban canyons or forests, where the availability of GPS signals is
limited. However, the integration of RTK with other sensor-based methods could improve the robustness
of RTK. This integration may provide a lower precise estimation of the baseline during GPS outage.
The latency of data communicated from the reference station(s) to rover receivers is still an error
source in the RTK technique, although the accuracy and reliability can be further improved by utilizing
dual-frequency receivers (L1/L2 frequencies). This data latency, which could range between 100 ms to
several seconds, is introduced by the transmission delay, decoding and software handling [169]. Hence,
some arbitrary data formats such as Compact Measurement Record (CMR) and CMR+ have been
proposed by manufacturers of GNSS equipment to reduce the bandwidth and data latency of RTK
positioning. The common data formats used for transmission of GPS data include Receiver Independent
Exchange Format (RINEX), the National Marine Electronics Association (NMEA) standards and the
Radio Technical Commission for Maritime Services (RTCM) standards. RINEX is a format used for data
processing and archiving raw GPS data. Also, NMEA is the standard used for communicating GPS
positioning data among marine electronic devices in addition to between a GPS receiver and other
devices providing positioning services (e.g. GPS receiver to PDA). NMEA standards are used for
real-time positioning processing. Data standards recommended by RTCM SC-104 (Special Committee
104) are used for transmission of GPS correction data from GPS reference stations to GPS rovers in the
RTK positioning technique. Version 2.3 and 3.0 of the RTCM SC-104 format are usually used to
encapsulate and transmit RTK correction data via network [169].
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2.8 Summary
This chapter reviewed recent advances in the development of Cooperative Intelligent Transportation
Systems (C-ITS). It is shown in the literature that most road and road-rail accidents are preventable or
at least their effects can be reduced in terms of cost and severity if vehicles can cooperatively connect
and communicate to other nearby vehicles. C-ITS have been proposed to address the road safety
requirements while alleviating road congestion by facilitating a mechanism to exchange vital safety and
emergency messages including the state information of vehicles among vehicles traveling on common
road segments. The CALM concept has been developed to maintain not only the required
communications and positioning technologies and standards but also the integrity of the C-ITS
components. The 5.9 GHz DSRC technology is consequently designed to address the efficient
implementation of Vehicular Ad-hoc Networks (VANETs). These are used for Vehicle-to-Vehicle (V2V)
and Vehicle-to-Infrastructure (V2I) communications, networking and positioning in order to facilitate
C-ITS safety and non-safety applications. These cooperative systems also employ GPS-based navigation
and positioning systems to provide accurate positioning information using precise positioning
technologies such as GPS RTK.
Because C-ITS are relatively new, there are various challenges with the development of their
integrated communications, networking and positioning systems. These challenges include the
development of C-ITS architectures at international, national and regional levels; the establishment of
the sub-systems of C-ITS, and of their applications; regarding the safety applications, the real challenges
are to provide the required positioning accuracy and seamless communications channels, and regarding
the non-safety applications, the open research question is how to effectively provide C-ITS with IP-based
communications; the development of efficient routing protocols are also a challenging task that requires
further research efforts to satisfy the requirements of safety and non-safety applications. The reliability
of these integrated systems is also still in doubt. The limitations of the communications, networking and
positioning sub-systems of C-ITS motivate this study to find technical solutions to a few of these
problems. Ultimately, a harmonized communications, networking and positioning platform supporting
the safety operations of C-ITS must provide these: (1) low-cost, fast and reliable networking services,
(2) reliable and fair communications services, and (3) reliable and accurate positioning services.
Due to the nature of VANETs, routing protocols take a prominent part in their scalability and overall
performance. Multiple hop communications and networking may be required to exchange data among
the communicating nodes because of the limited radio transmission ranges of transceivers. Therefore
finding an optimized route between a sender and a receiver(s) quickly and with low bandwidth
overheads is the key necessity of any efficient routing protocol. Additionally, the nature of the vehicular
environment within which a VANET is employed may impose stringent restrictions on the
communications and networking capabilities of the network. Existing routing protocols may not be
efficient enough for many kinds of cooperative vehicular systems, such as dedicated systems providing
safety at level crossings. Therefore the communications and networking component of VANETs served
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for safety must be tailored to meet the unique requirements of the proposed system. To this end, novel
networking frameworks incorporating a set of models for communications, message flow and
determination of endangered vehicles must be developed to support cooperative safety applications.
The feasibility of IEEE 802.11p of DSRC as the wireless technology for V2X has been verified through
prior studies. However, the congestion of communications channels in dense road traffic scenarios is
still a challenge for C-ITS. This is a significant problem in designing such networking frameworks, which
necessitates effective awareness and channel congestion control mechanisms. Channel congestion is the
result of over-exploitation of the wireless medium, which significantly decreases the reliability of the
wireless medium in ensuring the operation of time-critical safety applications. This is an open research
topic attracting significant attention over the last few years from both academia and industry.
Providing accurate positioning (lane-level and in-lane-level) services to cooperative nodes of vehicular
systems is vital to C-ITS safety operations. Although some of the GNSS-based positioning techniques
such as GPS RTK can provide accurate positioning services, a limited number of research activities are
focusing on these technologies for precise positioning in the safety context of C-ITS. Hence, alternative
positioning techniques must be studied in order to determine their suitability in meeting the requirements
of C-ITS safety applications. The available communications technologies and media with various speeds,
bandwidths and stabilities that facilitate precise positioning techniques for C-ITS deserve further research
attentions. It is also noted that the GNSS-based positioning systems of C-ITS require low-cost self-integrity
monitoring mechanisms because the operation of C-ITS safety applications is meant to save the lives of
individuals on roads and railways.
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Chapter 3
Design of an Integration Platform for V2X Wireless
Communications and Positioning Supporting C-ITS
Safety Applications
Keyvan Ansari, Yanming Feng
School of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science,
Queensland University of Technology, Brisbane, Australia
E-mail: k.ansari@qut.edu.au
Foreword: This chapter (article) covers the design of an integrated Inter-Vehicle Communications (IVC) and
Inter-Vehicle Positioning (IVP) platform which its importance for transport safety applications is identified
throughout Chapter 1. This article addresses the 1st research question defined in Section 1.2.2 of Chapter 1.
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Safety Applications
Keyvan Ansari, Yanming Feng
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Abstract
In this paper, an integrated inter-vehicle wireless communications and positioning system supporting
alternate positioning techniques is proposed to meet the requirements of safety applications of
Cooperative Intelligent Transportation Systems (C-ITS). Recent advances have repeatedly demonstrated
that road safety problems can be to a large extent addressed via a range of technologies including
wireless communications and positioning in vehicular environments. The novel communication stack
utilizing a dedicated frequency spectrum (e.g. at 5.9 GHz band), known as Dedicated Short-Range
Communications (DSRC), has been particularly designed for Wireless Access in Vehicular Environments
(WAVE) to support safety applications in highly dynamic environments. Global Navigation Satellite
Systems (GNSS) is another essential enabler to support safety on rail and roads. Although current
vehicle navigation systems such as single frequency Global Positioning System (GPS) receivers can
provide route guidance with 5-10 meters (road-level) position accuracy, positioning systems utilized in
C-ITS must provide position solutions with lane-level and even in-lane-level accuracies based on the
requirements of safety applications. This article reviews the issues and technical approaches that are
involved in designing a vehicular safety communications and positioning architecture; it also provides
technological solutions to further improve vehicular safety by integrating the DSRC and GNSS-based
positioning technologies.
3.1 Introduction and Motivation
Road crashes all over the globe have continued to cause drastic numbers of deaths and dire economic
losses each year. During the past decade, the concept of ‘Vision Zero’ has been promoted in many
countries such as Sweden regarding road/rail fatalities, congestion and emissions by utilizing Intelligent
Transportation Systems (ITS) and their underlying technologies [1, 2]. In this regard, Cooperative ITS
(C-ITS) employ Vehicular Ad-hoc Networks (VANETs), Vehicle-to-Vehicle (V2V) and
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Vehicle-to-Infrastructure (V2I) communications (together known as V2X), along with vehicle
navigation/positioning systems. C-ITS connect and locate vehicles, terrestrial travelers and the transport
infrastructure together to address safety and congestion problems. A consistent V2X wireless
communications technology for C-ITS architecture is (5.9 GHz) Dedicated Short-Range Communications
(DSRC). In addition, V2X positioning is supported by Global Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSS) and
non-GNSS techniques. Precise digital road maps are another vital technology for efficient C-ITS
functions, since a wide range of V2X safety applications requires geometry preview of the road and
location information of road entities. Map matching algorithms can also assist vehicle positioning by
using high accuracy road maps.
Various nationally and internationally defined projects, such as FleetNet [3] and its successor
Network On Wheels [4] in Germany, European projects PReVENT and the Car-to-Car Communication
Consortium [5], as well as the Vehicle Safety Communication Consortium (VSCC) of the United
States [6], have operated so far to address vehicular safety concerns. Some of the projects include
specific safety applications such as Emergency Electronic Brake Light (EEBL) and Forward Collision
Warning (FCW). Although not all of the safety applications such as FCW require a sophisticated
communications architecture to exchange safety messages, the fully operational C-ITS platform has to
support all types of applications, which may cover a substantial number of vehicles on roads. Therefore,
a scalable platform is a must to meet the demands of each individual safety application. The platform
also needs to support commercial non-safety applications such as toll collection to make C-ITS more
attractive for deployment.
A set of standards, such as IEEE 802.11p based on the Wi-Fi family of standards, has been
established as the DSRC protocol stack by IEEE and SAE working groups to support Wireless Access in
Vehicular Environments (WAVE). Since VANETs significantly differ from low-velocity and sparse
infrastructure-based Wi-Fi deployments, there are many challenges in the reliable operation of DSRC in
highly mobile and often densely populated environments where Line-of-Sight (LOS) is not often
available. Although some mechanisms such as channel switching, a key prerequisite for DSRC media to
maintain non-safety communications on segregated channels, have been addressed throughout the
standards, none of these activities specifically addresses the safety demands of C-ITS in detail. In this
regard, the existing mechanisms do not address issues such as achieving the most optimized non-safety
communications without jeopardizing safety. Furthermore, the channel characteristics of DSRC require
functionalities that increase the probability of the reception of safety messages. The main reason for
DSRC to be not real-time is the adoption of CSMA/CA by the WAVE MAC, which delivers
nondeterministic channel access.
A well-integrated precise vehicle positioning architecture is the other key requirement beyond the
communications architecture, for any C-ITS platform to support safety-of-life applications. Although the
standard mass market grade GNSS equipments have been widely used for navigation, traffic control and
fleet management, the limited standalone positioning accuracy can support only a small proportion of
safety applications. GNSS augmentation techniques such as Differential GPS (DGPS), Real-Time
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Kinematic (RTK), and Satellite-Based Augmentation Systems (SBAS) have to be considered to meet the
required sub-meter or higher positioning accuracy for safety purposes. On the other hand, the current
digital road maps are produced basically for road navigation purposes. The accuracy of road maps in
most segments is not high enough to exactly identify the lane in which the vehicle is driven or to
precisely represent the road geometry.
The high technical requirements of V2X communications and positioning for C-ITS safety applications
motivate this work, which proposes a more efficient, versatile and advanced architecture for V2X systems.
To this end, this article studies the concepts that have to be taken into consideration while a robust
vehicular-safety communications and positioning architecture is designed. This is accomplished through
the identification of the options available for the must-have communications and precise positioning
building blocks of the V2X platform to meet the demanding nature of safety applications; non-safety
applications can be also supported. Section 3.2 examines the V2X communications technology available
to support C-ITS, which necessitate a series of positioning and networking requirements that are studied
in Section 3.3. Section 3.4 and 3.5 examine the positioning techniques suitable for C-ITS and the data
access methods to support RTK positioning in C-ITS, respectively. Finally, Section 3.6 provides a schematic
top plan representation of the building blocks of a V2X communications and positioning system. The
study is concluded in Section 3.7.
3.2 V2X Communications Enabler Capable of Satisfying the Safety Requirements
of C-ITS
In late 1999, the 75 MHz spectrum at 5.9 GHz band was allocated by the U.S. Federal Communication
Commission (FCC) for WAVE. The Australian Communications and Media Authority (ACMA) has placed
a similar frequency spectrum embargo at 5.850-5.925 GHz in Australia for ITS purpose since April 2008.
V2X communications have been enabled via the DSRC protocol stack as the WAVE common model in
order to achieve the safety, mobility and commercial applications promised by ITS.
DSRC is designed to provide the interoperability required between the services supported by VANETs
for C-ITS. In this regard, the common DSRC protocol stack enforces interoperability as one of its
fundamental supports through assigning seamless standards to various layers of the stack. The PHY
layer of the WAVE system has been optimized from IEEE 802.11 and 802.11a to support highly mobile
environments and the nondeterministic characteristic of the channels. The PHY defined in IEEE 802.11p
supports a Control Channel (CCH), four Service Channels (SCH), a dedicated channel for safety of life
(Ch 172) and channel 184 for high-power/long-range applications. Additionally, the High-Availability
Low-Latency (HALL) communication type is supported by DSRC-enabled safety systems as a unique
requirement of vehicle safety applications such as cooperative collision avoidance.
Four classes of DSRC devices, each with specific maximum transmit power and a desired
communication range, have been defined by the FCC as A, B, C, and D. The maximum communication
range of DSRC-based systems is generally considered to be less than 1 km LOS as per the specifications
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of the Class D devices with maximum output power of 28.8 dBm. Class C devices with 20 dBm output
power are generally considered suitable for V2V safety applications. These Class C devices are expected
to cover an area about 400 meters wide, which is extensive enough to support V2V safety-of-life
applications. The IEEE 802.11p standard defines a transmit spectral mask for each device class to limit
the out-of-band energy of a transmitter. Once a higher maximum transmit power is allowed by a class of
devices, a tighter spectral mask is enforced by that class to protect adjacent channels [7].
Figure 3.1(a) represents the DSRC protocol stack and associated standards, along with the channel
arrangement. The overall DSRC communication stack is mostly (being) standardized by the IEEE and
SAE working groups. Since WAVE is a multichannel system, IEEE 1609.4 enhances the IEEE 802.11 MAC
to define the MAC sub-layer at the DSRC stack. These enhancements provide mechanisms to prioritize
data transmission, channel coordination, and channel routing tasks [7, 8]. Figure 3.1(b), on the other
hand, represents the spectral emission of IEEE 802.11p (Class C), which is typically measured to ensure
that DSRC units do not influence devices operating in adjacent channels.
3.2.1 DSRC Channel Characteristics and Capacity
Communication signals of IEEE 802.11p based systems are generated based on the principles of the
Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) technique. Various channel impairments – path
loss, and time- and frequency-selective fading – degrade the reception probability of a signal in wireless
communication channels. Path loss is referred to as the decay of the signal strength in accordance with
the distance to the sender. The range in which a signal can be received varies greatly in fast moving
environments like VANETs because the signal attenuation depends on numerous factors such as the length
of the signal propagation path, the direction of signal propagation, receiver location and the LOS available
between sender and receiver. Additionally, constructive and destructive interferences due to multipath
propagation, as well as changes (even minor) in the environment as the medium, cause the fading effect.
Therefore, the nondeterministic characteristic of DSRC is caused by various factors such as path loss,
Doppler shift and fading, which all depend on the current environment in which DSRC messages are
being exchanged. For instance, the Doppler spread depends on the effective speed, operating frequency
and distance between communicating nodes. Various channel measurements revealed that as the distance
between two communicating nodes increases from a short distance of several meters to a long distance
of hundreds of meters, the fading becomes more severe, from a near-Rician fading to a pre-Rayleigh
fading [9]. Therefore, the knowledge of channel characteristics is essential for designing IEEE 802.11p
based transceivers and evaluating their performance.
Concurrent disseminations of messages from different stations in VANETs may result in data collision if
the dissemination ranges of the transmitting nodes overlap. This includes the hidden terminal problem.
Several Decentralized Congestion Control (DCC) mechanisms, such as LIMERIC [10] and Distributed
Coordination Function (DCF) schemes for MAC, have been proposed to alleviate/eliminate over the air
collisions caused by multi-station medium access contentions. Most of the proposed DCF mechanisms
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(a) The DSRC protocol stack and channel arrangement
(b) 75 MHz spectrum of 5.9 GHz DSRC (Class C device)
Figure 3.1: 5.9 GHz DSRC
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lessen the probability of a collision if the transmitting stations are in the sensing range of each other;
these do not address the hidden terminal problem.
MAC provides channel access mechanisms which authorize a station to utilize the channel in a
distributed manner by sensing the channel at periodic intervals. DSRC may enjoy DCF mechanisms that
provide high priority messages with fast access to the channel such as the Enhanced DCF (EDCF) of
IEEE 802.11e. EDCF adjusts the values of the Arbitration Inter-Frame Space Duration (AIFSD), and the
Contention Window (CW) size based on the priority level of each frame. A prioritized frame is more
likely to acquire the channel access over lower priority frames if smaller AIFSD and CW sizes are
selected when they are being transmitted.
Figure 3.2 represents the reception probability of DSRC packets when the CW size is varied in
different VANETs with dissimilar sizes based on the model studied by Wang and Hassan [11]. The
message reception probability can be obtained using:
R =
Pt.Ps
n.b0
(3.1)
where R is the probability that a message transmitted in a randomly selected time slot does not collide
with any other message. Variable n indicates the number of nodes in the study. b0 is the probability that
the back-off counter of a given node has reached 0, which is calculated based on the CW value. Pt is the
probability that at least one node transmits in the selected time slot, which is:
Pt = 1− (1− b0)n
(3.2)
Ps indicates the probability that a successful transmission takes place in the selected time slot, which is:
Ps =
n.b0.(1− b0)n−1
Pt
(3.3)
As for the results shown in Figure 3.2, it was assumed that all communicating nodes try to broadcast
Basic Safety Messages (BSM) once the channel allows. However, the standard identifies post-back-off
specifications in which a back-off time is scheduled for each node to be triggered after transmitting each
message, even though another message is ready to be transmitted. Therefore, the transmit-back-off
pattern is basically repeated in a continuous loop. A back-off counter value is randomly selected from 0
to (CW − 1) in each back-off process and is decremented until it reaches 0. The transmission range of
every node is also assumed to be sufficient enough to cover all the nodes in the study. Additionally, the
transmissions are considered to not involve “power capture”; consequently messages engaged in collisions
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Figure 3.2: DSRC packet reception probability
are destroyed. Therefore, the channel load must be kept unsaturated all the time to limit the number of
packet collisions. However, some of the applications necessitate a certain level of message density to be
sent/received in order for C-ITS to provide the safest possible operation. Hence, a compromise between
the throughput and reliability provided by DSRC has to be reached.
It is rather challenging to provide a numerical specification for the capacity of channels, such as those
expressed for channel occupation time and bandwidth, since the channel capacity is influenced by various
elements. These influencing elements take account of the message length, the CW value, the backoff slot
time and the transmission delay; this delay includes the transmission time for the PHY header, MAC
header and payload, and the DIFS time plus the Over-the-Air (OTA) propagation delay. The message
throughput, which can be seen as a factor of the channel capacity, may be calculated as the average
number of successfully transmitted messages (with no collision) in a randomly selected time slot by a
node, over the average length of slot time [11].
Figure 3.3 represents the reception rate of BSMs exchanged at 10 Hz rate between a pair of DSRC units
obtained from a realworld measurement campaign. It is understood from the figure that although DSRC
tends to behave in a symmetric manner, the channel impairments disrupt the performance of cooperative
links. The figure further confirms the nondeterministic characteristic of the DSRC channels.
3.2.2 Situational Challenges for DSRC
The fact that WAVE must seamlessly work under diverse conditions that are mostly harsh, due to the
movement of vehicles and the nature of outdoor radio channels, is the major challenge for DSRC. The
multipath of the channel impairments and the mobility of the communicating nodes are the dominant
challenges, since their combination results in doubly selective fading (time-varying frequency-selective
fading). Hence, the DSRC technology still has many challenges at its PHY and MAC about addressing the
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Figure 3.3: Vehicle-to-Infrastructure DSRC
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Figure 3.4: Scenarios challenging DSRC: Intersection Movement Assist + Do Not Pass Warning
safety needs of the vehicular communication environment. For instance, although the 1600 ns of OFDM
guard interval of IEEE 802.11p PHY is much greater than 700 ns measured as the maximum delay spread,
the measurements of joint Doppler-delay Power Spectrum Density (PSD) significantly vary in different
scenarios. Most of the measurements are rather dissimilar to the Gaussian-shaped PSD of Rayleigh fading
channels [9]. Therefore, the introduction of a universal statistical channel model supporting various
scenarios is not a straight-forward process, requiring more research efforts to be devoted to characterizing
the relationship that exists between the channel statistics and V2X scenarios.
Various traffic scenarios exist which challenge the DSRC radios. As an example, consider the
intersection shown in Figure 3.4, with an obstructing building on the northeast corner. Vehicle A travels
on the North-South road with a green light while from the West-East and East-West roads both Vehicle B
and C respectively approach the intersection with red lights, where both must stop at the stop lines.
What will happen if Vehicle B or Vehicle C cannot manage to stop in time? The answer is very clear:
Vehicle A may collide with any vehicles which cannot stop at the stop line. Therefore, in this case the
earlier the driver of Vehicle A is warned about the danger, the more likely the crash can be prevented.
This particular application of DSRC is known as ‘Intersection Movement Assist’ (IMA).
The delay-spread of the multipath channel between Vehicle A and Vehicle B of Figure 3.4 will be low
since the northwest intersection is open, although even IMA may not be necessary to avoid the collision
because the visual contact to Vehicle B is available to the driver of Vehicle A. Conversely, a combination of
simultaneous multipath and mobility exists in the communication channel between Vehicle A and Vehicle
C due to the surrounding buildings. The DSRC radios used for the latter scenario must be able to close
the communication link as quickly as possible and to provide warnings to drivers within a limited time
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frame to stop them from colliding.
Now consider the other side of the intersection shown in Figure 3.4, where Vehicle D, E, and F are
presented. The driver of Vehicle D may attempt to overtake when it is not safe to do so if the full view
of the approaching traffic is blocked to the driver of Vehicle D by the front vehicle. However, the driver
of Vehicle D can be warned about the existence of Vehicle F if Vehicle D and Vehicle F utilize DSRC units
before an attempt to overtake is made. This particular application of the DSRC technology is referred to
as ‘Do Not Pass Warning’ (DNPW). Similar to IMA, the adverse conditions of simultaneous multipath and
mobility challenge DNPW application. Various V2X safety applications are proposed where each of them
enforces a set of challenges to C-ITS. Section 3.3 introduces the six most crucial safety applications of
C-ITS.
3.2.3 A Key Resolution to the DSRC Challenges
In addition to the measures promoting the throughput and reliability of DSRC, which can be taken
through the upper PHY stack, such as the message dissemination frequency controller introduced
in [12], the radios at PHY can be designed in such a way to enhance the performance of DSRC. In this
regard, using multiple antennas in VANETs provides C-ITS with numerous benefits. The DSRC radios
may utilize the Multiple Input Multiple Output (MIMO) technology, which increases spectral efficiency
to lessen the challenges enforced by the traffic scenarios. The benefits that C-ITS may receive from the
employment of the MIMO technology include the increment of the communication range through
beamforming, the improvement of the communication reliability through spatial diversity, the increment
of the network throughput through spatial multiplexing, and the easier management of multiuser
interferences due to the existence of multiple DSRC terminals in range [13].
The MIMO technique can overcome channel fading while maintaining high rates of data transmission
as well as low rates of bit error [14, 15]. Multiple-antenna enabled systems can provide more reliable
transmissions than conventional systems employing a single antenna if spatial multiplexing and space-
time coding techniques are used by the MIMO encoder. A set of measurement campaigns were carried
out in this study using a pair of DSRC transceivers with two radios used in both the Single Input Multiple
Output (SIMO) (which is a special case of MIMO) and the single antenna configurations to compare the
Packet Error Rate (PER) of the MIMO configuration and that of the conventional systems. Depending on
the scenarios where the systems were tested, the PER of the single antenna system was greater than the
PER of the MIMO configuration:
(1− PER)MIMO = a.(1− PER)Conventional
(3.4)
where 1.02 ≤ a ≤ 1.1. This means the MIMO technology can increase the reception rate of BSM by 10%.
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3.3 V2X Supported Safety Applications and their Positioning and Networking
Requirements
3.3.1 V2X Supported Safety Applications
V2X communications and positioning systems can support tens of safety applications and each of them
can correspond to various scenarios. However, in the United States the focus of most of the safety projects
has been on the development of six vital V2V safety applications [7, 16], which are:
• Extended/Emergency Electronic Brake Light (EEBL)
• Forward Collision Warning (FCW)
• Intersection Movement Assist (IMA)
• Blind Spot Warning (BSW) + Lane Change Warning (LCW)
• Do Not Pass Warning (DNPW)
• Control Loss Warning (CLW)
These applications are considered to have the greatest influence on road/rail safety improvements in
the near future. Both the IMA and LCW applications were discussed in the previous section. This section
briefly presents the concept of the EEBL application as a representative of the applications demanding
precise positioning and lane-level navigation.
There might be situations in which drivers do not have a clear sight of the brake lights of the vehicles
in front, such as when they travel on a curved road or when adverse weather conditions exist. In such
driving conditions, in which a driver cannot maintain the view of their front vehicles (not essentially the
immediate leader), the EEBL application can exchange warning messages with vehicles traveling behind
the vehicle encountering a hard brake. The information of EEBL can also be integrated into adaptive
cruise control systems. Considering the benefits of EEBL, not every received EEBL warning has to be
responded to, since they might not be relevant to every vehicle traveling behind the sender of the EEBL
warning. For instance, other than vehicles which have passed the sender or have traveled in the opposite
direction, vehicles traveling on other lanes must not reveal the EEBL warning to their drivers.
Taking the requirements of safety applications into consideration, the success of almost all V2V
safety applications and of a number of V2I applications depends on accurate relative positioning, and
occasionally on the intelligence about the surrounding environment and roads; these both imply robust
communication links among vehicles and roadside units. Hence, the V2X safety platform must provide
precise positioning services to both DSRC On-Board Units (OBU) and Road-Side Units (RSU) using low
overhead networking and effective routing strategies, in order to fully satisfy the requirements of V2X
safety applications. The precise positioning is possible using sophisticated positioning techniques, and
the intelligence about the road geometry is achievable via local digital maps.
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3.3.2 Positioning Accuracy Requirements of V2X Safety Applications
Three levels of accuracy requirements have been considered for C-ITS safety applications, namely
road-level, lane-level and where-in-lane-level [17], which correspond to meter-level, sub-meter-level
and decimeter-level positioning respectively [16]. The horizontal positioning accuracy requirements of
emerging V2X safety applications are 5.0 m for road-level, 1.1 m for lane-level and 0.7 m for
where-in-lane-level positioning at the 95th percentile confidence level [16]. As the requirements of
safety applications shift towards higher order positioning capabilities, the cooperative positioning
update rates have to become more frequent, from about 1 Hz for meter-level positioning to 10 Hz or
higher for safety applications with lane-level and/or where-in-lane-level positioning requirements.
Hence, DCC mechanisms have to be employed by V2X platforms to avoid DSRC channel saturation
caused by the cooperative V2V positioning techniques. No performance standards for C-ITS with respect
to positioning have been established. In addition to accuracy, however, the recent report [16] introduces
several more required parameters, including continuity and availability, plus the following three critical
parameters:
Integrity: the ability of the positioning system to identify when a pre-defined alert limit has been
exceeded, and to then provide timely and valid warnings to drivers. It is acceptable for the
positioning system to provide the required performance most of the time, such as 95%, but the
positioning system has to inform the drivers when the system cannot offer safety functionality.
Interoperability: the ability of different vehicle positioning systems with different absolute positioning
capabilities to be used on the road network, and still meet the required performance.
Timeliness: the ability of the system to update absolute and relative position solutions at the required
rates or on an event basis.
For road safety applications, vehicle positioning accuracy, integrity, interoperability and timeliness
must all be considered.
3.3.3 Networking and Routing Requirements of V2X Safety Applications
A key issue with cooperative V2X positioning is the latency effect of VANETs on the positioning
timeliness performance, due to deficiencies of communication links. Therefore, efficient strategies of
cooperative positioning must be developed to meet the high rate demand of positioning computational
updates in the C-ITS environment. This requirement will be studied in depth through the following two
sections. Additionally, V2X platforms have to adopt efficient vehicular routing and networking strategies
to adequately support high timeliness requirements of cooperative positioning, particularly when the
traffic is spread out sparsely. Incidentally, even though most of the V2X safety applications employ
single-hop broadcasting as their effective method of message dissemination, which eventually has the
greatest safety potentials, there are traffic scenarios which necessitate the use of multi-hop message
exchange mechanisms.
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Reducing broadcast flooding of the safety messages is vital to the optimal performance of vehicular
networks and the reliability of message disseminations. Considering the challenging requirements of
various V2X safety applications, several routing strategies initially proposed for Mobile Ad-hoc Networks
(MANETs) may be adopted by V2X platforms of VANETs in conjunction with traffic-based methods to
improve the overall reliability of the shared DSRC channel. A few MANET-specific routing strategies which
can be effective in VANETs for reduction of redundancy, contention and collision by preventing some hosts
from rebroadcasting include probabilistic, distance-based, hop-based, location-based and cluster-based
schemes [18].
The probabilistic-based methods broadcast messages with a given probability (p) which is in many
cases calculated based on the back-off counter of the sender. Distance-based and hop-based methods
broadcast messages by considering the positional distances and hop counts existing between the
transmitting node and intended receivers. Location-based methods broadcast messages to intended
vehicles based on their position information. In spite of the stated schemes which are based on
statistical and/or geometric modeling, cluster-based methods use graph modeling to broadcast messages
to vehicle groups.
Taking everything into account, the characteristics of VANETs and their application requirements
have necessitated the adoption of networking protocols other than broadcasting. Therefore, since
VANETs enable wireless multi-hop techniques and geographical addressing using V2X DSRC, geocast has
been adopted in the platform, designed as an alternative class of vehicular networking strategy. Geocast
networking is not only a promising mechanism for a range of C-ITS safety applications coping with
VANET-specific characteristics such as highly dynamic topology changes, but also can promote V2X
safety while the DSRC technology is gradually introduced into the marketplace. Hence, the support of
geographical flooding by any preliminary V2X platform being widely employed is necessary to the
reliability of safety VANETs.
The architecture will support geo-networking over both the WSMP and IPv6 stacks of the DSRC
protocol stack (referred to as WSMP geo-networking and IPv6 geo-networking respectively) in order
to be versatile for various communication settings dictated by the traffic and/or infrastructure. Unlike
WSMP geo-networking, which is only supported through the V2X DSRC, IPv6 geo-networking can be
supported using Internet-based communication modes in addition to the V2X DSRC. The application
data is encapsulated in either the WSMP header or the IPv6 header and then, depending on the medium
to be used, the encapsulated packet is further encapsulated in a header of 802.11p or the medium used
for the Internet connection.
Although the J2735 message set standardizes 16 different types of messages (using 73 different data
frames which themselves use 149 different data elements) [8], no message type has been specifically
standardized for geographical flooding purposes. Hence, once the data vital to the geocast schemes is
identified, the rest of this section proposes a message type by utilizing the flexibilities offered by the
J2735 message set through using the data items already specified in the SAE standard; this message can
be adopted for geocasting.
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Figure 3.5: ASN.1 source code of SAE J2735 ACM (Candidate for geocasting) [20]
It often matters to most safety applications to know “where” the recipients are located with regard to
the sender, but it rarely matters to them to identify “who” is receiving the data. Having said that, it
usually matters to applications supported through geocast mechanisms to identify the sender
(originator/forwarder) while they also require making sure that the intended flooding regions receive
the message. Therefore, a geocasting message has to include the IDs and geographic locations of both
the originator and last sender, and the geographic location(s) of the region(s) of interest. Three types of
regions can be supported, namely circular (a point and radius), polygons (wide area enclosed regions)
and shape points (short road segments). Additionally, as the geocast strategies are usually supported
through multi-hop communications, some types of stop mechanisms such as Time-to-Live (TTL),
Distance-to-Live (DTL) and/or hop limits have to be implemented to avoid the broadcast storm problem.
So any geocast message, such as Receiver-Based Geo-Multicast (RBGM) introduced in [19], has to
include fields for the TTL, DTL and/or hop counters. In case the geocast stop mechanism uses the TTL
parameter, the message has to also carry the timestamp of the originator (DSRC units are synchronized
to the GPS time).
The SAE J2735 standard includes the message sets supporting C-ITS V2X messaging. The standard
represents the message structures in ASN.1 and XML syntaxes. Among the 16 types of messages
standardized in J2735, Ala Carte Message (ACM) offers the flexibility to include and carry any
combination of the data frames and/or data elements defined in the standard. As reflected in Figure 3.5,
the ACM includes a data frame named AllInclusive (DF_AllInclusive) which productively makes the
combination of any data frames and data elements possible. Table 3.1 represents the data items which
can be included in the DF_AllInclusive of any MSG_A_la_Carte to support geocasting. The actual
content of geocast messages is determined by the requirements of geocasting applications. For instance
DE_EventFlags may be used if the application requires disseminating additional information.
3.4 Positioning Techniques Available for C-ITS Safety Applications
Positioning techniques suitable for vehicle positioning are grouped into two classes: GNSS-based
techniques and non-GNSS techniques. Global Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSS) is a generic term for
all satellite navigation systems such as the U.S. GPS, Russian Glonass, European Galileo, and China’s
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Table 3.1: J2735 Data Item Candidates for Geocast Messages
J2735 Data Item Description
DF_VehicleIdent Used to identify public fleet vehicles
DE_VINstring A legal VIN or a shorter value to provide an
identity of the vehicle
DF_FullPositionVector A complete set of time, position, speed and
heading
DF_Position3D Position values (lat, long, elevation)
DF_ValidRegion Used to identify applicable regions of use,
field of view (heading), and the spatial
distance over which the message applies and
should be presented to the driver
DE_TermDistance Used to terminate management process
based on Distance-to-Live
DE_TermTime Used to terminate management process
based on Time-to-Live
Beidou systems. These and their augmentation systems provide positioning services all over the globe.
Space-Based Augmentation Systems (SBAS), mainly including Wide Area Augmentation Systems
(WAAS) and European Geostaionary Navigation Overlay System (EGNOS), are also regarded as
components of GNSS.
GNSS based techniques developed predominantly based on GPS that have been tested in the existing
prototype vehicle positioning systems include (1) Single Point Positioning (SPP) with GNSS and/or
SBAS signals, (2) Differential GNSS (DGNSS), (3) Real Time Kinematic (RTK) positioning and (4)
Relative RTK positioning between vehicles. SPP is a standalone positioning mode which uses a minimum
of four pseudo-range measurements to estimate user location epoch by epoch without knowledge of
vehicle dynamics. The problem is that the SPP mode can only give the positioning accuracy of several
meters with GPS signals. SPP accuracy with multiple GNSS signals can be improved to the level of a few
meters, but still cannot meet most of the safety requirements. SPP users in USA and Europe can enjoy a
slightly higher level of positioning accuracy using WAAS or EGNOS augmented signals, typically
sub-meter to 2 meters horizontal accuracy. This accuracy can marginally meet the requirements for
some safety applications requiring lane-level positioning accuracy. But, unlike the USA and Europe, no
SBAS service is available in Australia and many other nations. The pseudo-range code based differential
GNSS technique is thus the alternative to SBAS and available almost anywhere needed. Again the
positioning accuracy is also in the range of 1 to a few meters. DGNSS services require communication
connection between the vehicle and a reference network server. The RTK technique, on the other hand,
uses carrier phase measurements and corrections from nearby Continuous Operating Reference Stations
(CORS) to achieve centimeter-level position accuracies. This accuracy can sufficiently meet all types of
V2X safety applications. The limiting factors in using RTK technique for V2X safety applications are
twofold. Firstly, the RTK solutions may suffer from the effects of unpredicted biases in the order of
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decimeters to meters, due to incorrectly fixed ambiguity solutions. Figure 3.6 shows examples of such
effects on each component. Multi-constellation GNSS receivers offer the potential to improve the
accuracy and reliability of position solutions. Secondly, RTK algorithms generate more robust solutions
with dual-frequency carrier phase measurements; however the hardware may not be affordable for
vehicle users. Similarly to DGNSS, RTK rely on continuous data links between vehicles and
infrastructure. The latency of correction data imposed by data encoding/decoding, and transmission
mechanisms, from reference stations to vehicles is still an error source. If this latency usually ranges
from 100 ms to few seconds, as shown in [21], the effects on RTK solution are insignificant.
In a conventional RTK mode the reference receiver(s) are placed in fixed stations. In the Relative RTK
mode, each vehicle plays both reference and rover receiver roles. In other words, vehicles within a certain
range exchange their raw measurements every epoch and perform RTK data processing with respect to
other vehicles, which are acting as moving reference stations. The relative RTK processing algorithm is
similar to conventional RTK, except that the varying baseline between vehicles is usually very short and
the on-board computational load is much heavier if the RTK processing has to be performed with respect
to several target vehicles in the range. The relative RTK has a few more limitations as well. As the raw
data from each moving vehicle is not predictable, delay of data delivery or loss of signals at a vehicle
will lead to loss of the relative position states. In other words, the solutions are dependent on quality
and availability of signals from other vehicles in addition to their own situations. Figure 3.6(b) shows the
examples of relative RTK suffering from signal outages. Using on-board sensing data with respect to other
vehicles can to a certain degree overcome the solution outage problem. Nevertheless the relative RTK
capability neither depends on communication links to the infrastructure nor requires extra hardware.
As discussed earlier, C-ITS necessitate vehicles to broadcast their positions as reference points known
as “dropping breadcrumbs” in order for cooperative vehicles to keep track of the locations of their
surrounding vehicles. If the cooperative vehicles offer only SPP solutions, the accuracy is inadequate for
many safety-of-life applications. If the cooperative vehicles can also provide their raw GNSS data, the
relative RTK solutions between vehicles can be obtained. As a result, additional V2V safety applications
can be implemented. In case the cooperative vehicles offer fixed-reference RTK solutions, the relative
RTK solutions are also desirable, because both RTK solutions can verify each other. Timely warning can
be issued if the inconsistency reaches an alert limit. Both RTK solutions, which are much better than the
SPP solutions, would be helpful for integrity monitoring. In general, both absolute and relative RTK
positioning algorithms should be implemented at each vehicle positioning system to address the
required performance to the greatest extent.
3.5 GNSS Data Access and Exchanges for (Relative) RTK Positioning
Efficient transmissions of GPS correction data depend highly on the format and content of data exchanged
between the CORS station and rovers. The format of GNSS data specifies the structure of the message,
while exchange mechanisms identify the encoding methods used to represent both the observation and
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(a) RTK positioning with a CORS reference station
(b) Relative RTK positioning with a rover reference station
Figure 3.6: Samples of Real-Time Kinematic (RTK) positioning technique
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correction information. Also, the content of a message determines the minimum bandwidth required to
transmit the information. The transmission latency plays a critical role in the increment or decrement
of positioning errors since the timeliness requirement of positioning data varies among the different
positioning accuracy levels [16]. Therefore, the size of the messages and the medium (bandwidth)
available to the mechanisms distributing correction data to rovers are vitally important in achieving an
efficient, reliable and integral performance.
Most positioning modules support various formats of GNSS data. Two general categories of
standards are used for exchanging GNSS data. These include public formats standardized by nonprofit
organizations such as the Radio Technical Commission for Maritime Services (RTCM), and proprietary
formats such as the Compact Measurement Record (CMR) developed by Trimble Navigation Ltd as a
GNSS manufacturer, to be used with licensed Software or Hardware. The common data formats used in
transmission of GPS data include Receiver Independent Exchange Format (RINEX), the National Marine
Electronics Association (NMEA) standards and the RTCM standards. RINEX is a format used for data
processing and archiving raw GPS data. Also, NMEA is the standard used for communicating GPS
positioning data among marine electronic devices as well as between a GPS receiver and other devices
providing positioning services (e.g. GPS receiver to PDA). NMEA standards are used for real-time
positioning processing. Data standards recommended by RTCM SC-104 (Special Committee 104) are
used for the transmission of GPS correction data from GPS reference stations to GPS rovers in the RTK
positioning technique.
3.5.1 The RTCM SC-104 Standards
The RTCM is an independent international nonprofit organization which standardizes radio
communications. Standards for various radio communication services and applications have been
developed by a number of special committees within the organization. Special committee 104 focuses
on Differential GNSS (DGNSS) to recommend standards for both maritime and terrestrial practices. The
committee recently developed the RTCM V3.1 standard in addition to the second version of the
Networked Transport of RTCM via Internet Protocol (NTRIP) protocol. The 2nd version of RTCM
SC-104, initiated more than 10 years ago, increasingly received complaints about its data format and
parity scheme. Additionally, the growing uses of DGNSS required new standards and protocols to
quickly support new GNSS (e.g. Galileo), new signals (e.g. L2C and L5) and new applications (e.g.
Network RTK). The fresh version 3 of the standard has been designed to address the problems of
version 2, as well as to integrate the new requirements [22]. Figure 3.7 represents the evolution of the
RTCM SC-104 standard to the current version (RTCM V3.1) [23].
The releases 2.2 and 2.3 of the RTCM SC-104 format are considered to provide centimeter level
accuracy for rovers using RTK mechanisms. As already discussed, RTK positioning is possible by means
of two forms of correction data generated at reference stations: pre-processed correction data, and raw
observations of the reference station. Therefore, different message types are considered in each version
of the RTCM SC-104 standard for the purpose of differential positioning. For instance, the Type 18 and
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Figure 3.7: Evolution of the RTCM SC-104 standards
19 messages of the RTCM V2.3 standard are the most widely used messages to contain raw carrier phase
measurements and raw pseudo-rage measurements, respectively [24]. The message types used in each
version of the standard for specific purposes are described in RTCM 10403.1, Differential GNSS Services
– Version 3 and RTCM 10402.3 RTCM Recommended Standards for Differential GNSS Service, Version
2.3 standard documentations [25, 26].
The version 3.0 release of RTCM has been developed to provide more broadcast bandwidth efficiency
as well as higher integrity. Types 1001 to 1013 messages were included in the first release of version 3
to support traditional single station RTK and differential operations. These message types, which reduce
the transmission bandwidth required by version 2.3 for the same use, are categorized in four groups,
namely observations, station coordinates, antenna description and auxiliary operation information. The
‘odd’ messages (1001, 1003, 1005, 1007, 1009 and 1011) contain the minimum information required to
provide the service; additional information was included in the format of the ‘even’ messages (1002,
1004, 1006, 1008, 1010 and 1012) to enhance the performance of differential services. For instance,
both the Type 1003 and 1004 messages of the RTCM V3.0 include pseudo-range and phase-range
measurements of L1 and L2 frequencies, while the satellite carrier-to-noise (CNR) is supported only by
the Type 1004 message as measured by the reference station [26]. As reflected in Figure 3.7, no
message supporting Network RTK was included in the RTCM SC-104 V3.0 standard. RTCM V3.1 was
later introduced to support Network RTK applications with a number of new message types [22].
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3.5.2 Data Exchange for V2X RTK Positioning
The message type and number of visible satellites are the two key parameters determining the amount
of data to be transmitted to users of either single-base or Network RTK1. For instance, a bandwidth of
4800 bits per second (bps) is required if the RTCM V2.3 standard is employed to broadcast observation
corrections or dual-frequency code and carrier-phase observations of 12 satellites. Conversely, 1800 bps
bandwidth is required if the same information content is sent using the RTCM V3.0 standard [27]. As per
the RTCM 10403.1 standard [26], for instance, the size of the Type 1003 and 1004 messages in Bytes are
as follows:
Bytes1003 = 8.00 + 12.625 ∗Ns
(3.5)
Bytes1004 = 8.00 + 15.625 ∗Ns
(3.6)
where Ns represents the number of visible satellites.
Positioning augmentation systems utilize radio data links and/or the Internet to broadcast correction
data in the form of RTCM SC-104 messages from single or networked reference stations to improve the
position accuracy provided by real-time positioning systems. Therefore, the performance of real-time
positioning systems highly depends upon the data link established between rovers and reference stations.
Various principal criteria, including range and coverage of service, bandwidth of the communication
channel and communication costs, may be considered when the conventional and modern distribution
methods of correction data are compared. The current distribution methods include UHF/VHF radio
broadcasting, satellite broadcasting and mobile Internet.
Utilizing radio transmissions in the UHF band (or sometimes VHF) at bandwidth of up to 9600 bps is
the most common distribution method used in the single-base RTK method. This method may only cover
a few tens of kilometers of open areas due to power restrictions. However, cellular based technologies
such as GSM, EDGE and 3G are the most preferred methods in recent years for transmissions of Network
RTK corrections, since the service providers make data communications available on dial-in access
servers [27]. These cellular-based technologies have become important as they can facilitate Internet
Protocol (IP) based communications used for real-time data exchange. Following this concept, the
application-level NTRIP protocol was designed to stream GNSS data such as differential correction data
to users (rovers) over the Internet [28, 29].
1The communication bandwidth required to transmit Network RTK corrections in the form of observations of a Virtual Reference
Station (VRS) is identical to what is required in case of single-base RTK.
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3.5.2.1 Streaming RTK Data to Internet-Enabled DSRC OBU/RSU
The stateless NTRIP protocol was designed based on the Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP/1.1), in
which the HTTP server program is referred to as the NTRIP Caster and the HTTP client applications are
known as NTRIP Clients. Other than the NTRIP Clients, who are fixed or mobile users, and the NTRIP
Caster, which is the link between the data sources and data receivers, the NTRIP protocol has two other
components, namely NTRIP Sources and NTRIP Servers. NTRIP Sources are GNSS receivers providing
continuous observation data, in reference to a known location, to NTRIP Servers, which transfer the
received data streams to the NTRIP Caster.
The nature of NTRIP is sufficiently versatile to be adapted in the C-ITS architecture of RSUs and
OBUs since the NTRIP protocol version 2.0, which supports User Datagram Protocol (UDP) connectivity,
can handle thousands of simultaneous connections to an NTRIP Caster. The NTRIP’s transport option
of unicast UDP reduces the latency of the network through the reduction of communication traffic by
dropping the delayed data packets and requiring no handshaking dialogues to exchange data. Figure 3.8
represents samples of the latency experienced by the NTRIP Clients, where in Figure 3.8(a) the two
NTRIP Clients concurrently received correction data from the same mount-point. It is shown in [30]
that UDP connections may reduce the network latency by 30% in comparison with Transmission Control
Protocol (TCP) connections where the data loss rate is not greater than 0.04%.
The average latencies per stream shown in Figure 3.8(a) were computed over every two epochs of
GPS time. It is understood from Figure 3.8 that the mobile Internet connection technologies may impose
higher data latency to the NTRIP mechanism, although, in the case of the Local Area Network (LAN), the
traffic condition of the WLAN being presented determines the data latency experienced by NTRIP Clients.
Modern mobile Internet technologies such as 3G employed in this study, subject to network availability
and coverage, have the capacity to fulfill the requirements of RTK positioning using NTRIP mechanism.
This competency is because the maximum delay experienced by the mobile NTRIP Client using a 3G
connection during the measurement campaigns was less than 3.5 seconds while, as stated in [24], the
NTRIP correction data of up to 20 seconds old can improve the positioning accuracy to the centimeter
level. The internal clock of a DSRC unit being either OBU or RSU, hosting an NTRIP Client has to be
properly synchronized to GPS time in order to correctly compute latencies.
3.5.2.2 Streaming RTK Data to Non-Internet-Enabled DSRC OBU/RSU
Maintaining wireless connections to a CORS data server is a must for C-ITS road users, who are mostly
in moving vehicles in order to perform RTK positioning which can result in absolute position accuracy
of decimeter to centimeter levels. The users’ GPS equipment of choice, being low-end single-frequency
receivers or high-end dual-frequency receivers, determines the accuracy of positioning solutions. As
discussed above, the mobile internet connection through the 3G/4G cellular networks is the most current
technique to receive CORS corrections using NTRIP. This technique requires all vehicles to have cellular
data connectivity which imposes on-going data charges to C-ITS users. Additionally, not all road networks
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Figure 3.8: NTRIP data latency from Caster to clients
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are covered by cellular services in many countries such as Australia.
Cooperative V2X communications can be used as emerging wireless data connection links between
an NTRIP Caster and moving vehicles. In this regard, DSRC RSUs can be connected to an NTRIP Caster
using either LAN connections or cellular networks to concurrently receive the corrections and broadcast
them to vehicles moving within the RSU coverage range of hundreds of meters. The SAE-J2735 message
set can support this application in two ways. First, the SAE-J2735 BSM Part-II is capable of carrying
RTCM V3.0 messages as required to be exchanged among RSUs and OBUs. Second, the SAE-J2735 data
dictionary defines a message type known as MSG_RTCM_Corrections to unambiguously support RTCM
data transmissions among RSUs and OBUs. Therefore, exchanging RTCM correction data (received from
an NTRIP Caster) from a RSU to vehicles’ OBUs allows vehicles equipped with DSRC OBUs to compute
their position states while accessing the corrections without direct cellular connections. Hence, ongoing
cellular data charges do not apply to users of V2X DSRC platforms.
The above proposed setting may encounter a problem because (1) vehicles may lose DSRC links to
RSUs connected to the Internet as soon as they travel outside of the transmission range of the DSRC
RSUs, or (2) the Internet-enabled RSUs lose their connections to online CORS data servers (no CORS
correction data is available at RSU). Two measures can be taken to address the identified deficiencies.
Firstly, a large number of Internet-enabled DSRC RSUs can be installed throughout road networks and
monitored continuously. This solution imposes huge infrastructural and operational costs to service
providers and perhaps the users of the service. Alternatively, vehicles can perform Relative RTK
positioning by exchanging their raw GPS observations using RTCM data V3.0, such as RTCM-1004
binary message, wherever NTRIP data is not accessible for RTK processing from in-range RSUs.
3.6 Integrated Building Blocks of V2X Communications and Positioning
Processing Units
The common base for effective developments and operations of a variety of C-ITS applications is a
platform employing the DSRC protocol stack and GNSS positioning mechanisms. The platform shall
facilitate the addition and modification of applications aiming at safety applicability, while at the same
time promoting non-safety uses of C-ITS. The DSRC/GNSS platform is seen as a middleware (interface)
providing WAVE to multiple applications. Figure 3.9 summarizes the building blocks of C-ITS units
enhanced from that represented in [31].
A typical V2X unit usually consists of a collection of the following modules, depending on their being
an OBU or a RSU:
• Human-Machine Interface (HMI)
• Cooperative Applications
– V2X Safety/Non-Safety Applications
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Figure 3.9: Building blocks of V2X communications/positioning units
– NTRIP Services
– Geo-routing Services
• Positioning and Sensing
– Digital Map Database
– Map Matching
– On-board sensors
– GNSS receiver
– Precise positioning computation
• Internet Communication Access
– TCP and/or UDP Connections
– IPv4 and/or IPv6 Connections
• V2X Wireless Communication
– Ingress/Egress Interface (WSMP or IPv6 over 802.11p DSRC)
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OBUs and RSUs are the most vital parts of any C-ITS. The basic hardware structures of OBUs and
RSUs are similar except for the CAN interface being provided by OBUs to access the real-time data of the
host vehicle. The HMI component can be used to promote the control of units and to show the status
of current applications. The V2X units must combine reliable low-latency wireless communication with
precise positioning to allow direct communication links and relative positioning vectors between vehicles
and roadside equipment. Other than the standards and specifications of the DSRC radios, whether HW or
SW implemented, as per Figure 3.1, V2X units require a daemon for positioning and timing such as gpsd
to obtain data from the on-board GPS receiver and provide the desired data to safety applications. This
requirement is due to the essential role of positioning and timing in all aspects of C-ITS. In this context,
the inclusion of the “Internet Connection” component, along with an NTRIP-Client application into V2X
units, provides RSUs and OBUs with ubiquitous access to real-time GNSS corrections.
NTRIP Clients are programs which handle HTTP communications to receive data streams of desired
NTRIP Sources from an NTRIP Caster and write the data to a serial port or an IP port. The NTRIP Client
has to send the correct request message to the NTRIP Caster in order to be accepted and receive data. The
NTRIP Client may receive the source-table from the NTRIP Caster after sending the first correct request
message. The source-table can be stored in memory or a new source-table may be requested by the
NTRIP Client before an NTRIP Source is requested. The NTRIP Client has to determine the mount-point
of the NTRIP Source that the desired data stream belongs to. For RSUs, the desired NTRIP-Source/mount-
point can be manually selected as the best available mount-point stays unchanged. In the case of OBUs,
the NTRIP-Client application has to automatically select the desired mount-point, based on the current
position of the user, the required format of data and the type of GNSS in use.
Since the proposed V2X unit architecture employs the complementary characteristics of DSRC,
GNSS, and wireless mobile Internet communication, it has the potential to revolutionize the vehicle
positioning and navigation systems of C-ITS while providing opportunities for revenue generation. The
intelligence about the precise location of mobile users can enhance a wide range of mobile services,
from navigation and positioning to location-based services. Non-safety services of C-ITS are forecast to
significantly enhance the market for service innovation and value added mobile services of DSRC.
3.7 Conclusion
A tight V2X wireless communications and positioning integration approach considering the networking
and positioning accuracy requirements of C-ITS safety applications is presented. The results of a series
of V2X communication and relative positioning measurement campaigns have been reported, and based
on these results a number of improvements and amendments to the current architecture of V2X systems
have been suggested. Discussion shows that the employment of MIMO technology, along with enhanced
channel estimation and tracking mechanisms, provides highly reliable communications links. However,
DSRC channel modeling of special safety scenarios, such as those involving Non-Line-Of-Sight (NLOS)
conditions, requires further research attentions. Also discussed is that a precise (lane-level) positioning
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mechanism is an inseparable component of any V2X system. Therefore, the employment of the RTK
positioning technique using the NTRIP protocol has been suggested where the results of the field trials
have proved that this is a deserved inclusion to any cooperative safety systems. Though, the performance
of the proposed integration approach is dependent on the number of GNSS satellites in view as well as
the availability of Internet access.
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Study of a Geo-multicast Framework for Efficient
Message Dissemination at Unmanned Level Crossings
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Foreword: This chapter (article) provides the details of a geo-multicast framework designed for Cooperative
Level Crossings (CLXs) in response to the geographical networking and routing requirements of V2X safety
applications identified in Section 3.3.3 of Chapter 3. In this regard, this article complements Chapter 3 in
addressing the 1st research question defined in Section 1.2.2 of Chapter 1. This research is carried out in the
context of the overall objectives and hypothesis of this research study represented in Chapter 1 based on the
fact that CLXs are a particular version of the C-ITS.
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Abstract
Collisions among trains and cars at road/rail Level Crossings (LXs) can have severe consequences such
as high levels of fatalities, injuries and significant financial losses. As communications and positioning
technologies have significantly advanced, implementing Vehicular Ad-hoc Networks (VANETs) in the
vicinity of unmanned LXs, generally LXs without barriers, is seen as an efficient and effective approach
to mitigate or even eliminate collisions without imposing huge infrastructure costs. VANETs necessitate
unique communications strategies, in which routing protocols take a prominent part in their scalability
and overall performance, through finding optimized routes quickly and with low bandwidth overheads.
This article studies a novel geo-multicast framework that incorporates a set of models for
communications, message flow and geo-determination of endangered vehicles with a reliable
receiver-based geo-multicast protocol to support Cooperative Level Crossings (CLXs), which provide
collision warnings to the endangered motorists facing road/rail LXs without barriers. This framework is
designed and studied as part of a $5.5 m Government and industry funded project entitled
‘Intelligent-Transport-Systems to improve safety at road/rail crossings’. Combined simulation and
experimental studies of the proposed geo-multicast framework have demonstrated promising outcomes
as cooperative awareness messages provide actionable critical information to endangered drivers who
are identified by CLXs.
4.1 Introduction
Over 630 crashes occurred at road/rail Level Crossings (LXs) between motor vehicles and trains in
Australia between 2001 and 2009 [1]. Beyond the severe financial losses involved in LX accidents has
been the catastrophy of numerous fatal casualties: 70 in Australia between 1997 and 2002 [2]. Driver
errors and behavior, signaling difficulties and environmental conditions are the major factors accounted
for LX collisions [3]. Both less-effective economical passive and expensive active warning and signaling
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systems are the existing approaches to improve safety at LXs.
The study conducted by the Australian Transport Safety Bureau (ATSB) [4] confirmed that more
than 80% of LX fatal accidents occurred in excellent driving conditions in daylight with fine weather on
straight dry roads. At least 50% of the LXs involved in the ATSB study were equipped with some type
of active warning system, such as boom gates, flashing lights or barriers. The study revealed that 46%
of all incidents commonly occurred because of driver errors. Therefore as adverse weather and/or road
conditions are not the absolute reasons for LX incidents, the presence of active warning systems is also not
the ultimate safety provider. A few Intelligent Level Crossing systems (ILXs) have been proposed using
signals and sensors, sonic-ultrasonic devices and/or cellular-radio communications in the literature, such
as [5–8]. Nevertheless none of these is cooperative, which is the most critical approach for assuring
situational awareness. In this regard, Cooperative Intelligent Transportation Systems (C-ITS) can offer a
set of rich and fresh technologies to further improve safety at LXs.
Vehicular Ad-hoc Networks (VANETs) provide vehicles with ubiquitous connectivity, which improves
safety and efficiency not only on roads, but also on rail and in the vicinity of LXs. An Inter-Vehicle
Communications (IVC) system served for safety at unmanned LXs (generally LXs without barriers), is
called Cooperative Level Crossings (CLXs). These are a warning system to provide situational awareness
and safety warnings to drivers approaching an LX by exchanging safety messages between cooperative
trains and vehicles. This paper presents a framework including dedicated geo-multicast models for
communications, message flow and geo-location determination, as well as a routing protocol in the
challenging environment of CLXs. This study is part of a multi-million dollar project1 aiming to develop
a cooperative ITS to improve safety at rail-road crossings [3].
CLXs support various safety applications such as the approaching train warning and the LX safe
traverse which, as in other ITS safety systems such as cooperative collision warning systems, can
exchange both routine and event safety messages [9]; the present paper focuses particularly on
event-driven safety messages. CLXs utilize wireless communications technologies such as 5.9 GHz
Dedicated Short Range Communications (DSRC) to facilitate Vehicle-to-Vehicle/ Infrastructure (V2V and
V2I) communications, and employ Global Positioning System (GPS) and Differential GPS (DGPS) or
Real-Time Kinematic (RTK) techniques to provide more accurate positioning services to communicating
nodes. The two other critical mechanisms of a CLX, beyond these fundamental technologies and
systems, are the identification of endangered vehicles and message routing.
Most of the routing protocols utilized for safety message dissemination in IVC systems are classified
as broadcast, such as those projected in [10–13]; nevertheless these schemes are not efficient enough for
CLX message routing purposes. The reason for their inefficiency is that a warning message is sent to a
large number of vehicles existing in the designated areas, rather than only to the endangered nodes. The
receivers also cannot be prioritized based on their critical location to avoid collision by the broadcast
routing schemes. The geocast scheme, which was first revealed in [14] as an addition to the Internet but
not for Mobile Ad hoc Networks (MANETs), is designed to overcome some of the shortages seen in this
1http://www.latrobe.edu.au/technology-infusion/innovation/transport/improving-safety-at-level-crossings
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broadcast strategy by providing a more dynamic message delivery experience. Geo-multicast, a variant
of geocast, is a dedicated location-dependent multicast scheme, in which messages are disseminated to
particular user groups within selected geographical areas. The rest of this paper is organized as follows:
Section 4.2 provides an overview of the CLX system, the essential models supporting the proposed
framework, and position-based routing protocols. Section 4.3 identifies routing challenges in CLXs and
outlines the geo-multicast framework’s details including a geo-determination model for identifying the
endangered vehicles. A few numeral demonstrations of the geo-determination model as well as result
discussions are elaborated in Section 4.4. Section 4.5 demonstrates the performance of the proposed
cross-layer algorithms through simulation studies and Section 4.6 concludes this work.
4.2 Fundamentals of the Framework
4.2.1 CLX Warning System
CLXs support several cooperative warning applications such as warnings for the existence of a train at
LX, safely traversing LXs, and a second approaching train. All of these applications employ the situation
awareness capability of the system, facilitated by positioning and communications systems. Vehicles’ state
data, including precise position coordinates, velocity, acceleration and heading, can be obtained from the
on-board positioning units. It is feasible to assume that all nodes can obtain their position solutions
with lane-level accuracy (1-2 m), since CLX is intended to utilize DGPS/RTK corrections provided by
continuously operating reference stations widely available in many countries, including Australia.
The communications component of the system that works with the positioning system consists of at
least one 5.9 GHz DSRC transceiver On-Board Unit (OBU) for each vehicle and a 5.9 GHz DSRC
transceiver Road-Side Unit (RSU) at each LX. Installing a DSRC RSU at LX provides more
communications reliability, especially in urban scenarios. In addition, RSUs located at LXs can actively
contribute to lessen stop sign and traffic signal violations at both controlled and uncontrolled LXs. Based
on a series of field experiments carried out in open field conditions where no roadside furniture existed,
the coverage range of 5.9 GHz DSRC radios slightly exceeded 1000 m in line-of-sight using the
transmission power of +20 dBm. DSRC transceivers typically employ omni-directional antennas for V2V
and V2I communications. Figure 4.1 presents a schematic view of the CLX environment.
The positioning component of the system uses point positioning recomputed every GPS epoch,
although trains have substantial lengths, which are more minatory to road users. Hence, two measures
can be considered to make the safety provided by CLXs more effective. In the first approach, messages
constructed at senders are included with the dimensions of the sender, similar to the Basic Safety
Message (BSM) of SAE J2735, to provide adequate information to vehicles approaching a LX. For the
second approach, a second on-board positioning/communications unit (OBU) can be installed on the
tail of the train, additional to the one installed on the nose of the train. The first approach is used
throughout this study.
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Figure 4.1: CLX warning system
(courtesy of the Centre for Technology Infusion - LaTrobe University [15])
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The CLX vision regarding communications and positioning is to connect trains, vehicles and road
infrastructure simultaneously via continuous wireless communications and to provide precise positioning
on motorways in the vicinity of LXs. Exchanging data and information relevant to a specific LX is carried
out to increase the overall road/rail safety and to enable cooperative traffic management. Likewise,
the CLX mission in respect to communications and positioning is to define, develop and test new safety-
related communications and positioning services and applications using two-way communications among
the road infrastructure, trains and vehicles, from a technical perspective.
4.2.2 Communications Model: Unit Disk Graph
Topology features play a significant role in message routing within VANETs. To support these features,
most of the CLX safety applications may enjoy topological advantages using multi-hop packet relaying
over VANETs. Among the objectives of this study is to design and test a Receiver-Based Geo-Multicast
(RBGM) framework to enable a fast and reliable message forwarding mechanism for quality performance
implementation. To this end, the Unit Disc Graph (UDG) communications model, which is widely used
in designing of network-layer-allied routing protocols for ad-hoc and sensor networks [16], is applied;
detailed study of UDG, which is beyond the main goals of this research, can be found in the literature,
for example in [17].
4.2.3 Relevant Routing Protocol Strategies
Although geocast-based routing protocols, unlike other position-based routing protocols, aim to
disseminate messages to selective geographic areas [18], this category of protocols utilizes location
information of nodes in a similar manner to the other position-based routing protocols. A position-based
routing protocol may consist of several components, such as location service, location server, beaconing,
recovery strategy and forwarding strategy [19, 20]. The location of destination nodes is taken from the
location service and the location server. The state information of each neighbor can be obtained from
beaconing using SAE J2735 BSM. The recovery and forwarding strategies may be applied to effectively
forward packets from source nodes to destination nodes. Earlier research in the field of VANET involved
strategies to use topology-based routing protocols, such as the Ad hoc On Demand Distance Vector
(AODV) presented in [21], instead of the location services. However, some routing strategies combining
position-based routing together with a simple reactive location service were introduced in [22, 23].
This paper distinguishes between position-based and geocast routing schemes, which have a
one-way relationship. Geocast-based routing protocols can be categorized as a position-based routing
method, but not vice versa. Geocast routing [18] is fundamentally defined as a location-based multicast
routing. Minimally identifying the multicast group and delivering packets from a source node to all
identified nodes located inside a particular geographical region, known as Zones Of Relevance (ZOR), is
the objective of a geocast routing protocol. In order to avoid unnecessary and hasty reactions by vehicles
that are not endangered, nodes outside the ZOR are not alerted, although the source node may be inside
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or outside of the ZOR. This class of protocols can be beneficial to many ITS applications.
Maihöfer in [18] provides a taxonomy considering flooding, directed flooding and no flooding
categories for geocasting. Directed flooding is the category that contains most geocast routing methods,
such as location-based multicast, Voronoi, GeoGRID and Mesh. The directed-flooding-based methods try
to define a forwarding zone and to restrict the flooding inside the zone, in order to limit the message
overhead and network congestion. In contrast, non-flooding approaches such as unicast routing with
area delivery and GeoTORA, which are typically based on unicast routing, utilize regional flooding
inside the destination region.
Multicast-based routing protocols typically rely on the creation of routing trees requiring each
individual node to maintain the state information of other nodes. In MANETs, network topology faces
frequent changes because of the mobility feature of nodes; therefore the communications links among
nodes (source and sink) vary dynamically and even end-to-end routings do not exist at certain periods
of time. Consequently, conventional end-to-end routing protocols are inefficient to be applied in
VANETs. One novel data forwarding protocol is the receiver-based routing technique, which does not
require establishing global routing between source nodes and sink nodes. This category of routing
protocols allows the sender’s one-hop neighbors to contend for the forwarding right on the basis of their
status information and under certain rules (unlike the sender-based scoping that senders actively
appoint a specific forwarding node). Eventually the only node having the right to forward data is the
contention winner (for each hop). The concept of receiver-based scoping as Internet additions was
initially presented in [24]. This concept was also introduced to routing protocols used in mobile sensor
networks, such as [25, 26].
4.3 Formulation of a Routing Protocol for CLX: The Geo-Multicast Framework
The performance evaluations of the IEEE 802.11p standard in [27] signify that the 5.9 GHz DSRC
technology used for V2V and V2I communications cannot ensure timely message dissemination in dense
traffic environments or high channel-load scenarios [28] in the absence of an effective and efficient
routing scheme. Considering the exclusive characteristics of VANETs, a different type of routing protocol
is required, other than the conventional protocols of ad-hoc or wireless networks. This paper presents a
more efficient geo-multicast routing protocol, the Receiver-Based Geo-Multicast (RBGM), to reduce
unnecessary transmissions, channel-load and routing overheads, and to optimize the transmission
routes, while at the same time maintaining a high level of accuracy. The geo-multicast framework
includes direction-based geocasting, methods to identify the coordinates of desired geocast regions
(known as ZOR, involving endangered vehicles by the approaching train), and the latest time for each
ZOR to receive the warning message in order to avoid the danger.
Implementing endangered-vehicle-identification mechanisms and efficient routing protocols is one of
the main challenges in IVC environments because of the unique characteristics of VANETs. This
uniqueness, referred to as frequent topology fragmentation, relative high speed of mobile nodes,
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frequent disconnections and dynamic information exchange. Because CLXs contain trains as a second
type of vehicle, the CLX vehicular network has exclusive characteristics over any conventional VANET.
Therefore effective implementation and close cooperation of a CLX components greatly relies on IVC
and roadside-to-vehicle communications systems to distribute messages from one node (OBU or RSU) to
another [20]. However, nodes may adjust their transmission range based on packet traffic conditions
experienced by the network. So multiple hops may be required to exchange data among the
communicating nodes because of the limited radio transmission range of transceivers.
4.3.1 Need of CLX to Geo-Multicast
Efficient dissemination of warning messages to all vehicles located in endangered areas in a timely
manner is the foremost purpose of the geo-multicast routing scheme. This scheme incorporates two
strategies for utilizing the wireless channels in the most efficient way. The first strategy is to reduce
avoidable transmissions by sending warning messages only to the endangered areas. For example,
Figure 4.1 illustrates a scenario where the forthcoming train may endanger vehicles approaching the LX.
In such a scenario, the train is required to send a warning message only to vehicles inside the
determined ZOR and driving towards the LX. Other vehicles (either outside ZOR or inside ZOR and
leaving the LX) are excluded because they are not in immediate danger of the approaching train. The
second strategy is to reduce radio interference leading to an increase in the network communications
capacity. This strategy requires the transmission range of nodes to be minimized, which results in more
hops for message transmission. However, to reduce the end-to-end delay, a trade-off needs to be reached
between the transmission range and the number of hops. The problem of finding the minimal routing
paths for timely delivery is modeled as an UDG and addressed by the receiver-based routing approach.
Position-based routing schemes have been recognized as a promising strategy for disseminating data
in VANETs within research projects such as FleetNet2, GeoNet3, CarTALK 20004 and NoW5. The
geographical destination of a packet, as additional information, is used by geo-multicast routing
protocols to make forwarding decisions and to disseminate messages. Position-based routing protocols
including geo-multicast do not essentially need to maintain explicit routes, which suits the dynamic
nature of CLX environments. This is a key benefit for CLXs, where the topology receives frequent
changes [19, 20]. Moreover, ad-hoc networks can be scalable via routing protocols that do not
necessitate fixed infrastructures to achieve scalability in high mobility networks. To reach an acceptable
point of scalability, nodes within a network may adjust their radio power levels, based on the density
experienced by the network [20], which also results in reduction of radio interferences.
The objective of the proposed geo-multicast framework and its embedded RBGM protocol is to ensure
a reliable and timely delivery of packets to vehicles within the endangered areas. RBGM contains two
2http://www.neclab.eu/Projects/fleetnet.htm
3http://www.geonet-project.eu/
4http://www.cartalk2000.net/
5http://www.cvisproject.org/en/links/now.htm
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main phases: firstly, path finding (delivery phase to transmit a message to ZOR), which uses the ‘receiver-
based’ scheme in the case that the determined ZOR is not directly reachable by the sender; and secondly,
packet forwarding (or regional delivery inside of ZOR), which uses the ‘direction-based flooding’ scheme
in case the transceiver range is smaller than the radius of ZOR. RBGM is a receiver-based cross-layer
protocol (data link, network and application layers) that performs geo-multicasting based on the location
information of geo-multicast members.
There are some assumptions in the design of RBGM. A location service module exists inside the
protocol stack, which performs real-time relative-position mapping as proposed by Ansari et al. [29]. The
location service module returns the two-dimensional coordinates of one-hop neighbors. It is also assumed
that, to decide the next hop route, only the locations of the sender and destination (both provided in
the Media Access Control (MAC) packet) are required by the receiver-based link layer. It is further
presupposed that the ‘void/hole problem’ in geographic routing is implicitly solved in the MAC layer with
solutions similar to those studied in [30, 31].
4.3.2 Correlation of the Geo-Determination Model and RBGM Routing Protocol
In order to deliver messages using RBGM, the shape of ZOR has to be predetermined. Closed polygons
can represent the geographic address of a destination such as ZOR. These polygons include ‘point’, ‘circle
(centre point and radius)’ and ‘n-gon (point1, point2, . . . , pointn, point1), n > 2’ [14, 32]. If the polygon
is considered as a point, the RBGM will actually act as a geo-unicast protocol. The circular form has been
considered as the shape of ZOR in the design and implementation of RBGM for simplicity as only two
parameters, centre point and radius, have to be transmitted.
The key strength of the proposed geo-multicast framework is that an approaching train solely targets
vehicles endangered by its existence at the LX. For this purpose, a method is proposed to identify ZOR
by the approaching train. The train’s OBU returns the speed of the train (st) and the speed limit of the
crossing roads (sr) intersecting with the rail tracks, where no vehicle is assumed to exceed the speed
limit. At each transmission cycle when the train tends to disseminate a warning message, the distance
of the train to the LX (dt) is obtained using the location information of the LX stored on the on-board
digital-map, which also includes exclusive safe stopping distances (dss) for each particular LX calculated
based on crossing roads’ limits. Using this information, the train is able to calculate the time it will take
to reach the LX (tt), based on its dynamics, as reflected in Figure 4.2. The sender is then able to calculate
the safe passing distances (dsp) on the approaching roads, where vehicles can traverse the LX safely.
The interval of dsp is considered to allow the traffic not directly endangered by the train to pass over
the LX. The train transmits warning messages at a fixed frequency, for example, 1 Hz, while dsp > dss.
Finally, the sender calculates the coordinates of the centre point for each ZOR by using the values of dsp
and the radius of ZOR (RZOR). Two approaches can be employed for determination of RZOR. First,
the sender can calculate RZOR based on its own dynamics and the speed limit of the crossing road.
Second, a fixed RZOR may be assumed in the calculations. The second approach is used in this study
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Figure 4.2: ZOR determination model
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for evaluations. Figure 4.2(b) shows a simplified view of the ZOR determination model; however, this
method is able to cope with more complex situations as well.
To augment the model, the angle of each road to the LX rail tracks (θ) has to be a known property
of each LX, where 0o < θ < 360o. The θ for the rail tracks is equal to 180o. An illustration of the θ
determination is shown in Figure 4.2(a). Furthermore, LXs have to be classified based on the number of
their crossing roads (note that each road direction is counted as a separate crossing road, so the LX degree
will be added by 1 for each direction). For instance, Figure 4.2(b) shows a LX of degree 2. Consequently,
a LX of degree n will have n ZOR centre points associated with it. Finally, the absolute coordinates (x, y)
of each LX’s centre point should be available, where (0, 0) is considered as the coordinates of the LX for
illustrations of this study. To predict the centre point of ZORi, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, [sin(θi)(dsp + RZOR)] is used
to calculate the distance variation of the ZORi centre point from the LX centre point on the x-axis, and
similarly, [cos(θi)(dsp + RZOR)] is used to calculate the distance variation on the y-axis, although the
model can be easily modified to calculate the geocentric coordinates.
When a user intends to send a warning message, a request is passed to the application layer of the
protocol stack to determine the ZOR centre points as virtual nodes. The concept of the virtual node is
used to eliminate the unpredictable nodes’ motion and availability difficulties and to make the process
of devising routing algorithms in VANETs easier. RBGM then appends a header consisting of a list of
virtual nodes, Time-To-Live (TTL) value and a checksum value to packets in the network layer.
Subsequently, RBGM passes all packets for all ZOR to the MAC layer to broadcast them to one-hop
neighbors using the RBGM send algorithm. This emerging protocol uses the receiver-based technique in
its path-finding phase to identify the next relay node, if the endangered vehicles are not directly
reachable from the sender, instead of creating and maintaining costly routing tables. In receiver-based
schemes, the transmission of packets is initiated by a sender without specifying the next hop node. This
approach facilitates routing of packets as the result of cooperative decision-making between all
participating nodes (receivers) for each hop, using the receiver-based contention mechanism of the MAC
layer. In the other words, the potential receivers of each transmission make the decision of forwarding
in a distributed manner considering the relative-position of node to its neighbors using the
relative-positioning map, distance to destination, availability of relaying nodes, network traffic at the
node and node movement pattern. Therefore costly routing tables are not required to be maintained by
the sender node, as a valid route is chosen by receivers. Algorithm 1 (see Figure 4.3) summarizes the
procedures for transmitting packets in pseudo code.
When a packet is received by a node, the packet is passed to the RBGM protocol from the Link
layer to examine the checksum in the packet header and drop any corrupted packet. If TTL is greater
than a threshold, RBGM then retrieves the list of the virtual nodes from the received packet. RBGM
may perform multi-hop data disseminations if the receiving nodes are outside of the ZOR. RBGM also
utilizes ‘LX vicinity fragmentation’, illustrated in Figure 4.2(c), to allow vehicles to obtain their directions.
Vehicles are tagged either as ‘approaching’ (group-A) or ‘leaving’ (group-L). If a vehicle travels from zone
Zn towards zone Zn−1, the vehicle is considered as a group-A member, otherwise is a member of group-L.
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Figure 4.3: RBGM send
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Figure 4.4: RBGM receive
Vehicles process a data packet if and only if they belong to group-A; otherwise they may only participate in
the packet relaying procedure. The notion of LX fragmentation needs to be projected on the digital maps
utilized by road vehicles’ OBUs. Note that stationary nodes such as RSUs are always tagged as group-L
members. Algorithm 2 (see Figure 4.4) summarizes the procedures for receiving packets in pseudo code.
4.4 Demonstration of the Geo-Determination Model
4.4.1 Numerical Study of the Model
To study and analyze the performance of the proposed ZORi centre point determination model, a few
geographical plots on a local coordinate system are provided here to demonstrate the behavior of the
model. These plots are prepared in MATLAB for a LX of degree 2 with θ1 = 90o and θ2 = 270o, which
is located at the coordinates of (0, 0) on the local coordinate system. Various scenarios with dissimilar
characteristics are considered for this numerical study. To implement the scenarios, it is assumed that the
train’s speed and speed limit of roads are constant in the vicinity of the LX and RZOR = 0.5 km. The time
interval (δt) between message disseminations is set to 1 s.
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Table 4.1: ZOR Centre Points – Scenario 1
δt = 1s dt, km Train
location
coordinates
ZOR1
centre point
coordinates
ZOR2
centre point
coordinates
T0 = 0 1 (0,-1.000) (1.2143,0) (-1.2143,0)
T5 = 5 0.903 (0,-0.903) (1.1450,0) (-1.1450,0)
T10 = 10 0.806 (0,-0.806) (1.0757,0) (-1.0757,0)
T15 = 15 0.709 (0,-0.709) (1.0064,0) (-1.0064,0)
T20 = 20 0.612 (0,-0.612) (0.9371,0) (-0.9371,0)
T25 = 25 0.515 (0,-0.515) (0.8679,0) (-0.8679,0)
T30 = 30 0.418 (0,-0.418) (0.7986,0) (-0.7986,0)
Scenario 1: If the CLX is provided by the following set-up
• st = 70 km/h (the train travels 0.019 km/s)
• sr = 50 km/h (dss = 60 m)
• dt = 1 km at t0 = 0.
Then, Table 4.1 shows the results for the ZOR centre points’ coordinates.
Figure 4.5(a) projects the coordinates shown in Table 4.1. The train moves on the y-axis, while
the ZOR centre points are selected on the x-axis. Figure 4.5(b) and Figure 4.5(c) demonstrate
the coordinates related to the other two set-ups provided here as Scenarios 2 and 3 for model
verification purposes.
Scenario 2: CLX
• st = 100 km/h (the train travels 0.027 km/s)
• sr = 50 km/h (dss = 60 m)
• dt = 1 km at t0 = 0.
Scenario 3: CLX
• st = 70 km/h (the train travels 0.019 km/s)
• sr = 70 km/h (dss = 75 m)
• dt = 1 km at t0 = 0.
Figure 4.5 testifies the fact that, as the train gets closer to the LX, the ZORs are also chosen closer to
the LX regardless of the scenario’s characteristics, so the endangered vehicles are precisely selected based
on their critical positions and the position of the train than the LX. Since the transmission range for DSRC
transceivers is considered to be 1 km and the CLX includes one RSU at each LX, the train is therefore
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Figure 4.5: ZOR centre points against train position
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Table 4.2: ZOR Centre Points in the First LX/Road Layout (θ1 = 90o and θ2 = 270o)
LX layout St = 30 km/h
(low)
St = 70 km/h
(med)
St = 100 km/h
(high)
dt = 1 km θ1 = 90o (2.1667,0) (1.2143,0) (1.0000,0)
θ1 = 270
o (-2.1667,0) (-1.2143,0) (-1.0000,0)
dt = 0.5 km θ1 = 90o (1.3333,0) (0.8571,0) (0.7500,0)
θ1 = 270
o (-1.3333,0) (-0.8571,0) (-0.7500,0)
Table 4.3: ZOR Centre Points in the Second LX/Road Layout (θ1 = 45o and θ2 = 225o)
LX layout St = 30 km/h
(low)
St = 70 km/h
(med)
St = 100 km/h
(high)
dt = 1 km θ1 = 45o (1.5321,-1.5321) (0.8586,-0.8586) (0.7071,-0.7071)
θ1 = 225
o (-1.5321,1.5321) (-0.8586,0.8586) (-0.7071,0.7071)
dt = 0.5 km θ1 = 45o (0.9428,-0.9428) (0.6061,-0.6061) (0.5303,-0.5303)
θ1 = 225
o (-0.9428,0.9428) (-0.6061,0.6061) (-0.5303,0.5303)
able to notify all the endangered vehicles as soon as it is 1 km away from the LX; so all road users have
sufficient reaction time, while dsp > dss in all different scenarios. Figure 4.5 also exemplifies that the
ZOR centre points are always selected far behind the LX to enable vehicles to take adequate reactions;
however, from Figure 4.5(b), it is advisable for trains to increase the frequency of message dissemination
if the speed of the train than crossing roads increases. The illustrations seal the effectiveness of the
proposed ZOR centre point determination model.
4.4.2 Model Behavior
This section presents results for some examples of LX layouts dissimilar to the initial LX position situation
(θ1 = 90o and θ2 = 270o), for performance comparison purposes. Second and third LX layouts are
considered with [θ1 = 45o and θ2 = 225o] and [θ1 = 120o and θ2 = 300o] to highlight the contrasts
caused by the LX layout. Tables 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4 summarize the ZOR centre points for these proposed
LXs. These substitutesRZOR = 0.5 km and sr = 50 km/h are considered in the following demonstrations.
Furthermore, Table 4.5 demonstrates the results for the first LX/road layout (θ1 = 90o and θ2 = 270o),
where in this example the train speed is kept constant at st = 70 km/h, while the model is examined for
various road speeds.
As illustrated in Tables 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4, the distances of ZOR centre points to the LX are equal in
comparable situations, for example, same dt, st, etc., with different LX/road layout. For instance, this
Euclidean distance is calculated as 3.8333 for both ZOR1 and ZOR2 of all three LX/road layouts, where
st = 30 km/h and dt = 2 km. These same results indicate the fact that the LX/road layout does not
influence the performance of the model.
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Table 4.4: ZOR Centre Points in the Third LX/Road Layout (θ1 = 120o and θ2 = 300o)
LX layout St = 30 km/h
(low)
St = 70 km/h
(med)
St = 100 km/h
(high)
dt = 1 km θ1 = 120o (1.8764,1.0833) (1.0516,0.6071) (0.8660,0.5000)
θ1 = 300
o (-1.8764,-1.0833) (-1.0516,-0.6071) (-0.8660,-0.5000)
dt = 0.5 km θ1 = 120o (1.1547,0.6667) (0.7423,0.4286) (0.6495,0.3750)
θ1 = 300
o (-1.1547,-0.6667) (-0.7423,-0.4286) (-0.6495,-0.3750)
Table 4.5: ZOR Centre Points in the First LX/Road Layout (θ1 = 90o and θ2 = 270o) – Constant Train
Speed
LX layout St = 40 km/h
(low)
St = 70 km/h
(med)
St = 100 km/h
(high)
dt = 1 km θ1 = 90o (1.0714,0) (1.5000,0) (1.9286,0)
θ1 = 270
o (-1.0714,0) (-1.5000,0) (-1.9286,0)
dt = 0.5 km θ1 = 90o (0.7875,0) (1,0) (1.2143,0)
θ1 = 270
o (-07875,0) (-1,0) (-1.2143,0)
4.4.3 Result Discussion
This section provides comparisons on the model’s performance for various situations in a typical LX
layout. Figure 4.6, derived from Table 4.2, confirms that as the train speed increases, the ZOR centre
points are chosen closer to the LX. Tables 4.3 and 4.4 verify the fact that this trend is not influenced by
the LX layout. It is also understood from Figure 4.6 that the greater the speed of the train, the lesser the
movements of ZOR centre points. This reveals the fact that the speed of the train has a direct influence
on the closeness of ZORs to LXs.
Figure 4.7 illustrates the results extracted from Table 4.5. As the speed of road vehicles increases, the
distance of ZOR centre points to the LX are increased consequently. Tables 4.3 and 4.4 confirm the fact
that the LX layout does not affect this trend. Conversely to the train movement, the greater the speed of
road vehicles, the larger the movements of ZOR centre points. This manner indicates that the road speed
limit has a converse effect on distances between the ZOR centre points and the LX.
Figure 4.8 compares the distances of ZOR centre points to the LX against the speed for various
velocities of both train and road vehicles, where dt = 2 km in the first LX/road layout. This trend for the
train is descending, whereas the road vehicles have an ascending trend; therefore the speed of train and
the road speed limits have contradictory effects on the coordinates of ZOR centre points. The graph
confirms that the distance between the ZOR centre point and the LX is a linear function of the road
speed limit; however, this distance is a non-linear function of the train’s speed.
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Figure 4.6: ZOR centre point against speed for train movement (sr = 50 km/h)
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Figure 4.7: ZOR centre point against speed for road vehicle movement (st = 70 km/h)
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Figure 4.8: ZOR centre point against speed (dt = 70 km/h)
4.5 Performance Evaluation of the Geo-Multicast Framework
One of the experimental tools for the study and analysis of communications protocols in computer
networks such as MANETs is simulation. Various types of simulation environments are available for
simulation of MANETs. Veins, an open source IVC simulation framework composed of OMNET++, as an
event-based network simulator, and SUMO as a road traffic micro-simulation model, is used for the
purpose of RBGM performance evaluation.
4.5.1 Simulation Model and Set-up
A CLX consisting of 50 vehicles in one study and 100 vehicles in another study that are placed randomly
on roads within a playground of size 1000 by 1000 m is modeled for the purposes of this research. One
geo-multicast source node (train) is used where the circular ZORs with different radiuses are selected
using the model provided by the framework. It is assumed that the train (as the communication initiator)
is not in any of the ZORs. The speed and the direction of nodes are uniformly distributed, with speed
ranges of 0-50 km/h for road vehicles and 0-70 km/h for train.
It is assumed that each vehicle knows its precise location information, velocity and direction. Each
stationary node also knows its precise location. Each mobile node moves continuously without pausing
at any location. Each vehicle is equipped with at least one 5.9 GHz DSRC transceiver with a standard
transmission range for all equipments. All wireless links are assumed to have the same bandwidth.
4.5.2 Performance Evaluation Metrics
To evaluate the performance of RBGM, a performance metric is proposed and applied to determine the
accuracy of the geo-multicast application delivery, termed the Geo-multicast Packet Delivery Ratio
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(GPDR). This metric is defined based on the works carried out in [33, 34]. Two fundamental ratios have
to be defined prior to the introduction of GPDR. First, the PDR of the approaching vehicle group in
ZORi (PDRAi) refers to the ratio of the number of approaching group members that actually received
the packets and the number of approaching group members that were in the ZORi at the time of packet
dissemination. Second, the PDR of the leaving vehicle group in ZORi(PDRLi) refers to the ratio of the
number of leaving group members that actually did not receive the packets and the number of leaving
group members that were in the ZORi at the time of packet dissemination.
GPDRi =
PDRAi + PDRLi
2
, i ∈ N
(4.1)
GPDR = ((
∑n
i=1
GPDRi)/n), where n refers to the total number of geo-multicast regions.
GPDR = (
∑n
i=1
PDRAi + PDRLi
2n
)
(4.2)
From the GPDR equation, it is understood that GPDR is a real number (GPDR ∈ R), which
0 ≤ GPDR ≤ 1. Consequently, GeoError can be derived from GPDR as GeoError = 1 − GPDR, which
can be interpreted as the delivery error percentage.
4.5.3 Simulation Results
Figure 4.9 presents GPDR in relation to various geo-multicast zone sizes (i.e. radius of ZOR), when the
transmission range of DSRC transceivers is considered to be 300 m. As the figure shows, the GPDR
remains relatively constant for both RBGM and broadcast methods if the number of nodes increases;
however the optimum performance of RBGM is achieved when the ZOR size is chosen just above the
transmission range of devices. The analysis shows that RBGM outperforms the broadcasting scheme
by reducing the routing overheads by at least 25% in delivery of safety messages, as it prioritizes the
endangered vehicles.
Figure 4.10 plots the results for GPDR corresponding to various transmission ranges where the ZOR
radius size is set to 300 m. The figure shows that RBGM performs more accurately as the transmission
range increases. However, this accuracy increment does not necessarily improve the overall network
performance as the amount of data delivery overhead raises when transmission range is increased. As a
result, a built-in mechanism for RBGM deserves further research attention to dynamically set the
transmission range based on the network characteristics.
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Figure 4.9: GPDR as function of ZOR size
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4.6 Conclusion
Although LXs, which are very dangerous in terms of vehicular injuries and fatalities in many countries
such as Australia, can benefit from VANETs, currently IVC-based systems are widely studied for road
applications. The present paper suggests a framework for safety increments dedicated to CLX systems.
Although the proposed framework has been designed merely for CLXs, it may be adopted by similar safety
systems as well. The framework includes two main elements, the geo-location determination model for
endangered vehicles as well as a RBGM routing protocol. Location determination of the endangered
vehicles is a vital task in order to keep more motorists safe and to maintain fluent traffic flow as much
as possible in the vicinity of LXs. Such a model has not previously been proposed. In addition, as
trains usually travel at faster speeds than cars, having an efficient, reliable and swift routing protocol is
necessary for CLX systems. The notion of receiver-based routing is considered for satisfying these required
characteristics, since this technique does not rely on tree structures, and therefore nodes do not maintain
costly routing trees. The simulation studies proved that the proposed cross-layer routing protocol reduces
the routing overheads of the system by at least 25% as compared with the broadcast scheme; also, the
mathematical modeling and experimental results confirmed that the proposed framework augments the
safety provided by CLX systems.
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Chapter 5
Exploring Dependencies of 5.9 GHz DSRC Throughput
and Reliability on Safety Applications
Keyvan Ansari, Charles Wang, Yanming Feng
School of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science,
Queensland University of Technology, Brisbane, Australia
E-mail: k.ansari@qut.edu.au
Foreword: This chapter (paper) studies the throughput and reliability metrics of DSRC under various traffic
scenarios to formulate a solution addressing the DSRC situational challenges identified in Section 3.2.2 and
the networking requirements of V2X safety applications identified in Section 3.3.3 of Chapter 3. This paper,
along with the paper represented as Chapter 6, addresses the 2nd research question defined in Section 1.2.2
of Chapter 1. The Inter-Vehicle Communications (IVC) message dissemination mechanism proposed in this
paper could be best served by a cross-layer design approach in order for the Application layer to receive feed-
backs from the PHY and MAC layers (e.g. channel busy ratio) and combine them with the state data of
surrounding vehicles and of the host vehicle itself, available at the Application layer via Basic Safety Messages
(BSMs) and the positioning system, to derive and feed-forward the adaptive parameters (e.g. transmit power
and messaging rate) to the PHY layer. However, due to the limitations involved in the conference publication
and to keep the design process focused and manageable, the mechanism presented here utilizes only the
information available at the Application layer (e.g. BSMs received from other vehicles). The cross-layer
design and further development of the proposed mechanism are among our future research efforts.
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Abstract
The Dedicated Short-Range Communications (DSRC) technology is the emerging key technology
supporting cooperative road safety systems within Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS). The DSRC
protocol stack includes a variety of standards such as IEEE 802.11p and SAE J2735. The effectiveness of
the DSRC technology depends not only on the interoperable cooperation of these standards, but also on
the interoperability of DSRC devices manufactured by various manufacturers. To address the second
constraint, the SAE defines a message set dictionary under the J2735 standard for construction of device
independent messages. This paper focuses on the deficiencies of the SAE J2735 standard being
developed for deployment in Vehicular Ad-hoc Networks (VANETs). In this regard, the paper discusses
the way that a Basic Safety Message (BSM), as the fundamental message type defined in SAE J2735, is
constructed, sent and received by safety-communication platforms to provide a comprehensive
device-independent solution for Cooperative ITS (C-ITS). This provides some insight into the technical
knowledge behind the construction and exchange of BSMs within VANETs. A series of real-world DSRC
data collection experiments was conducted. The results demonstrate that the reliability and throughput
of DSRC depend highly on the applications utilizing the medium. Therefore, an active
application-dependent medium control measure, using a novel message-dissemination frequency
controller, is introduced. This application-level message handler improves the reliability of BSM
transmissions/receptions and the Application layer error handling that is extremely vital to
Decentralized Congestion Control (DCC) mechanisms.
5.1 Introduction
Motor vehicle crashes are a leading cause of traffic congestion and fatalities all over the globe. The need
to reduce this costly phenomenon has been recognized by public and private organizations.
Consequently, wireless communication, networking, positioning and computing technologies for use in
both vehicular environments and roadside infrastructure have been identified as promising solutions to
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address these safety needs. Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) are accordingly considered as a
common platform to accommodate new technologies in order to support applications for safety, mobility
and traffic efficiency as well as for commercial purposes. For safety purposes, Dedicated Short Range
Communication (DSRC) plays an increasingly vital role among all the fresh technologies deployed in
ITS [1].
The DSRC protocol stack incorporates a collection of standards developed by different Standards
Development Organizations (SDO). The stack consists of the IEEE 802.11p amendment of IEEE 802.11
standard for Wireless Access in Vehicular Environments (WAVE), the IEEE 1609.x family of standards for
security, network services and multi-channel operation, the emerging SAE J2735 message set dictionary
standard for device-independent message construction, and the SAE J2945.1 standard under
development for minimum communication performance requirements which will address parameters
such as transmission power, message exchange rate, and accuracy of message data elements [1, 2]. The
lower layers of the DSRC protocol stack include the physical layer (PHY), the Medium Access Control
(MAC) sub-layer and its extension, and the Logical Link Control (LLC) sub-layer. The PHY layer of the
WAVE system has been optimized from IEEE 802.11 and 802.11a to support highly mobile environments
utilizing 10 MHz channels at 5.9 GHz in which a Control Channel (CCH) and 6 Service Channels (SCH)
are maintained. Given that WAVE is a multi-channel system, IEEE 1609.4 enhances the IEEE 802.11
MAC to define the MAC sub-layer of the DSRC protocol stack. These enhancements provide mechanisms
to prioritize data transmission, channel coordination, and channel routing tasks. IEEE 1609.3 defines
the upper layers of the DSRC stack, including network and transport layers. The WAVE Short Message
Protocol (WSMP) and UDP/TCP-IP are the two pathways designed through the DSRC upper layers
between the Application layer and the LLC layer. Networking services are described in IEEE 1609.3 for
applications of both pathways. While either WSMP or UDP/TCP-IP stacks may be used for transmissions
on SCH, the use of CCH is allowed only for WAVE Short Messages (WSM) [1, 2]. Kenney in [1] provides
a comprehensive review of the DSRC protocol stack.
DSRC On-Board Units (OBU) and infrastructure Road-Side Units (RSU) made by different
manufacturers must be agreed-on formats of interoperable applications for both safety and mobility
purposes. A standardized communication interface is essential to guarantee the required
interoperability [3]. Therefore, initial representative standard message sets, data frames and data
elements are specified in the SAE J2735 standard. As a great result, interoperability at the Application
layer is maintained among heterogeneous OBU and RSU for safety applications without the need to
standardize the applications. A set of message formats supporting a variety of safety applications is
specified in the SAE J2735 Message Set Dictionary to be utilized at the top of the DSRC stack. The Basic
Safety Message (BSM) is the most important of these messages, since this message type enables V2V
safety applications by communicating critical information of vehicles including current vehicle state
data.
Although the syntaxes of 15 message types have been defined in SAE J2735, the impact of
requirements of safety application performance on the reliability and throughput of DSRC is least
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understood. Additionally, due to the shared nature of WAVE systems, uncoordinated dissemination of
Cooperative Awareness Messages (CAM) leads to channel congestion, which reduces the efficacy of
safety applications using the shared medium, as the number of vehicles increases under dense (or even
fairly simple) traffic scenarios [4, 5]. Hence, this paper centers on SAE J2735, specifically the BSM
construction requirements, to study the influences that the Application layer may have had on the
throughput and reliability of the DSRC medium. To this end, the paper proposes improvements to the
Application level error handling mechanisms to recover the reliability of BSM receptions while
maintaining acceptable levels of medium throughput.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. An overview of prospective uses of the SAE J2735
message sets is described in Section 5.2. Section 5.3 formulates the Message Handler (MH) mechanism
as the main functionality of the Application layer. Section 5.4 presents the study of various BSM
configurations and their network throughput implications. Results of a series of DSRC field experiments
are illustrated in Section 5.5 in order to determine the eventual influences of the Application layer on
DSRC medium capacity and accordingly improve the MH mechanism. Finally, this study is concluded in
Section 5.6.
5.2 Fundamentals of SAE J2735 Message Design
The SAE J2735 standard [2] defines the message sets for the DSRC Application layer. These message sets
depend on the WAVE communication standards defined for the lower layers of the DSRC protocol stack,
to be communicated from the Application layer of a subject vehicle to the Application layer of a target
vehicle. The message content at the Application layer is constructed based on the message sets specified
in SAE J2735 to be exchanged by the communication system. Although the message payload at the PHY
is defined by the specifications of the J2735 message sets, IEEE 802.11p specifies the physical layer’s
operations. Furthermore, WAVE standards for layers below the Application layer determine the actual
content of the Over-The-Air (OTA) packets, while the access to the broadcast channel is coordinated by
the MAC protocol using the contention window (W) as a key parameter.
The WSMP is the pathway in which the flow of J2735 messages is carried out in order to promote
the best operations for exchanging safety messages. The WSMP of the DSRC media is characterized
to broadcast short-length message packets in an unacknowledged connection-less delivery mode. On
the other hand, IPv6+UDP/TCP protocol stacks also exist for other types of message delivery such as
connection-oriented. Maximizing support for short broadcast style messages through CCH is the main
goal of WSMP design while SCH may also be used by such transactions as needed. To address this
support, a dense data encoding is carried out by SAE J2735 in construction of the WSM [2, 6].
To achieve the dense encoding at the Application layer, a three-level complexity approach is
standardized in SAE J2735. ‘Data elements’ are the smallest divisions of information content; the next
level is ‘data frames’, with more complex structures composed of one or more data elements and
possibly other data frames; and lastly, ‘messages’ is the highest level of complexity. Since construction of
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a message by adding the unique identifiers of data elements as single strings followed by values of the
elements may impose some overheads, data frames are designed to group related data elements in order
to reduce these overheads. Using this technique, multiple data elements are assigned a single ID as a
distinct data frame [3]. Reuse of data structures is made possible by the hierarchical structure of
messages, data frames, and data elements. Ultimately, meaningful collections of data elements and data
frames compose messages. A tree structure can be used to decompose a given message at the receiver
side, where data elements are located as leaf nodes (external-nodes) [1].
J2735 standard [2] describes these data concepts in both an XML schema syntax and the Abstract
Syntax Notation revision One (ASN.1). This ASN is then encoded at the Application layer to be
transported by the lower layers as the payload of those lower layers. The Distinguished Encoding Rules
(DER) variant of Basic Encoding Rules (BER) is the encoding style specified in the SAE J2735 standard
to translate the ASN.1 into OTA packets. There is no ambiguity in the message decoded at the receiver
end, since one (and only one) encoding is allowed by the DER for any unique data content [2, 6].
The collection of definitions of data elements is typically referred to as the data element dictionary.
A set of specifying fields is considered to define each element within the dictionary. This set includes
‘name’, ‘ID’, ‘unit’, ‘accuracy’, ‘range’, ‘size’, and ‘description’ fields [3]. Approximately 150 data elements
and 70 data frames are defined in the SAE J2735 dictionary [1, 3]. These data elements are defined in
response to the significant efforts made by the safety concerned C-ITS community to identify the eight
common vehicular safety applications including ‘emergency brake lights’ and ‘collision warning’ [3]. The
30 most commonly used data elements of these 8 applications are collected as the BSM [3].
5.3 Formulation of the Message Handler
The main message construction method performed by the DSRC message handling sub-layer is known
as the ‘Message Handler’ (MH) in the SAE standard, initially called the ‘message dispatcher’ in [7]. This
method is emplaced as the interface between the DSRC Application layer and its lower layer. There are
two principal concepts behind the design of the MH [3]. The first is the recognition of similarities in
exchanged data, to reduce the WAVE channel load as well as to preserve channel utilization. The MH
performs as a channel congestion control mechanism by considering the requirements of applications.
Adaptive beaconing methods have been proposed based on vehicles’ state data and current traffic
scenarios [8, 9]. The second inspiration behind the design of the MH is to separate the message
construction from the application functionality to provide a device-independent DSRC experience. The
basic architecture of the MH concept is presented in [3, 7].
The core duty of the MH is to match up the data requirements of applications executed by each
subject vehicle. Using the notation of set theory, the output of the MH functionality is formulated here.
Assume n applications (n ∈ N) are concurrently executed by a subject vehicle and are denoted as
App1, App2, ..., Appn. Also consider the following definition for Appk which includes Data Elements (DE)
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and Data Frames (DF) specified in the Data Dictionary (DD):
Appk = {DEk1, DEk2, . . . , DEki, DFk1, DFk2, . . . , DFkj}
(5.1)
where k, i, j ∈ N, 1 ≤ k ≤ n and DEki, DFkj ∈ DD; therefore,
Appk ⊆ DD.
(5.2)
Consequently, the optimum output of the MH from the running onboard applications can be explained
as:
⋃n
k=1Appn − {DEi|∃DFj : DEi ∈ DFj}
(5.3)
The exchange frequency (fq) of each Data Item (DI), which itself may include a collection of DE and/or
DF, is measured in hertz (Hz) and is the maximum frequency of each individual DE or DF required by all
running applications:
fq(DIi) = max(App1.fq(DIi), App2.fq(DIi), . . . , Appn.fq(DIi))
(5.4)
where Appk.fq(DIi) returns the minimum frequency required by Appk to transmit/receive each
particular DIi.
5.4 Construction of the Basic Safety Message
The BSM, one of the vital messages defined in the J2735 standard, includes two parts. Core state
information of vehicles including their system status, dynamics, and position is transmitted via BSM
Part-I. Additional information can also be conveyed as required via the same message represented as
BSM Part-II. The content of BSM Part-I has been extensively researched to conclude the optimal
combination of state data for safety applications, with emphasis on efficiency and compactness [1, 2].
Therefore support for a huge portion of V2V safety applications become possible via the BSM, which
gathers a number of collision-avoidance requirements in a single message. In fact, the determination
and definition of the BSM’s basic data items alleviate the procedures carried out by the MH.
The data dictionary specifies data elements and data frames which are used in the message
construction process. Demands of applications, the size of message, and its impacts on network traffic
were considered in the design of the BSM and may be further managed by the MH function in
multi-application enabled systems. The process of message construction involves the inclusion of the IDs
of data elements and frames, followed by their respective values. Recipients, the target vehicles,
decompose the message using their data dictionary, thus interpreting the message.
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5.4.1 Various Compositions of BSM
Kenney in [1] counts three forms of flexibility offered by BSMs Part II. Among these, the “inclusion of
some data types at a frequency less than the overall BSM rate” feature makes the BSM configurations
very versatile and allows the application users to include none, some or all of the Part II data items.
Part II includes four different items: Vehicle Events (VE), Path History (PH), Path Prediction (PP) and
RTCM messages. The availability of these informative data items may be highly vital for many safety
applications, such as neighbor relative position prediction or Real-time Relative Positioning (RRP) [10],
which forces the MH to include them in the BSM more frequently. There are 16 possible compositions for
a BSM based on participating Part II items, dividing them into five distinct groups based on the number
of participating items.
A comparison in term of average message size is drawn in Table 5.1 between different BSM
configurations. In the table, the symbol ‘*’ indicates the participation of the corresponding item in the
constructed messages. The average message sizes are studied from a collection of 400 BSMs constructed
according to the SAE J2735 standard. Some of the Part II items such as PH and RTCM have variable
lengths. Contents of the PH item are made of the past and current situations of the vehicle and contents
of RTCM messages are gathered regarding the number of visible satellites, which changes frequently. For
the purpose of this study, 7 bread crumbs are considered for inclusion of BSM path history item. Also,
the RTCM-1004 message format has been used to include the RTCM item. Note that the size of
Cooperative Awareness Messages (CAM) can generally be up to 800 Bytes, due to digital signatures and
certificates [11].
As the size of BSM varies based on the type and number of Part II participating items, the MH has
to maintain the least required reception rate1 at target vehicles while the transmission traffic is kept
to a minimum. The following section discusses the relations existing among the DSRC fundamental
parameters such as data rate, reliability, message size and the required exchange frequency through the
DSRC field experiments.
5.5 Improving the Application-Layer’s MH Based on the Experimental Studies of
the DSRC Media Capacity
Throughput and reliability of a communication link are the most common metrics used in performance
evaluation of data exchange technologies to ensure quick and robust propagation of CAM in VANET. From
the perspective of the DSRC Application layer, the average number of messages exchanged effectively in
a given unit of time from a subject vehicle to a target vehicle is known as throughput. Message reliability
refers to the probability that a transmitted message is successfully received by the target vehicles.
A Markov chain model is proposed and verified in [12] to analytically mimic the throughput and
reliability of IEEE 802.11-based vehicular networks using the broadcast scheme. Since IEEE 802.11p
110 Hz reception frequency is required by safety applications.
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Table 5.1: Average BSM Packet Size
BSM Construction BSM Part-II Inclusion Average Packet
Msg No. No. of Part2
Inclusions
VE PH PP RTCM Size (Bytes)a
0 0 142
1 1 * 147
2 * 184
3 * 152
4 * 279
5 2 * * 189
6 * * 157
7 * * 284
8 * * 194
9 * * 321
10 * * 289
11 3 * * * 199
12 * * * 326
13 * * * 294
14 * * * 331
15 4 * * * * 336
aThe actual OTA sizes may vary.
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governing the DSRC communication medium is a variant of IEEE 802.11, the general behavior of the
model can be extended to any DSRC-based VANETs. It is understood from the model that the broadcast
throughput of any BSM dissemination, such as message per second (mps), is in an inverse relationship
with the number of communicating nodes. This means that as the density of DSRC-enabled vehicles
increases, the packet reception becomes degraded [13] due to the increment of channel congestion.
Previous studies have examined this issue from the perspective of the MAC layer. However, the fact that
the packet loss occurring in the local queue of systems with tail-drop FIFO queues (local congestion)
is caused by a saturated channel, motivates the dissemination of BSM to be controlled above the MAC
layer. Therefore, this paper looks into the issue from the viewpoint of the DSRC Application layer (APP)
through field measurement campaigns.
The number of communicating nodes was kept constant, two OBUs and one RSU, during the field
measurement campaigns conducted for this study, due to the shortage of facilities. The OBUs and RSU
used for this study utilized the same DSRC platform, including HW and firmware, while also being
capable of running different applications. The platform employs two IEEE 802.11p mobility radios with
2-antenna diversity receivers and a low cost GPS receiver on board, in which the firmware supports the
IEEE 1609 protocol and WSMP stacks. A series of field experiments to study the reliability of 5.9 GHz
DSRC was designed and conducted for different scenarios including congested (10-20 km/h), urban (up
to 80 km/h) and highway (up to 110 km/h) traffics.
Figure 5.1(a) represents the average reliability of DSRC, derived from the Packet Delivery Ratio
(PDR), for various separation distances between the two moving vehicles. For the first two scenarios the
maximum communication range experienced between the two nodes were just below 600 m, with a
transmission power level of 20 dBm, while this range was just slightly above 1000 m for the highway
scenario. It is understood from the figure that as the distance between vehicles increases, the reliability
starts to decrease. Figure 5.1(b) characterizes the average DSRC reliability as a function of range:
reliability of 90% for up to 200 m and 80% for up to 500 m are measured, decreasing to 50% at 1000 m
range in diverse scenarios. Thus, the distance between the two communicating nodes negatively
influences the DSRC reliability. The factors degrading the performance of DSRC’s OFDM technique for
greater distances include multipath fading, attenuation and interference, but the two main reasons that
the reliability of the DSRC in the highway scenario is dramatically dropped when the separation
distance is larger than 200 meters are the existence of other vehicles between the sender and receiver,
which blocks line-of-sight (LOS), and the frequency selectivity of the channel caused by delay spread.
As the reliability and APP-to-APP delay are factors of range, this paper argues that the message
frequency controller of the MH, defined as Equation (5.4), has to account for the reliability rate of the
communication links. This rate has to be adjusted based on the maximum range required by running
applications, as the transmission range can be controlled by adjusting the transmission power of DSRC
units. This argument means that if an application necessitates transmitting a message to a remote
location, the message has to be sent more frequently than if a closer area is the transmission target, but
the transmission power is kept unchanged. Hence, the message frequency controller, defined as
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Figure 5.1: Reliability of 5.9 GHz DSRC
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Equation (5.4), has to be modified to address the average Packet Error Rate (PER) enforced by the
separation distance, while the requirements of in-use applications such as mandatory coverage range are
satisfied and the minimum required message transmission/reception rate is guaranteed.
In addition to the separation distance between vehicles, other factors may increase the PER of DSRC.
So PER was measured for the scenario in which one vehicle followed the other, to identify the affecting
factors. As a rule of thumb, the test results disclose that as the (relative) speed of the communicating
nodes increases, the average PER increases as well, regardless of the positions of vehicles in relation to
each other (refer to the ‘Mean’ trend in Figure 5.2). This measurement campaign has also studied the
maximum PER experienced by both the leading and following vehicles when traveling on the same
environmental conditions together at 10, 20, 50, 80 and 110 km/h. Figure 5.2 confirms that the
maximum PER experienced by the leader vehicle, for all different road speeds, is considerably higher
than that of the follower vehicle. Therefore, it is further argued here that the message frequency
controller component of the MH has to account for both the impacts of the immediate speed and the
relative locations of target vehicles on PER as identified here.
Analyzing the data collected from DSRC measurement campaigns reveals that V2V DSRC reliability
depends greatly on the characteristics of both the traveling road and the present traffic. Figure 5.3(a)
represents the average of the maximum PER experienced by both the leading and following vehicles
when the leader vehicle was at the marked positions shown in Figure 5.3(b). The maximum road speed
for this test was 80 km/h and the distance between the two vehicles reached up to 300 meters.
Figure 5.3(a) testifies that road curvature (with obstructing trees in this case) has caused the PER to
increase. Consequently, it is suggested that the message frequency controller component of the MH at
the Application layer has to consider PER caused by road geometry to mitigate the reliability loss. To
take the road geometry into account, the MH has to access on-board digital maps to identify curvature
changes of the upcoming road segments.
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5.5.1 Adaptive Message-Dissemination Frequency Controller
Having an efficient message frequency controller as part of the MH of the Application layer is essential
to support functionalities of the MAC layer, specifically the Decentralized Congestion Control (DCC)
mechanisms. Therefore the message-dissemination frequency controller, defined as Equation (5.4), can
be further improved:
fqFinal(DIi) = fq(DIi) ∗ (1
ρ
)
(5.5)
where ρ is the reliability factor of the DSRC link at a given time, considering the effects of separation
distance between vehicles, immediate speed of the subject vehicle and road geometry on the PDR of the
link. Forasmuch as a limited study of the reliability factor of DSRC links was presented in this paper,
detailed large scale measurements need to be studied in the future.
The need for effective congestion control mechanisms is essential, even though IEEE 802.11p can
support data rates of up to 27 Mbps (the data rate of 6 Mbps provides optimum performance).
Nevertheless there is a trade-off between DSRC link robustness and medium congestion reduction. The
proposed adaptive message frequency controller has been studied and utilized to reduce the overall
traffic at 5.9 GHz band, while maintaining the minimum 10 Hz reception rate required by the collision
warning applications. The control measure at the Application layer governs the contention window (W)
based on the size of message to be sent as well as on the fqFinal(DIi) factor. To study the performance
of the proposed message controller, BSMs including VE and RTCM inclusions (Message 7 of Table 5.1)
were constructed and exchanged over the developed DSRC platform, aimed at 200, 500 and 1000 m on
a straight urban road, while the average data rates of 0.023 Mbps, 0.029 Mbps and 0.043 Mbps were
respectively required by the sender to maintain the minimum of 10 Hz reception rate at the receiver.
The results shown in Figure 5.4 testify that no bandwidth is depredated, that the least required BSM
reception rate is maintained, and that a high reliability is concurrently induced at the receiver end.
Figure 5.5 elaborates on the map-based method in which map information is used to determine the
properties of the roadway as a mean of adjusting the BSM frequency controller. The data reflected in the
figure was collected from the same measurement campaign using a pair of vehicles traveling on a curved
road where a LOS was available between the two vehicles and the separation distance between them did
not exceed 100 m. Two sets of measurements are distinguished: the first measurement set corresponds
to the transmission (Tx) at 10 Hz rate; the second set matches the Tx rate of 20 Hz.
The 10 Hz transmission rate used for the measurements shown in Figure 5.5 is the default value
suggested in the literature for transmission of safety messages. However, as already discussed, the
properties of the roadway utilized for the measurement campaigns imposed up to almost 50% of
message loss. Hence, the Tx rate of 20 Hz was adopted by the message frequency controller to maintain
the minimum reception (Rx) rate of 10 Hz at the target receiver. Although the average PER in the case
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of the higher Tx rate is slightly greater than it is if the lower Tx rate is selected, the Tx rate has to be
adjusted to guarantee the minimum required Rx rate. This mechanism must consider the density of
DSRC-enabled vehicles in range to minimize the transmission range in order to avoid channel
congestion. Hence this mechanism best serves the applications, such as RRP, necessary for covering
areas within a short distance of the sender. Figure 5.5 also represents the number of consecutive
messages lost for a portion of the Tx rate of 20 Hz, with the maximum of 6. So the DSRC outage may
take up to a maximum of 300 ms, which is hardly a threat to the efficacy of safety applications. It is also
noted that the studied mechanism is only effective if the LOS between the transmitter and target
vehicles is available; otherwise the Tx rate adjustment will result solely in channel saturation, which
itself negatively affects the reliability of the DSRC links.
The proposed message frequency handler demands access to digital maps and other on-board systems,
such as CAN bus to determine the current speed of the vehicle, to effectively address the requirements
of in-use safety applications. One of the restrictions that the implementation of DCC metrics faces when
considering the requirements of applications, such as the proposed message controller, with regard to the
current DSRC stack, is that these metrics cannot be hardware-implemented; therefore the security layer
has to verify the authenticity of the MH access to applications. The digital maps used have also to provide
extra information, such as the radius of road curvatures and the position of road furniture, to facilitate
the calculation of the maximum LOS available to a pair of vehicles.
5.6 Conclusions
To make use of the SAE J2735 message sets for vehicle-to-vehicle communication using DSRC on-board
units, the paper has considered various Basic Safety Message (BSM) configurations and their network
throughput implications. Experimental results have shown close relationships among 5.9 GHz DSRC
performance and its media metrics, such as throughput, reliability and PER, as well as the governing
rules of the DSRC Application layer. To address these relations, an innovative message dissemination
frequency controller at the Application layer was proposed and verified to increase the throughput and
reliability of DSRC. Finally, in order to mitigate the reliability loss, the paper suggests the use of digital
maps by the Application layer to resolve the PER enforced by properties of the traveling road. Detailed
study of this aspect is a potential avenue for future work.
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Chapter 6
Vehicle-to-Vehicle Real-time Relative Positioning Using
5.9 GHz DSRC Media
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Foreword: This chapter (paper) studies the performance of the cooperative vehicle communications and
positioning platform developed in response to the positioning accuracy requirements of V2X safety
applications identified in Section 3.3.2 of Chapter 3 and to the need of CLXs to perform real-time
relative-position mapping identified in Section 4.3.1 of Chapter 4. In this regard, this article complements
Chapter 5 in addressing the 2nd research question defined in Section 1.2.2 of Chapter 1. Due to the fact that
the conference publication has limited size, only examples of the results of Vehicle-to-Vehicle Real-time
Relative Positioning (V2V RRP) are presented in this paper. Appendix A provides extended results regarding
the data collected for the purpose of this study.
Best student paper nominated at the conference. http://www.ieeevtc.org/vtc2013fall/bestpapers.php
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Vehicle-to-Vehicle Real-time Relative Positioning Using
5.9 GHz DSRC Media
Keyvan Ansari, Charles Wang, Lei Wang, Yanming Feng
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Abstract
Vehicular accidents are one of the deadliest safety hazards and accordingly an immense concern to
individuals and governments. Although a wide range of active autonomous safety systems, such as
advanced driving assistance and lane keeping support, are introduced to facilitate safer driving
experience, these stand-alone systems have limited capability in providing safety. Therefore, cooperative
vehicular systems were proposed to fulfill more safety requirements. Most cooperative vehicle-to-vehicle
safety applications require relative positioning accuracy of decimeter level with an update rate of at
least 10 Hz. These requirements cannot be met via direct navigation or differential positioning
techniques. This paper studies a cooperative vehicle platform that aims to facilitate Real-time Relative
Positioning (RRP) among adjacent vehicles. The developed system is capable of exchanging both GPS
position solutions and raw observations using RTCM-104 format over vehicular Dedicated Short-Range
Communications (DSRC) links. The Real-Time Kinematic (RTK) positioning technique is integrated into
the system to enable RRP to be served as an embedded real-time warning system. The 5.9 GHz DSRC
technology is adopted as the communication channel, among Road-Side Units (RSUs) and On-Board
Units (OBUs), to distribute GPS corrections data received from a nearby reference station via the
Internet using cellular technologies, by means of RSUs, as well as to exchange the vehicular real-time
GPS raw observation data. Ultimately, each receiving vehicle calculates relative positions of its
neighbors to attain a RRP map. A series of real-world data collection experiments was conducted to
explore the synergies of both DSRC and positioning systems. The results demonstrate a significant
enhancement in precision and availability of relative positioning of mobile vehicles.
6.1 Introduction
Traffic accidents, a major safety problem worldwide, were ranked the 9th leading cause of death in 2004
all over the globe, resulting in about 1.2 million deaths and 50 million injuries per annum [1, 2]. Almost
most accidents are caused by unintentional factors such as poor observation of driving conditions in
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surrounding areas, for example in adjacent lanes and at intersections. Although safety improvements
have been achieved using in-vehicle passive safety technologies such as seatbelts and airbags, the threat
of vehicular accidents continues on its critical endangering path. Hence, active measures such as
Cooperative Collision Warning Systems (CCWS) have been introduced to eliminate this continuing
danger. Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) incorporate cooperative safety systems to improve the
safety and efficiency of the current transportation systems by using advanced communication,
positioning and navigation, and computation technologies. Global Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSS)
and 5.9 GHz Dedicated Short Range Communication (DSRC) are the two key technologies playing
significant roles in the future of ITS.
The fully operational GNSS, such as the Global Positioning System (GPS), provide fairly accurate
worldwide positioning capability, with accuracies ranging from several meters down to
sub-centimeter-level in real time, depending on the types of positioning techniques being used [3].
Despite this versatility, the accuracy achieved by low-cost GPS receivers cannot satisfy the positioning
requirements of many safety applications of ITS. Existing vehicle navigation systems using single
frequency code GPS receivers usually provide only positioning solutions with horizontal accuracy of 5 to
10 meters (road-level precision). Since the position precision provided by stand-alone GPS receivers is
inadequate for a range of safety applications supporting cooperative-ITS requiring relative position
accuracy of a decimeter or better, various positioning methods such as single and networked Differential
GPS (DGPS) and Real-Time Kinematic (RTK) have been proposed to enhance the location precision
achieved from GNSS. Continuously Operating Reference Stations (CORS), one key enabler for these
techniques involves reference stations acting as observation centers, using survey-grade GPS receivers,
and broadcasting the correction data Over-the-Air (OTA) or via the Internet to local users known as
rovers.
Although the decimeter-level accuracy required by safety applications supporting cooperative-ITS
can be delivered by network-RTK, this technique relies on the quality of data communication service
delivering the real-time correction information and coverage of the communication network. Currently
the most viable communications over the road networks in many countries are 3G cellular
communications. However, correction messages may suffer from packet delay and/or packet loss,
causing underperformance of receivers, if a wireless communication link is selected to stream the
correction data [4]. To resolve these issues, this paper proposes an accrete communication and
positioning platform to stream RTK correction data between vehicles.
The proposed platform utilizes Vehicle-to-Vehicle (V2V) DSRC and Networked Transport of RTCM
via Internet Protocol (NTRIP) technologies to provide accurate relative positions, by establishing relative
vector objects having magnitude and direction, in order to satisfy the requirements of cooperative
vehicular systems, which is at least 0.5 m relative positioning accuracy with a 10 Hz update rate. Hence,
the paper studies the capacity of 5.9 GHz DSRC to support relative positioning under suboptimal
conditions and maintain the required accuracy. The proposed system ultimately enhances the local
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Figure 6.1: Relative positioning using DSRC & GPS raw data
situational awareness of drivers. Figure 6.1 represents the concepts of relative positioning using GPS
raw observation data exchanged over 5.9 GHz DSRC among vehicles.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 6.2 provides an overview of various
positioning techniques and integration approaches capable of supporting vehicle positioning for C-ITS
safety applications. Section 6.3 provides algorithmic procedures of both absolute and relative
GNSS-based positioning techniques suitable for V2V positioning. An overview of the proposed RRP
system is presented in Section 6.4. Section 6.5 introduces the position mapping functionality of the
proposed system. A series of relative-positioning field measurement campaigns using DSRC,
network-RTK and 3G technologies was conducted from which both the accuracy and availability of
relative positioning at rovers are analyzed in Section 6.6. Section 6.7 concludes this study.
6.2 State-of-the-art in GNSS-based and Sensor Fusion V2V Relative Positioning
Four different technological solutions can be used to support C-ITS positioning: GNSS-based
positioning, on-board sensor fusion positioning, terrestrial positioning constellations using roadside
infrastructure, and hybrid vehicle positioning system solutions [5]. Among them, a variety of
GNSS-based positioning techniques is available to support the requirements of C-ITS safety applications.
These positioning techniques can support five tiers (levels) of accuracy: 0.001 to 0.01 m, 0.01 to 0.1 m,
0.1 to 1 m, 1 to 10 m, and 10 to 100m; with each positioning technique provides service coverage to an
area of the earth (e.g. up to 50 km, up to 200 km, up to 3000 km, worldwide coverage), and the
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earth-space above it, depending on the support of its infrastructure. The positioning accuracy levels
required to support C-ITS are mainly dictated by the safety applications deployed. It is considered that
the full range of potential C-ITS safety applications will require 1 to 10 m, 0.1 to 1 m and 0.01 to 0.1 m
positioning accuracy ranges [5]. The GNSS-based positioning techniques capable of supporting these
positioning accuracy ranges include [5]:
Standalone absolute and/or V2V relative positioning. This technique utilizes standalone GNSS
absolute positioning with low cost GNSS receivers (Standard Positioning Services, Precise
Positioning Services) along with inter-vehicle communications such as DSRC to establish relative
positions among the communicating entities. This is the simplest GNSS-based positioning
technique with meter level accuracy that could support C-ITS applications demanding road-level
absolute positioning or lane-level relative positioning.
Space Based Augmentation System (SBAS)-based absolute and/or V2V relative positioning. SBAS
provides national coverage positioning data at lane-level accuracies with low cost GNSS receivers
using geostationary satellites, ground reference stations and uplink stations. This solution has
been used in several ITS projects, for absolute positioning, in the USA and E.U. through Wide Area
Augmentation System (WAAS) and European Geostationary Navigation Overlay Service (EGNOS)
respectively. This technique is among the most cost-effective solutions for C-ITS where SBAS
coverage is available; Australia, however, currently does not have access to any SBAS. An issue
with this technique is that the integrity messages currently provided by SBAS implementations
may not be able to support the integrity requirements of vehicle positioning demanded by the
C-ITS safety applications.
Smoothed Differential GNSS (DGNSS)-based absolute and/or V2V relative positioning. Smoothed
DGNSS is a code-based, but carrier phase smoothed DGPS system with low cost GNSS receivers
utilizing correction data from ground reference stations (CORS networks) through
communications links, such as the Internet, or terrestrial data links, such as cellular networks or
DSRC. This technique provides correction data for lane-level positioning and thus could be an
alternative to SBAS should any region not have access to one, although it may impose higher
on-going costs on users.
Real Time Kinematic (RTK) positioning for absolute and/or V2V relative positioning.
Dual-frequency carrier phase measurements are utilized by the RTK positioning technique for
precise positioning (in-lane level), which requires a rather dense CORS network (50 to 70 km
spacing) and so using ground based infrastructure with terrestrial data links to the network. This
is a relatively expensive solution due to the requirement to dual-frequency equipment with the
current type of GNSS signals broadcasted; this technique, however, can be the solution for the
most demanding C-ITS applications as the cost of dual-frequency GNSS receivers is likely to fall
owing to new GNSS satellites broadcasting new open signals on at least two frequencies in coming
years.
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Precise Point Positioning (PPP) for absolute and/or V2V relative positioning. This technique can be
an alternative to RTK+DSRC based V2V positioning, should the network of CORS ground based
correction stations be not dense enough. To overcome such cases, the vehicle positioning software
would automatically switch between PPP algorithms and RTK algorithms as soon as the RTK
solution cannot be initialized with the required reliability. A novel research trend is to combine
RTK algorithms with PPP services with high-end GNSS receivers as a top solution for C-ITS safety
applications.
In addition to on-board GNSS-based positioning units, there are different built-in on-board sensors,
such as odometers, gyros, radars and vision sensors, which can be used to either bridge certain GNSS
outage conditions or assist in determining the relative positioning of vehicles. As such, dead reckoning is
the process of estimating the current position of a vehicle based upon a previously determined position
in addition to speed, acceleration, angular direction and elapsed time, and then advancing that initial
position [6, 7]. Inertial navigation sensors can reduce vehicle drift by determining the motion of a
vehicle with respect to an inertial frame of reference [8]. The Enhanced Digital Maps project [9] has
demonstrated that 0.5 to 1.0 m positioning accuracy can be delivered by 1 deg/h Inertial Measurement
Units (IMUs) for up to 60 seconds, which can cover the GNSS outages in many cases.
It is believed that the low-cost sensors, in the absence of an IMU, can cover up to a minute of bridging
time at road-level accuracy and only few seconds of bridging time at lane-level accuracy [5]. Using IMUs,
however, can extend the bridging time to 1 to 10 minutes for road-level C-ITS safety applications and 30
to 90 seconds for lane-level C-ITS safety applications, depending the grades of the equipment in use [5].
Ranging sensors and computer vision, in addition to IMUs, can also be used to determine the location
of a vehicle in relation to road marks and lane edges, other vehicles, or road entities and infrastructure.
Ranging sensors such as radars have the capability to measure the distance between a host vehicle and a
target vehicle with an accuracy of better than 0.5 m [7]. Cost-effective positioning solutions can also be
offered through terrestrial based positioning technologies to supplement GNSS-based positioning systems
for road users in GNSS-denied environments, such as under bridges and/or in tunnels [5]. Two types of
terrestrial based positioning technologies currently under research studies include: (1) ‘the radio location
technology’, which uses signals that enable highly accurate range measurements, such as Locata that
can provide centimeter to decimeter level accuracy [10]; and (2) ‘wireless local area networks based
positioning technologies’, which uses signals optimized for data transmissions, not for ranging, to derive
positioning measurements through time of arrival (TOA), time difference of arrival (TDOA) and received
signal strength (RSS) [11].
6.3 The Principles of GNSS-based Vehicle Positioning
The Global Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSS) are capable of providing continuous free-of-charge
global positioning services, thus GNSS positioning is a reasonable choice to be adopted for vehicle and
inter-vehicle positioning. The GNSS positioning techniques support both the absolute and relative
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positioning modes. The absolute positioning mode includes calculating the user’s position with a single
receiver while the relative positioning mode requires at least two receivers with a communications link
between them. The Single Point Positioning (SPP) and Precise Point Positioning (PPP) services are the
two typical positioning techniques used in the absolute positioning mode. SPP is the basic positioning
mode, its calculation requires only the code observation and the broadcast ephemeris; both of them can
be decoded from the tracked GNSS signals. The PPP technique can achieve decimeter level (or even
better) accuracy; real-time PPP used for the kinematic data processing technique, however, has not
matured sufficiently into a commercially available technique. On the other hand, the relative positioning
technique is simple and accurate, but is restricted by the distance of the rover to the base receiver.
Regarding the degree of kinematic movement, the relative positioning includes three types: static mode,
kinematic mode and moving-based mode. Only the Real-Time Kinematic (RTK) and moving-based
(MB-RTK) modes are feasible for vehicle positioning. Figure 6.2 compares the algorithmic procedures
commonly used for SPP and RTK positioning; the principles of the GNSS positioning technologies are
briefly discussed in the following subsections.
6.3.1 The Principles of Absolute Positioning
Absolute GNSS positioning calculates the user’s position with the distance observed to the satellites by
the receiver. The distance between the user and the satellite can be derived from the code and carrier
phase measurements; their precisions are 30 cm and 3 mm, respectively. The carrier phase
measurement is very accurate, but it involves an unknown integer cycle number, which is also known as
the integer ambiguity. Besides the ambiguity problem, the GNSS signals are also influenced by various
error sources, such as ionosphere delay, troposphere delay, multipath errors, orbit errors, and clock
errors. These errors further degrade the precision of GNSS positioning. The ambiguity issue is not
studied for SPP, because it only employs the code measurement. SPP estimates only four parameters in
the linear system: the 3-dimensional coordinates and one receiver clock parameter. Due to the low
stability of the crystal oscillators adopted by most GNSS receivers, the receiver clock has to be estimated
in the absolute positioning mode. To this end, a minimum of four visible satellites are required to keep
the system solvable. The typical precision of SPP is 2-3 meters in horizontal and 3-5 meters in vertical
directions, which are not accurate enough for the transportation safety applications. On the other hand,
the PPP technology can achieve decimeter to centimeter level accuracy for kinematic positioning, which
is very promising to the transportation safety applications. The high positioning precision of PPP is
made possible by the utilization of various precise error models and the incorporation of the carrier
phase observation. However, the convergence time of the filter process in PPP is still a threat to
vehicular safety applications because the convergence time of the filter process in PPP typically takes at
least half an hour to be converged to the decimeter level precision. The long convergence time can be
mitigated with better ionosphere models or improved PPP ambiguity resolution techniques in the future,
hence the PPP technique is not considered in this work.
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Figure 6.2: GNSS-based positioning algorithmic procedures
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6.3.2 The Principles of Relative Positioning
The relative positioning mode takes advantage of the spatial correlation of error sources and makes the
positioning procedure simpler. The relative positioning can only determines the user’s position relative to
a reference receiver rather than the absolute coordinates in respect to the earth mass center. Generally,
the ‘relative position’ is known as the double-differenced data process strategy. The double difference
procedure includes deriving the difference between the observations of the two receivers from each
common-viewed satellite first, and then one satellite is chosen as the reference to derive the difference
between the observations from other visible satellites with the observations from the reference satellite.
The double difference procedure can eliminate almost all errors, thus the relative coordinate can be
easily calculated with the coordinates of one of the receivers fixed (known). All errors involved in the
positioning procedure can be categorized into three groups according to their source: satellite specified,
propagation path specified and receiver specified errors. The satellite specified errors can be eliminated by
establishing the difference between the two receivers and the receiver-specified errors can be eliminated
by establishing the difference between two visible satellites. Due to the nature of the environment that
the two receivers exist in (close vicinity), the propagation paths are almost the same and therefore the
propagation path specified errors can be largely mitigated by the inter-receiver difference. For short
baseline cases (the distance between two receivers is less than 10 km), the propagation path specified
error can be ignored. For longer baseline cases, the atmosphere delay impact has to be considered in
the double-differenced mode. Moreover, the integer nature of the ambiguity parameter can be easily
recovered using the double-differenced mode as all errors are eliminated. With correctly resolved integer
ambiguity, the precision of relative positioning can be improved from sub-meter level to centimeter level.
Due to real-time and kinematic data process requirements, the relative positioning mode is the best
choice for GNSS-based vehicle positioning at present. The precision of relative positioning, however, is
limited to the distance between the reference receiver and the user; hence, the moving-based RTK fits
the ad-hoc nature of vehicular communications networks better. With GNSS receivers installed on every
vehicle, the GNSS observations can be broadcasted to the vehicles nearby and the recipient vehicles can
calculate their position with respect to other vehicles. The moving-based RTK is slightly different from
the conventional RTK process due to mobility of the reference receiver. The impact of the mobility of
the reference receiver is twofold. Firstly, the precise location of the reference receiver is unknown. The
SPP solutions are usually adopted as an alternative in practice. The inaccuracies in the coordinates of the
reference receiver are delivered to the final solution of the user’s position. As a result, the calculated user
position is not accurate as well in MB-RTK. Fortunately, the relative position is still accurate in this case,
and it is still good enough for safety alarms. Secondly, the actual observation time may not be strictly
synchronized between the two receivers due to the receivers’ clock bias. The actual time difference
between the two receivers may reach 2 ms in the worst case and the corresponding effect on the relative
positioning will reach about 6 cm inaccuracy for vehicles on the highway scenarios. The receiver clock
difference between the two receivers, therefore, has to be compensated in data process.
The Kalman filter is widely used in GNSS data process to obtain continuous, smooth vehicle
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trajectories. However, the Kalman filter needs a short time for convergence in the beginning due to the
inaccurate initialization parameters. The convergence time in relative positioning is much shorter than
that in absolute positioning, while the convergence time still can be further eliminated by combined
filter techniques in post processing missions. The data can be filtered forward to be convergent and then
filtered backward to eliminate the convergence procedure. As a result, the homogeneous high accuracy
positioning results can be obtained eventually. For this study, five techniques are analyzed and used to
establish V2V relative vectors: SPP with broadcast ephemeris and precise ephemeris, RTK solution with
forward filter and combined filter, as well as moving-based RTK. In the experiment, the distance
between the vehicles and the reference receiver was always restricted within 10 km, so that reliable RTK
solutions can be obtained, and the combined filter RTK is used as a reference to evaluate the
performance of other solutions, especially the moving-based RTK solution.
6.4 Enabling Coexistence of NTRIP and DSRC
Among ITS, GPS-based safety systems currently lack low-cost in-lane-level positioning techniques.
Therefore, the proposed Real-time Relative Positioning (RRP) architecture will address this deficiency.
The platform uses the SAE J2735 Basic Safety Message (BSM) over 5.9 GHz DSRC as the V2V
communication medium in conjunction with the NTRIP application-level protocol as the RTK data
streamer. BSM provides a data object comprising RTCM data version 3.0 in the message that is
facilitating relative positioning. For the purpose of this study, the RTCM-1004 binary message is utilized
to carry either the information of the observed satellites or the RTK correction data.
The platform developed for vehicular data fusion is built on two main blocks, the DSRC
communication and GPS-based positioning units, coupled with a cellular 3G wireless module to
effectively enable the process of retrieving RTK data. CohdaWirelessTM MK2 DSRC radios were adopted
as the communication platform to access data input and output. To execute the proposed RRP
application, the NTRIP client module has been added to the DSRC application layer of the platform, to
be used by Road-Side Units (RSU). Each RSU is enabled to simultaneously retrieve the raw observation
data of a selected CORS reference station using the migrated NTRIP client module through the 3G
media to include the observation data in BSM for single-base RTK processing by nearby rovers. On the
other hand, every On-Board Unit (OBU) is enabled to include raw GPS data observations in BSM to
exchange among neighbors using the DSRC module at controlled intervals (e.g. 10 Hz). OBUs
concurrently process the received BSMs from RSUs and other OBUs to extract the necessary data, such
as NTRIP/RTK data from RSUs and raw observations from OBUs, both in RTCM-104 format. The
RTCM-104 data packets are formed up in the processor from the output of either the NTRIP client
module, in the case of RSU, or a dual frequency GPS receiver, in the case of OBU. The constructed
RTCM-104 data packets are then collected by the DSRC module and sent within each cycle of data
transmission. Figure 6.3 illustrates the configurations of the RSU and OBU of the proposed RRP system.
As shown in Figure 6.3, each dual-antenna 5.9 GHz DSRC transceiver module of OBUs was integrated
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(a) Configuration of OBU
(b) Configuration of RSU
Figure 6.3: Architecture of the proposed system
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Table 6.1: Control Steps at RSUs
Step Control at RSU
I To obtain raw observation data of a nearby CORS reference station (or data centre) using
NTRIP.
II To construct BSMs including RTK data as of the RTCM-104 data object inclusion.
III To exchange the constructed BSM via DSRC at 10 Hz.
Table 6.2: Control Steps at OBUs
Step Control at OBU
I To obtain state information of the vehicle such as location, heading and velocity as well as
GPS raw data from the GPS module.
II To construct BSM including state information as Part I, as well as GPS raw observations as
of the RTCM-1004 data object inclusion.
III To exchange the constructed BSM via DSRC at 10 Hz.
IV To obtain the RTK information of a nearby CORS reference station from RSU via DSRC.
V To obtain GPS raw observations of neighbors via DSRC.
VI To precisely calculate the relative positions in real-time and map to a data structure.
with a dual-frequency correction-enabled GPS receiver supporting RTCM v3.0 data streams. Through this
implementation, the OBU while mobile receives RTK data conveyed through DSRC messages from RSUs
and passes the raw GPS observations to the DSRC module for inter-vehicle sharing. Each vehicle then
calculates the relative positioning vectors based on its own position measurements, the raw positioning
data of its neighbors and the correction data exchanged by RSUs, that has been received from an NTRIP
caster. A reduction of cost for end users occurs because cellular network connection is not required for
each single rover to perform RTK positioning. This innovative implementation also reduces the message
loss and delivery time of RTCM data exchanged by the NTRIP caster, since the cellular network connection
point is stationary at the RSUs, resulting in a higher cellular connection reliability, as no cell tower
handover is required. The primary control steps of RRP at RSUs and OBUs are summarized in Table 6.1
and Table 6.2 respectively.
6.5 V2V Relative-Position Mapping
The positioning information exchanged among vehicles is modeled as context information for relative
positioning, to be used in identification of any potential collision due to immediate traffic conditions. The
context information model indicates the interactions between multiple vehicles stamped with collision
probabilities. For this purpose, a weighted tree is suggested in this study to model the interactions
between each individual vehicle, known as the subject vehicle (SV), and its direct neighboring vehicles
at a particular point of time. Given the list of neighbors of a SV, the interactions between each SV and its
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Figure 6.4: Sector classification (Local coordinate system of SV)
Figure 6.5: Data structure of relative-position mapping
neighbors are computed based on their state data, such as position, speed, and heading.
Figure 6.4 illustrates the classification of a SV’s relative sectors, confirming the greatest number of
immediate neighbors. Based on the available information, each vehicle considers itself as a SV and
develops a weighted tree which may include the maximum number of eight leaves as projected in
Figure 6.5. The tree is frequently updated as soon as new information arrives from surrounding
vehicles. The weights of the tree edges indicate the severity of a possible collision between the SV and
the corresponding vehicle. Most existing collision determination models consider only a single
interaction between a pair of vehicles [12, 13]. Hence, the objective of this study is to develop a context
model to determine interactions among multiple vehicles.
Two relative movements are generally considered by each SV, namely “Passing” and “Crossing”.
Passing refers to the cases where neighboring vehicles travel in the same direction as the SV. Crossing
refers to any other cases, including opposite movement, C-Crossings, L-Crossings and X-Crossings. In
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Figure 6.6: Determining relative locations of neighbors
Figure 6.5, both α and β are coefficients determined from the measurements the SV computes using the
current traffic data of the surrounding vehicles. Various factors such as speed, local density, road
configuration and type of traffic scenario are taken into account in determining both α and β as real
numbers ranging from 0 to 1. In this study both α and β are set to their maximum value of 1.
Each leaf of the RRP tree has two alternative weights corresponding to a relative vector established
between the SV and corresponding neighbors:W
P
n : Passing weight of vehicle traveling in sector n of the SV.
WCn : Crossing weight of vehicle traveling in sector n of the SV.
Either WPn or W
C
n is established at a point of time, if and only if the condition of W
P
n ×WCn = 0 stays
valid.
6.5.1 Neighbor-Relative-Position Determination Model
Figure 6.6 graphically represents the model used to determine the relative location of neighbors,
regardless of their direction. The SV uses point positioning recomputed every epoch to establish V2V
relative vectors, having magnitude and direction, between itself and all the present neighbors. The
relative vectors are then used to derive the relative azimuths (δθ) in order to locate neighbor vehicles
with regard to the 8-sector classification in the local coordinate system of the SV. The weight assigned to
either WPn or W
C
n is calculated with regard to the precise relative distance measured between the SV
and the corresponding neighbor. The weight is assigned as heavier if the distance gets closer. The final
warning is decided based on the values of α×WPn and β ×WCn for all existent n.
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Table 6.3: Summary of the Accomplished Tests
Test No. Scenario Type Ground Track Max Speed Duration
I Car-Passing/Following Figure 6.7 Green-Road 80 km/h 20’ 48”
II Car-Crossing Figure 6.7 Green-Road 80 km/h 14’ 09”
III Car-Following Figure 6.7 Blue-Road 20 km/h 17’ 49”
6.6 Empirical RRP Measurements
This section focuses on evaluating the performance of the developed RRP system for precise and accurate
relative vehicle positioning using NTRIP/RTK solutions and analysis of both the accuracy and availability
of neighbor vehicle state data using DSRC. The system was tested against various traffic scenarios, for
example following and opposite movements, with different dynamic settings such as congested (10-
20 km/h) and highway (80 km/h), as well as diverse road configurations such as straight roads, curved
roads, and road intersections.
Car-following, car-passing and car-crossing tests were carried out in order to measure the achievable
accuracy of the entire system and the efficiency of exchanging information among the surrounding
vehicles, as well as to check the severity of unexpected problems due to GPS signal blockage and 3G
data latency. Table 6.3 summarizes the measurement campaigns carried out during the tests; the ground
tracks of the test roads are shown in Figure 6.7. All the post-processing computations of positioning
were analyzed using RTKlib open-source software, where the combined processing mode (with both
forward and backward filters) was used to smoothly derive a benchmark solution. The benchmark
solution results are used to evaluate the real-time results in the analysis process. The utilized NTRIP
Caster provides two types of data, namely raw observation data of a selected CORS reference station for
single-base RTK processing as well as network RTK correction data. Single-base RTK processing is used
in this study through GPS raw data recording and processing, at both rates of 1 Hz and 10 Hz, with a
10-degree elevation mask.
6.6.1 RRP System Implementation Challenges
The core implementation challenge in this study was to clearly demonstrate how BSMs can be suitably
constructed, encoded and decoded, as well as how to send NTRIP data within BSMs over DSRC media
for the purpose of relative positioning. The data payload inside the WAVE Short Message (WSM) packet
must precisely match the DSRC message set and its ASN.1 encodings defined in SAE J2735 [14]. These
packets can then be broadcasted to the surrounding rovers in order that the packets can be recovered
with the same WSM general format by nearby DSRC units.
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Figure 6.7: Ground track of the test roads
Figure 6.8: Average V2X DSRC availability vs range
6.6.2 Overview of DSRC: An Empirical Measurement
In open field conditions where no roadside furniture exists, the greatest DSRC range experienced by
the system was found to slightly exceed 1 km using the transmit powers of +20 dBm and a 2-antenna
diversity configuration. It is concluded that the average DSRC reliability is a function of range, as reflected
in Figure 6.8, in which reliability of 90% for up to 200 m and 80% for up to 500 m is measured, as well
as decreases to 50% at 1000 m range in various scenarios. Hence, the system is capable of providing 90%
of state data required for RRP from surrounding vehicles to the SV as the vast majority of V2V life-saving
applications necessitate relative ranges of smaller than 200 m.
6.6.3 Relative Positioning: An Empirical Measurement
The study by Qu [15] has shown that in-lane-level accuracy (10-30 cm) can be achieved using NTRIP
correction data up to 20-seconds old. The average RTK correction latency experienced by the RSU
during the tests did not exceed 2 seconds. On the other hand, since the lowest availability rate of DSRC
experienced in this study at its maximum range was 50%, it is crucial for RSUs of the RRP system to
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Table 6.4: Accuracy Comparison of Positioning Techniques
All RTK Solutions (Fixed and Float) SV’s Lateral
Bias (m)
SV’s
Longitudinal
Bias (m)
E-W Bias
(m)
N-S Bias
(m)
Sol.1 vs Sol.5 Average 1.6659 0.5492 0.9437 0.8300
STD 4.3761 2.4038 0.9558 0.8114
RMS 4.4501 2.5673 1.3431 1.1607
Sol.2 vs Sol.5 Average 1.2053 0.4425 0.5328 0.4011
STD 3.4811 2.1778 0.8291 0.7403
RMS 3.5374 2.2917 0.9855 0.8420
Sol.3 vs Sol.5 Average 0.0278 0.0227 0.0029 0.0025
STD 0.3970 0.3880 0.0157 0.0319
RMS 0.3979 0.3885 0.0160 0.0320
Sol.4 vs Sol.5 Average 0.3451 0.1973 0.1948 1.1720
STD 1.6541 1.2443 0.4211 0.3910
RMS 1.6814 1.2688 0.4639 1.2355
include the latest NTRIP/RTK correction data into BSMs at a rate of at least once every 9 seconds
(0.12 Hz) to insure lane-level accuracy. However, during the field tests all available RTK correction data
were included (at the rate of 1 Hz) in the communications exchanged from the RSU, for the sake of
accuracy assurance.
Five positioning scenarios are analyzed and their solutions are compared for E-W and N-S directions.
Solution 1 is Single Point Positioning (SPP) with broadcast ephemeris. Solution 2 is SPP. Solution 3 is
single-base RTK positioning using a nearby CORS reference station for forward processing. Solution 4 is a
single-base RTK positioning as well, but the base receiver is a nearby vehicle which is a moving reference
receiver. Solution 5 is RTK combined (forward and backward) processing using a nearby CORS reference
station. Although the 5th solution is considered as the best possible solution, it is not available for real-
time processing and is used as a benchmark to evaluate other solutions. Table 6.4 draws a comparison
between the first four solutions, with the fifth as the reference solution. The table provides the maximum,
average, Standard Deviation (STD) and Root Mean Square (RMS) of bias of the transformed solutions to
the lateral axis, which passes through a vehicle from side to side, and the longitudinal axis, which passes
through a vehicle from tail to nose, of the local coordinate system of the SV.
To achieve relative positioning in real time, all the first 4 solutions require V2V communications
to exchange GPS data. In addition to V2V DSRC, Solution 2, 3 and 4 necessitate Internet access to
obtain NTRIP data as required, which was facilitated via the RSU throughout the field tests. As can
be seen from Table 6.4, the best possible relative positioning in real time is achieved using Solution 3,
resulting in average accuracy of better than 3 centimeters. Solution 4 has an average bias of 34.51 cm in
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Figure 6.9: Comparison of positioning techniques for relative positioning
lateral direction and 19.73 cm in longitudinal direction from the reference solution, which is reasonably
accurate for many collision avoidance applications when no nearby CORS reference station is available.
Figure 6.9 illustrates the accuracy of relative positioning in lateral and longitudinal directions achieved
from different techniques in comparison with Solution 5 from a random sample data set. The average
accuracy error achieved from BSM Part-I data were 4.02 m in lateral and 2.10 m in longitudinal directions,
which are highly inaccurate for safety purposes.
The RRP system establishes and maintains relative vectors, including relative azimuth (δθ) and
distance, as soon as fresh GPS observations are received from surrounding vehicles. Figure 6.10
represents a selected collection of relative vectors established at a SV for a period of 15 seconds from
Test 1 of Table 6.3, where the SV was following another vehicle in the same direction with the speed of
no more than 80 km/h. Two sets of relative vectors reflected in the figure were calculated based on
different rates. The first set was calculated from 1 Hz neighboring GPS observations using Solution 3
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Figure 6.10: Relative-vector to neighbor (1 Hz vs 10 Hz)
positioning technique, while the 10 Hz rate was used to exchange the raw GPS observations of the
neighbor for the second set. The 10 Hz data exchange provides denser samplings which can facilitate
the RRP system to derive smoother relative vectors, as the vehicles were highly dynamic and could have
movements of tens of meters per second, with sharp veers, which are critical to be identified by ITS
collision mitigation applications.
Figure 6.10 reveals that there are some cases where the relative azimuths and/or relative distances
encounter sudden radical changes. These changes may be caused by either or both the dynamics of
vehicles and the changes in RTK ambiguity resolution state from being fixed to float or wrong ambiguity
solutions. Analyzing the position solutions, as shown in Figure 6.11, confirms that some of the sudden
changes are most likely due to RTK float solutions, which were 17.6% and 19.9% for Rover 1 and Rover 2
respectively in Test 1. However, during time 43 to 45 of Figure 6.10, where the RTK solutions were fixed,
the changes in relative direction and distance are most likely due to changes in dynamics of vehicles,
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Figure 6.11: Test 1 E-W, N-S and U-D position solutions (Corresponding to Figure 6.10)
which are only measurable using 10 Hz data, as the changes are undetected using data with 1 Hz sampling
rate.
How to identify the reasons and provide warnings when the solutions cannot be used for certain
safety operations deserves further research attention. Figure 6.12, Figure 6.13, and Figure 6.14 illustrate
relative vectors calculated concurrently at a pair of neighbor vehicles in respect to each other for three
different scenarios shown in Table 6.3. The 1st measurement campaign was a side-by-side movement with
speed of up to 80 km/h; an opposite (loop) movement with a speed of up to 80 km/h was performed
as the 2nd scenario; the 3rd campaign resembled the congestion of slow-moving traffic with a speed of
10-20 km/h. The relative azimuths reflected in Figure 6.12 and Figure 6.14, where vehicles traveled in
the same directions, are supplemented for the second rover to ease the comparison process.
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Figure 6.12: DSRC-affected relative-vector (Scenario 1: Side-by-Side)
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Figure 6.13: DSRC-affected relative-vector (Scenario 2: Opposite Directions)
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Figure 6.14: DSRC-affected relative-vector (Scenario 3: Slow Following)
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As can be seen from Figure 6.12, Figure 6.13, and Figure 6.14, the DSRC links of a neighbor vehicle
may not be available at 100% of the time for every hundred-millisecond of real-time relative positioning.
This is reflected in the relative distance plots of these three figures by zero, as being the magnitude
of the relative distances. The unavailability rate of real-time relative positioning due to DSRC media
breakage is calculated at a maximum of 9.25% for highway speed side-by-side and following movements,
6.25% for highway speed crossing movements and 2.5% for congestion speed side-by-side and following
movements.
The results of the RRP system field tests confirm that, in the presence of RTK fixed solutions, more
than 99.2% of the corresponding relative vectors calculated concurrently at neighbor vehicles are
equivalent with at least 99.64% precision in both magnitude and direction properties. The
corresponding relative azimuths (δθ) have the average bias of 0.35◦, 2.83◦ and 0.74◦ in Scenario 1, 2
and 3 respectively. The proposed RRP system is capable of providing centimeter-level accuracy more
than 90.75% of the time if moving-base or single-base RTK techniques are used to derive the solutions.
Ultimately, the RRP system ensures all participating neighbor nodes acquire equal highly precise
perceptions of their nearby environment.
6.7 Conclusions
A real-time relative positioning system has been proposed based on two integrated components, namely
the positioning and communication units. The system consists of DSRC units installed on roadsides,
known as RSU, and vehicle on-board, identified as OBU. The RTCM differential corrections provided by
a CORS reference station or data centre are accessed by RSUs using the NTRIP mechanism via 3G
media. A commercial correction-enabled GPS receiver was used as the OBU positioning component to
provide centimeter-level vehicular positions by concurrently receiving RTCM corrections from RSUs and
performing RTK positioning of the vehicle. Vehicles’ OBUs also exchange their precise position
information, as well as raw observation data from the positioning module, via DSRC utilizing BSM of
SAE J2735 message sets standard. As a result, each vehicle calculated relative position vectors to its
neighbor vehicles. The results have shown that the RRP system can provide relative vectors with 99.64%
precision in at least 90.75% of times. One of the future research areas is to identify the effects of wrong
solutions and provide valid warnings to drivers when the RRP solutions cannot be used for certain
operations or purposes.
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Chapter 7
A Runtime Integrity Monitoring Framework for Real-time
Relative Positioning Systems Based on GPS and DSRC
Keyvan Ansari, Yanming Feng, Maolin Tang
School of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science,
Queensland University of Technology, Brisbane, Australia
E-mail: k.ansari@qut.edu.au
Foreword: This chapter (article) proposes a performance monitoring framework for the communications
and positioning requirements of the Real-time Relative Positioning (RRP) system presented throughout
Chapter 6 to address the challenges facing the overall performance of the system as identified in
Section 6.6.3 of Chapter 6. This article addresses the 3rd research question defined in Section 1.2.2 of
Chapter 1.
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A Runtime Integrity Monitoring Framework for Real-time
Relative Positioning Systems Based on GPS and DSRC
Keyvan Ansari, Yanming Feng, Maolin Tang
School of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science,
Queensland University of Technology, Brisbane, Australia
E-mail: k.ansari@qut.edu.au
Abstract
This paper provides a three-layered framework to monitor the positioning performance requirements of
Real-time Relative Positioning (RRP) systems of the Cooperative Intelligent Transport Systems (C-ITS)
that support Cooperative Collision Warning (CCW) applications. These applications exploit state data
of surrounding vehicles obtained solely from the Global Positioning System (GPS) and Dedicated Short-
Range Communications (DSRC) units without using other sensors. To this end, the paper argues the
need for the GPS/DSRC-based RRP systems to have an autonomous monitoring mechanism, since the
operation of CCW applications is meant to augment safety on roads. The advantages of autonomous
integrity monitoring are essential and integral to any safety-of-life system. The autonomous integrity
monitoring framework proposed necessitates the RRP systems to detect/predict the unavailability of their
sub-systems and of the integrity monitoring module itself, and, if available, to account for effects of
data link delays and breakages of DSRC links, as well as of faulty measurement sources of GPS and/or
integrated augmentation positioning systems, before the information used for safety warnings/alarms
becomes unavailable, unreliable, inaccurate or misleading. Hence, a monitoring framework using a tight
integration and correlation approach is proposed for instantaneous reliability assessment of the RRP
systems. Ultimately, using the proposed framework, the RRP systems will provide timely alerts to users
when the RRP solutions cannot be trusted or used for the intended operation.
7.1 Introduction
Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) attract remarkable investment flows from industry, academia
and governments, for the development of safety and traffic management applications to be used by
cooperative vehicles and road infrastructure, over and above autonomous systems. Several onboard
autonomous systems such as radar and ultrasound ranging sensors, as well as imaging and video
processing technologies, are already integrated within the architectures of ITS. In addition to these
stand-alone technologies, Cooperative ITS (C-ITS) utilize a wide range of international standards and
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technologies for navigation, communications and networking, and computation to support safety-of-life
applications. The fundamental enabling technology of C-ITS services is the Vehicular Ad-hoc Networks
(VANETs) which facilitate inter-vehicle wireless communications and networking. C-ITS include
technologies such as satellite positioning (e.g. Global Positioning System – Real-Time Kinematic (GPS –
RTK)), cellular communications (e.g. 3G and 4G), and Wireless Access in Vehicular Environments
(WAVE) communications (e.g. 5.9 GHz Dedicated Short Range Communications – DSRC).
C-ITS utilize combined communications-and-positioning units, On-Board Units (OBUs) and Road-Side
Units (RSUs), which may participate in Vehicle-to-Vehicle (V2V) and/or Vehicle-to-Infrastructure (V2I)
communications, since users of C-ITS form VANETs where OBUs and RSUs communicate directly with
one another within their radio coverage ranges. Although direct V2V and V2I (termed V2X together)
communications improve the communications latency experienced by safety messages, the multi-radio
multi-band DSRC technology is designed in such a way as to further meet the latency requirements of
safety applications. Nonetheless, C-ITS face a set of engineering challenges fundamentally different to
autonomous ITS. A critical challenge is to enable Cooperative Collision Warning (CCW) systems between
fast-moving vehicles using the C-ITS technologies, while maintaining a high level of system integrity in
all traffic situations, particularly in abnormal scenarios where collisions are more likely to happen.
The Real-time Relative Positioning (RRP) system studied in [1] is an instance of C-ITS, which
facilitates CCWs that require a standard deviation (STD) of about 50 cm positioning accuracy [2]. The
RRP system provides in-lane-level position accuracy by exchanging GPS raw observation data through
Basic Safety Messages (BSMs) of the SAE-J2735 standard. The RRP system consists of various
sub-systems, such as V2X DSRC, GPS navigation, RTK using the Networked Transport of RTCM via IP
(NTRIP) protocol, and cellular communications, to access positioning correction data from Continuously
Operating Reference Stations (CORS). The positioning solutions provided by the RRP system can be
calculated based on two separate data sources: (1) positioning using the V2V communications channel
between pairs of vehicles that particularly uses V2V DSRC and GPS receivers; (2) positioning using V2I
communications through either V2I DSRC or terrestrial communications (e.g. 3G/4G), and GPS
receivers. The second type of positioning solutions may also benefit from Satellite Based Augmentation
Systems (SBAS), but this is not the focus of this study as Australia currently does not have access to any
SBAS. The system may further utilize built-in on-board sensors, such as odometers, gyros, radars and
vision sensors, to either bridge certain GNSS outage conditions or assist in determining the relative
positioning of vehicles. Each epoch positioning solutions achieved from both positioning data streams, if
any, will be eventually converged into a single solution.
The RRP systems may face abnormal conditions due to malfunction of their sub-systems. The V2X
DSRC sub-system, for instance, may encounter fast fading (especially shadow fading) and Doppler shift,
both contributing to packet loss. Similarly, the GPS sub-system is susceptible to unintentional disruptions
like signal blockage from buildings which degrade the accuracy of the positioning solutions, while RTK
fixed solutions may not be available or reliable at certain circumstances. Other wireless communications
technologies integrated into a RRP system, such as Wi-Fi and/or 3G/4G, may face previously unknown
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problems introducing some levels of uncertainty in position measurements. Each of these sub-systems
may underperform for various reasons, leading to overall system failure as they are adopted for highly
dynamic environments. Therefore, a major challenge in utilizing the GPS/DSRC-based CCW systems
is to adequately evaluate the performance of these mission-critical systems in real time by assessing
the performance of both the communications and positioning sub-systems of the RRP system using V2V
communications and of the RRP system using V2I communications. If the performance of the positioning
solutions does not meet the required performance for expected V2V or V2I safety applications, the safety
system must warn the drivers to remove the dependence on the safety system. This is about the integrity
of the positioning sub-system, which has not been seriously addressed in the existing literature on V2X
safety applications.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 7.2 reviews positioning performance
requirements of the RRP systems. An overview of the factors degrading the performance of the RRP
systems is presented in Section 7.3. Section 7.4 provides the results of a series of field experiments using
the RRP system, developed by Ansari et al. [1], to analyze the performance of the DSRC sub-system
from which the Probability of Message Reception Failure (PMRF) is formulated. PMRF provides the
likelihood in which any subject vehicle fails to correctly receive or decode a randomly chosen BSM
within a given time frame in various traffic scenarios. The performance of the RTK sub-system of RRP is
analyzed in Section 7.5. Section 7.6 introduces a novel framework to determine the failure risk of the
RRP systems in delivering the required (relative) positioning accuracy. Section 7.7 concludes this study.
7.2 Performance Metrics of RRP Systems
A vital capability of all safety systems supporting V2X applications is to estimate the position of a given
user with reference to other users. Essentially the RRP systems must provide robust positioning
solutions satisfying a benchmark level of consistency, since their failure may lead to collisions. However,
no proprietary performance standards have been established for positioning sub-systems of C-ITS used
for vehicle safety purposes. One of the efforts in this regard was the suggestion of adopting the Required
Navigation Performance (RNP) parameters used in aviation as a starting point [3], although conditions
of roads and aviation are very different, due to essentials of signal-in-space performance. The aviation
RNP parameters include accuracy, integrity, continuity and availability, each of which may be differently
interpreted by the C-ITS community. The work in [3] also introduced two additional parameters:
interoperability and timeliness. However, the most relevant parameters related to integrity are accuracy
and availability. In the following subsections, we discuss the concepts of three performance parameters
in the RRP context which are offered by RTK approaches.
7.2.1 RRP Accuracy
RRP accuracy refers to the degree of conformance of an estimated/measured real-time relative position
to a defined reference value at a given time. The typical accuracy requirement for relative V2I lane-level
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positioning with 95% confidence level is 1.1 meters or better as identified in the Vehicle Safety
Communications – Applications (VSC-A) project of the U.S. DOT [4–6]. However, there are safety
applications requiring V2V lane-level positioning precision which corresponds to 1 meter or better, with
a 95% confidence level, or 0.5 meter Root Mean Square (RMS). More generally, 50 cm positioning
accuracy is required in both absolute and relative senses in order to support the V2V and V2I lane-level
safety applications.
Consequently, positioning precision provided by stand-alone GPS receivers and/or most of the
augmentation techniques such as Differential GPS is inadequate for cooperative vehicular environments.
A range of precise positioning techniques have been used in the USA and Europe to support C-ITS,
including Satellite Based Augmentation Systems (SBAS), network RTK systems and V2V RTK
positioning. SBAS can marginally meet the lane-level V2X applications in the USA and Europe. But
worldwide the network-RTK techniques are more widely available; the network-RTK techniques seem to
be the choice to meet the positioning accuracy of road users. Therefore, the RRP in this context is based
on RTK techniques. There are two RTK positioning modes available in the vehicular environment: (1)
RTK with respect to a CORS receiver which can be a virtual station of the network or a single-base
receiver located nearby; (2) RTK with respect to a nearby vehicle receiver as moving reference station.
We now examine the performance of RTK solutions through examples in both modes in terms of their
accuracies. The post-processing RTK with forward and backward filters is used to provide a reference
trajectory for evaluation of the forward RTK solutions from both modes, i.e. RTK positioning w.r.t. a
nearby CORS station and RTK positioning w.r.t. a nearby vehicle as a moving reference station. The
backward RTK solutions have shown good consistency with the integrated RTK and Inertial Navigation
System (INS) solutions, and were available for this study to establish the reference trajectories of both
vehicles. The data can be filtered forward to be convergent and then filtered backward to eliminate the
convergence procedure, and eventually homogeneous high accuracy positioning results can be obtained.
As numerical examples, Figure 7.1 reflects the results of RTK positioning using a nearby CORS
reference station; Figure 7.2 illustrates the positioning precision of RTK using a neighbor vehicle as a
moving reference station (known as moving-based relative RTK). Based on the results concluded by
Ansari et al. [1], Table 7.1 gives a comparison between the techniques of post-processing combined-RTK
(forward and backward) with a nearby CORS reference station used as the benchmark solution versus
real-time single-base RTK using the same CORS station. The results represented in Figure 7.1, Figure 7.2
and Table 7.1 were collected from experimental settings within which the CORS reference station used
was located within 5 km of the road where the rovers traveled with dual-frequency receivers. This
reference station is part of the QLD CORS network. Note that the solutions represented in Figure 7.1
and Figure 7.2 are only samples, which are selected to illustrate the possible difficulties in supporting
the stringent positioning requirement of C-ITS applications. Also note that the positioning algorithms
used may achieve slightly different accuracy levels; the difference, if commercial algorithms are used, is
mostly not significant though.
Figure 7.1 indeed shows the good consistency between the standard RTK solutions with respect to the
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Figure 7.1: Forward RTK positioning using a nearby CORS station
(green dots represent fixed solutions – red dots represent float solutions)
Figure 7.2: Forward RTK positioning using a nearby vehicle as moving reference station
(green dots represent fixed solutions – red dots represent float solutions)
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Table 7.1: Accuracy of Single-Base Forward RTK Processing Using a Nearby CORS Station
(Corresponding to Figure 7.1)
All RTK Solutions
(Fixed and Float)
E-W Bias (m) N-S Bias (m)
Average 0.0029 0.0025
STD 0.0157 0.0319
RMS 0.0160 0.0320
benchmark RTK solutions. In the worst cases, the horizontal errors are confined within ±50 centimeters.
The problem is that the errors of RTK with a mobile reference station, as shown in Figure 7.2, often
exceed the range of ±50 centimeters; this indicates that monitoring the faults of the solutions is a much
more serious problem, although the availability of RRP solutions could be significantly improved through
algorithm design.
7.2.2 RRP Availability
RRP availability includes the percentage of time during which both cooperative positioning solutions
(RRP) at a certain accuracy level and DSRC data links between a host vehicle and a targeted neighbor
vehicle are available. The availability of precise RRP solutions further depends on the availability of both
GPS signals and RTK solutions in terms of accuracy and ambiguity resolution reliability. Referring to
the RTK solutions shown in Figure 7.1, the availability of forward RTK solutions at 0.05 m, 0.50 m and
1.0 m accuracies are 97.68%, 99.69% and 99.97% respectively for 2D positioning. Note that although
the RRP solutions at required RMS accuracy of 0.50 m may not be available at 100% of the time (the
availability of the moving-based RTK positioning at the require RMS accuracy is much lower than that
of the RTK positioning using a CORS reference station); the RRP system will still be useful to the safety
applications. This metric will be studied in more details for both DSRC and RTK positioning in Section 7.4
and Section 7.5 respectively.
7.2.3 RRP Integrity
RRP integrity is related to the level of confidence in the information provided by the RRP system. The
benchmark level of positioning consistency has to be determined, based on the type of applications
supported by the safety systems; the integrity requirements of RRP solutions are different from a C-ITS
application to another because different C-ITS applications require different positioning accuracy levels.
Users must be provided with timely warnings when the overall performance of the system may be
degraded and the obligatory positioning accuracy requisites cannot be met for the intended operation,
such as when a given integrity risk threshold is met while the positioning error exceeds
Horizontal/Vertical Protection Levels (HPL/VPL) within a predefined time to alert. Figure 7.3 features
the integrity risks and false alarms, which may not be detected if only the quality indications provided
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Figure 7.3: Integrity risk involved in RTK positioning
by positioning software are used. According to the figure, false alarms may happen when the 95%
confidence level for a particular epoch is more than HPL (e.g. 0.1 m) but the actual positioning error
does not exceed HPL. False alarms are not hazardous but need to be detected. On the other hand,
integrity risks, which are hazardous to the safety of users, occur when the 95% confidence level for a
particular epoch is less than both the actual calculated positioning accuracy error and HPL, and the
positioning error exceeds HPL (e.g. 0.1 m). This is a serious problem and must be detected by safety
systems. There are two other inconsistencies between the quality indications provided by positioning
software and the actual positioning errors. Near-missed cases occur when the 95% confidence level for a
particular epoch is determined less than the actual accuracy error and either HPL is greater than both
the positioning error and the 95% confidence level for the same epoch (near-missed reliable solution),
or HPL is less than both the positioning error and the 95% confidence level for the same epoch
(near-missed error detected solution). The existence of the near-missed cases may represent the
inherent behavior of the system in generating false alarms and/or not detecting errors (integrity risk).
Improving the accuracy and availability of RRP solutions, as a research and engineering task, is never
out of date. For the safety-of-life applications, it is most important that the positioning system be able
to inform drivers when the positioning solutions must not be used for safety operation. This is what the
integrity is about and what this manuscript is interested in. Integrity monitoring of the RPP solutions
is more generally to identify circumstances in which the system should not be used for certain safety
operations. An integrity monitoring framework for the RRP systems can be implemented as a three-level
process. (1) If the service is considered unavailable (no precise position solution can be determined),
integrity monitoring is unnecessary as the system will announce its unavailability for service and no
risk associated with the system operation is involved. (2) If the service is claimed to be available, the
system must ensure the availability of the integrity monitoring mechanism, such as Receiver Autonomous
Integrity Monitoring (RAIM). (3) If the integrity monitoring module is available (more than five satellites
are required in order for RAIM to provide service), the module must monitor the integrity requirements
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in terms of positioning accuracy and report any risk associated with the use of these systems.
Section 7.6 provides details about the proposed monitoring framework; but before doing so, in the
following, the paper conducts a quantitative study of the service availability of 5.9 GHz DSRC affected
by necessities of the RRP systems, such as the inclusion of RTCM-1004 binary messages into BSMs, as
well as DSRC radio parameters and environment in real driving situations. It also explores the service
availability of the absolute RTK positioning only, as the availability of moving-based relative RTK of the
RRP systems is the same as the availability of the DSRC sub-system. The integrity monitoring framework
will use probability propagation algorithms to determine the availability of the system by considering
the individual availability of the V2V communications module, the V2I communications module, the
positioning module and the RAIM module. Exploring the service availabilities of both communications
and positioning sub-systems requires the knowledge of factors degrading the reliability of each
sub-system. The following section provides this required knowledge. Regarding the quantitative study, a
series of field experiments under various road and environmental conditions where light traffic was
present has been conducted using a fleet of cars equipped with the RRP system as per in [1]. The
utilized OBUs and RSUs were developed based on the DSRC protocol stack, including the IEEE 802.11p,
IEEE 1609.4, IEEE 1609.3 and SAE-J2735 standards, while using a dual-antenna diversity configuration
to quantify 5.9 GHz DSRC link quality of the RRP systems using the Message Delivery Ratio (MDR)
factor from the perspective of the application layer.
7.3 Factors Affecting the Performance of RRP Systems
The reliability of each and every GPS/DSRC-based safety system, such as the RRP systems, heavily
depends on various characteristics of the DSRC and GPS sub-systems. Therefore, this section studies
various factors which challenge each of these sub-systems.
7.3.1 Factors Degrading the Reliability of V2X DSRC Systems
The DSRC radios used for this study are prototyped based on the common channel arrangements
allocated in the USA: 7 channels of 10 MHz in the 5.9 GHz frequency band, supporting the DSRC WAVE
Short Message (WSM) protocol stack including the IEEE 802.11p standard. IEEE 802.11p adopts
Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) modulation technique similar to IEEE 802.11a.
Although DSRC implements 48 data subcarriers (plus 4 subcarriers dedicated to carry pilot symbols) [7]
as part of its specifications for parallel transmissions, considered adequate for zero-interference links in
ideal environments [8], three channel impairment factors commonly destroy the orthogonality of
adjacent sub-carries and therefore degrade the reliability of DSRC’s OFDM technique. These
include [7, 9]:
• Environmental multipath fading – attenuation
• Environmental Electro-Magnetic Interference (EMI)
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• Mobility-related Doppler spread
The presence of large numbers of mobile and stationary objects, including DSRC terminal platforms
themselves, such as OBUs and RSUs, within the communications range of WAVE systems creates
multiple duplications of a transmitted signal across multiple signal paths. This is known as DSRC
multipath propagation [9]. DSRC multipath fading affects individual subcarriers by causing
Inter-Symbol Interference (ISI) between successive OFDM symbols. To avoid residual ISI, OFDM
considers a Cyclic Prefix (CP) as part of the symbol interval (doubled in 10-MHz DSRC OFDM compared
to 20-MHz OFDM PHY) to avoid the overlapping of two successive symbols with each other. Although
the extended CP interval of IEEE 802.11p, 1.6 µs, is effective in ISI restoration due to the multipath [9],
it introduces some levels of spectrum inefficiency. Although DSRC attenuation (path loss) is not critical
to the RRP systems, since their critical range does not exceed 100 m, EMI is another factor affecting
DSRC waves in addition to multipath fading. Vehicle velocity introduces frequency shifts in observed
wireless signals, the so-called Doppler spread effect, which also affects the sub-carrier orthogonality
feature of the OFDM scheme by causing Inter-Carrier Interference (ICI) [10]. To cope with the higher
Doppler spreads that exist in VANETs, the IEEE 802.11p subcarrier space, also known as the Guard Band
(GB), is halved, compared to 20-MHz OFDM PHY [7].
Accordingly, one limitation of the RRP systems is that rovers may experience a temporary loss of DSRC
signals since it is a ground-based communications system. Although the IEEE 802.11p standard (DSRC
PHY and MAC) has been already characterized in the literature, this paper formulates the availability of
802.11p links through ample empirical studies by analyzing the performance of the application layer in
the next section.
7.3.2 Factors Degrading the Performance of Positioning Systems
The GPS has been verified to be the most effective and fully operational navigation and positioning
system yet; however the positioning inaccuracy, due to limitations (satellite-related, receiver-related and
environment-introduced) that have been forced throughout the system, has to be considered seriously
in safety applications. The integrity of any GPS-based safety system can be significantly degraded when
used under non-ideal conditions. Various factors lessen the accuracy (closeness to truth) provided by GPS
receivers [11]. For RRP over distance of less than 1 km, the key factors include:
• Geometric distribution of the observed satellites (Dilution Of Precision – DOP), including number
of satellites
• Availability of DSRC data links
• Noise level of the observations, including multipath
• Positioning algorithms
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Other factors such as satellite orbital errors, ionosphere and troposphere are not important for the
RRP system. The most common method of GPS integrity monitoring for stand-alone receivers is RAIM,
which is a software application embedded into aviation receivers providing integrity by detection and
exclusion of GNSS faults [12, 13]. When the RAIM concept is adapted to the RRP solutions, the above
factors will limit the RAIM capability. In other words, the RAIM could be unavailable. In this case, the
RRP has also to warn the drivers about the system integrity.
7.4 Availability of the DSRC Sub-system: Analyzing the Factors Degrading the
Reliability
This section aims at deriving a relationship between the 802.11p controllable and environmental
uncontrollable factors affecting the DSRC sub-system and the packet-drop probability of a receiving
message. This is studied by first analyzing the data collections of BSMs exchanged in various road test
experiments using DSRC radios. Through formulation of the affecting factors on DSRC, mathematical
expressions and a model are provided for PMRF measure. PMRF computation is derived, based on
correlation functions using Joint Probability Distribution (JPD), to determine the availability of the RRP
systems in real time. Note that the default values of the transmission power and data rate were set to
20 dBm and 6 Mbps during the field data collection campaigns reflected in this paper, unless stated
otherwise.
7.4.1 Particular Observations of DSRC Performance
Of the DSRC field test data collection runs, two types of results attract attention. The first is the maximum
MDR difference experienced by the leader and follower vehicles traveled on a straight road of almost
400 m long, with a roundabout at each end, with one of the participants a high-profile SUV and the other
a low-profile sedan, in comparison with the scenario which both communicating vehicles were low-profile
sedans (Figure 7.4). Secondly, the maximum MDR difference at the leader and follower vehicles traveled
on a curved road where both of the vehicles were low-profile sedans (Figure 7.5).
Figure 7.4 reveals that the maximum MDR difference at leader and follower vehicles where (1) both
vehicles were lowprofile sedans, (2) the leader vehicle was a low-profile sedan and the follower was a
high-profile SUV and (3) the leader vehicle was a high-profile SUV and follower was a lowprofile sedan.
The results are concluded from a set of data collected at the same time in the same environmental
situations where all the conditions of the road, weather and traffic were identical. Figure 7.4 confirms
that the MDR at leader vehicles is always lower than at the follower vehicles in scenarios of following
movement regardless of the type of vehicles involved in the message exchange setting. This is due to the
ICI in 802.11p OFDM of OBUs as carrier synchronization errors and Doppler frequency shifts affect the
Bit Error Rate (BER) of the received signals extremely [10]. However, the MDR difference experienced
by both parties is at least improved by 4.78% when a high-profile SUV was involved, which means
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Figure 7.4: Max BSM delivery ratio bias at leading and following vehicles
(Concurrent exchange at straight road) – (Separation distance up to 50 m)
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Figure 7.5: Max BSM delivery ratio bias at leading and following vehicles
(Concurrent exchange at curved road) – (Separation distance up to 300 m)
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involvement of a high-profile vehicle improves the distribution fairness of BSMs in bidirectional DSRC
among two vehicles. One reason for this improvement is that higher antenna elevation increases the
effective range of DSRC links. As a general rule of thumb, involvement of a high-profile vehicle results in
higher MDR in comparison with the cases where no high-profile vehicle was involved.
Then again, Figure 7.5 confirms that the MDR at leader vehicles are lower than that experienced
at the follower vehicle for concurrent exchange periods. One reason for this, other than the channel
impairment factors studied above, could be the antenna placement on the vehicles themselves, which
requires further research investigation. It is also understood from Figure 7.5 that as the road speed limit
increases, the maximum gap between the MDR at leader and follower vehicles increases. This is because
higher movement speeds make the sub-carrier spacing more sensitive on the Doppler spread. Moreover,
the comparison between Figure 7.4 and Figure 7.5 confirms that both road curvature and separation
distance impose some degrees of message loss, though their impact on the leader vehicle is greater. It
is argued here that the separation distance is the most affecting factor on Message Error Rate (MER)
in safety applications with the 100 m effective range. Therefore, the graphs illustrated in the following
subsections have been prepared based on the separation distance factor except for the curvature study
where the relative location of vehicles has more influence on MER.
7.4.2 DSRC Controllable Factors
This subsection examines the effect of two frequently discussed 802.11p radio configuration parameters,
namely transmission power and data modulation rate, on DSRC links of up to 100 m, to derive a statistical
model for their effects on the medium. Although both of these parameters are controllable, they affect
the characteristics of DSRC links, as some adoptive applications may vary the values of these parameters
during the execution of both safety and non-safety applications. To statistically study the effects of DSRC
radio transmission power adoption on MDR, controlled experiments were run modifying the amount of
radio transmission power value, varying between 10 dBm, 15 dBm and 20 dBm, while the measurement
is done for various separation distances between two vehicles driving on rural roads with two lanes.
Figure 7.6 demonstrates the MDR factor versus various radio transmission powers studied on the basis
of the separation distance between the two vehicles. Although the transmission power ranges from 0 to
33 dBm in increments of 1 dBm, only the three most common values were tested. Two general trends
are observable. Firstly, as the power increases towards 20dBm the MDR factor improves, as represented
in Table 7.2, however all three power levels can maintain an acceptable level of MDR (more than 90%)
for the RRP systems. Secondly, as the separation distance increases the MDR factor decreases due to
decrement of the effective range of DSRC radios and Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) loss. Figure 7.6 also
represents the trend for the mean values of various separation distances, best represented by a quadratic
formula, as shown in the figure. The general MDR model of the DSRC Radio Powers (RP) for various
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Figure 7.6: BSM delivery ratio vs transmission power
(The quadratic mean model represented here is only illustrative and should not be regarded as final and
conclusive.)
Table 7.2: Difference Ratio of DSRC MDR for Various Radio Powers
Transceiver Power 10dBm vs 15dBm 10dBm vs 20dBm 15dBm vs 20dBm
Separation: 0-25m -0.08% -2.25% -2.17%
Separation: 25-50m -0.97% -2.49% -1.53%
Separation: 50-75m -1.90% -4.35% -2.50%
Separation: 75-100m -2.60% -6.08% -3.57%
separation distances (d) can be represented as:
MDRRPd = a
RP
d ∗RP 2 + bRPd ∗RP + cRPd
(7.1)
Figure 7.7 demonstrates the MDR factor versus various data rates supported by 802.11p, studied on
the basis of the separation distance between the two vehicles. Although 802.11p supports 8 levels of
transmission speeds ranging from 3 to 27 Mbps, only four of the common values, including the industry-
wide use 6 Mbps, were tested. The results of 3, 18 and 27 Mbps are compared with the result of the
6 Mbps selection in Table 7.3. The reason why 6 Mbps outperforms both 18 Mbps and 27 Mbps is that
QPSK is less vulnerable to noise than both 16- and 64-QAM modulation techniques [9]. Although 6 Mbps
transmission delivers a higher MDR than the 3 Mbps option, the maximum MDR difference between them
is less than 2.35% of MDR. As this is already the default data transmission rate, the figure testifies that
the 6 Mbps rate delivers the optimum performance. Figure 7.7 also represents the trend for the mean
values of various separation distances, which most likely is best represented by a quadratic formula as
shown in the figure, although the study does not cover all the possible data rates. The general MDR
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(The quadratic mean model represented here is only illustrative and should not be regarded as final and
conclusive.)
Table 7.3: Difference Ratio of DSRC MDR for Various Data Rates
Data Rate 3Mbps vs 6Mbps 18Mbps vs 6Mbps 27Mbps vs 6Mbps
Modulation BPSK vs QPSK 16-QAM vs QPSK 64-QAM vs QPSK
Separation: 0-25m -1.14% -0.93% -1.51%
Separation: 25-50m -1.43% -6.95% -34.99%
Separation: 50-75m -2.45% -15.52% -56.43%
Separation: 75-100m -2.43% -22.70% -65.60%
model of the DSRC Data Rates (DR) for various separation distances (d) can be represented as:
MDRDRd = a
DR
d ∗DR2 + bDRd ∗DR+ cDRd
(7.2)
7.4.3 DSRC Uncontrollable Factors
This subsection examines the effect of three different uncontrollable parameters on DSRC links imposed
by road limitations and traffic conditions such as road speed limit and curvature, separation distance of
vehicles, and V2V relative speed. The line-of-sight (LOS) distance available to DSRC radios is affected
by road geometry. DSRC sight distance must be adequate for individual systems to effectively exchange
safety messages before the LOS is blocked by any obstruction on the inside of a horizontal curve. The
integrity of the RRP systems is adversely affected by insufficient DSRC sight distance on curved roads.
Hence, it is vital to determine the radius ranges of curved roads where their side furniture may cut the
longest LOS distance, 100 m, required by the RRP system.
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Figure 7.8: Road curvature affects DSRC LOS
It is assumed that vehicles traveling on curved roads employ DSRC antennas located at least 3 meters
away from the road shoulder (h), as shown in Figure 7.8. For the configuration shown in the figure, the
following formula is used to calculate the upper limit of the radius range that may disturb the necessary
LOS distance of the RRP system:
(h+ r)2 = (
LOS
2
)2 + r2
(7.3)
Therefore, if the Curvature Radius (CR) of any road be less than 415.16 m, the DSRC LOS distance
of up to 100 m may not be maintained regardless of the road speed. The RRP system has been tested
on four different curved roads with up to 400 m CR. The results of the message delivery ratio factor are
shown in Figure 7.9 for the leader vehicle versus follower vehicle. While testing MDR on the curved road
with 20 m radius, two low-profile vehicles traveled at a speed of less than 30 km/h, whereas the speed
of the vehicles slightly exceeded 50 km/h for the other three tests. Each set of the four tests has been run
for at least 10 minutes while the RRP system of each vehicle logged both Tx and Rx BSMs, along with a
time stamp for every message.
The red line shown in Figure 7.9 corresponds to the trend for the mean values of MDR at leader and
follower, which is best represented by a cubic trend, as shown in the figure by the green line and formula.
Accordingly, the general MDR model of curved roads with various Curvature Radius (CR) for different
relative locations (l) can be represented as:
MDRCRl = a
CR
l ∗ CR3 + bCRl ∗ CR2 + cCRl ∗ CR+ dCRl
(7.4)
Figure 7.9 emphasizes the fact that MER at the leader vehicle is higher than at the follower vehicle, while
the CR may also further increases MER at the leader vehicle. The maximum separation spaces between
the two vehicles were 10 m, 40 m, 50 m and 80 m for roads with CR of 20, 100, 200 and 400 meters,
respectively.
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Figure 7.9: BSM delivery ratio vs curve radius
(The cubic mean model represented here is only illustrative and should not be regarded as final and
conclusive.)
The maximum LOS available to a pair of DSRC equipped vehicles on roads with CR of 20, 100, 200 and
400 meters are 22.7, 49.3, 69.5 and 98.1 meters, respectively. Therefore, the RRP system has to actively
compute the maximum LOS available to the host vehicle and its pairs, based on the current road geometry
curvature, while monitoring the relative distance between pairs of vehicles to immediately report any
possibility of DSRC link breakage due to road curvature. This mechanism has to be implemented as part
of the preliminary checks of PMRF calculation.
Since the road speed-limit factor affects the DSRC Doppler spread, and the relative velocity factor of a
Subject Vehicle (SV), compared with those of its pairs (~VRltv = |~VSV − ~VPair|), influences DSRC Doppler
shift [8], both factors are considered in calculation of PMRF. Therefore, Figure 7.10 plots the MDR of the
sample data as a function of absolute speed while Figure 7.11 maps MDR as a function of relative speed of
a pair of vehicles traveling in the same direction considering their separation distances. The data samples
used in Figure 7.10 were selected from measurement campaigns where the environmental and traffic
conditions were chosen to be as similar as possible, because the tests were carried out on different roads
(with different speeds) and the presented results might be slightly influenced by dissimilar environmental
factors.
Figure 7.10 and Figure 7.11 suggest there are quadratic correlations between MDR and both absolute
Speed (SP) and Relative Speed (RS) factors. Unlike the declaration made by Bai et al. [9] that “PDRs of
DSRC radios are insensitive to relative velocity for any given separation distance”, the results in this study
reveal that not only is DSRC MDR affected by vehicles’ relative speed (up to 8% loss difference in MDR),
but also, as the separation distance between a pair of vehicles with increasing relative speed increases,
the DSRC MER increases as well.
The general correlation functions existing between DSRC MDR and road Speed (SP), as well as
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Relative Speeds (RS) of vehicles for various separation distances (d) can be respectively presented as:
MDRSPd = a
SP
d ∗ SP 2 + bSPd ∗ SP + cSPd
(7.5)
MDRRSd = a
RS
d ∗RS2 + bRSd ∗RS + cRSd
(7.6)
It is worth noting that Figure 7.11 represents only data sampled from vehicles traveling in the same
direction car-following manner. Therefore, the correlation between MDR and the relative speed of the
opposing vehicles cannot be derived from these data samples, as the Doppler shift effect would be
different from the case represented here. Yet, studying the recent stated correlation deserves further
research attention.
7.4.4 Probability of BSM Reception Failure (PMRF): JPD of DSRC Degrading Factors
Since the default radio power and data rate of DSRC units were fixed to 20 dBm and 6 Mbps respectively
when DSRC uncontrollable factors were tested, the PMRF measure has to account for only the MER ratio
of the in-use parameters, rather than the default parameters, to minimize the effects of the redundant
factors. Therefore, the ratio of the in-use radio-power and data-rate values, compared with the MDR
values of the cases with the default parameters used (
MDRRPd
MDR20dBmd
and
MDRDRd
MDR6Mbpsd
), is considered in
calculation of the PMRF measure. Hence,
If CR < 415m :
PMRF (RP,DR,CR, SP,RS|dRltv = d, lRltv = l) =
(7.7)
1− ( MDR
RP
d
MDR20dBmd
∗ MDR
DR
d
MDR6Mbpsd
∗MDRCRl ∗MDRSPd ∗MDRRSd ∗ 10−6)
where 10 < RP < 20; DR = 3, 4.5, 6, 9, 12, 18, 24 and 27; 20 < CR < 400; 10 < SP < 100; 0 < RS < 60.
Else, If CR ≥ 415m :
PMRF (RP,DR, SP,RS|dRltv = d) = 1− ( MDR
RP
d
MDR20dBmd
∗ MDR
DR
d
MDR6Mbpsd
∗MDRSPd ∗MDRRSd ∗ 10−4)
(7.8)
where 10 < RP < 20; DR = 3, 4.5, 6, 9, 12, 18, 24 and 27; 10 < SP < 100; 0 < RS < 60.
Ultimately the risk evaluation framework, presented in Section 7.6, utilizes PMRF at time t to calculate
the risk for movement of a pair of vehicles at t+ 1.
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7.5 Availability of the RTK Positioning Sub-system: Analyzing the Factors
Degrading the Performance
This section turns the attention of the paper towards the availability of precise positioning to C-ITS using
the RTK positioning technique. Because the relative RTK positioning makes use of the communications
links established between pairs of vehicles and the raw GPS observations to perform relative positioning,
the availability of relative RTK is heavily correlated to that of DSRC (assuming vehicles have unobstructed
views to sufficient numbers of GPS satellites). Hence, the focus of this section is only on the availability
of the so-called absolute RTK positioning.
High-precision GNSS positioning solutions can be obtained through RTK positioning using carrier
phase measurements, once the carrier phase ambiguity of integer cycles has been successfully resolved.
GPS as a dual-frequency system had had much attention during the past two decades regarding
instantaneous and precise positioning. Nevertheless, the GPS modernization initiative, as well as the
advent of Galileo, have collectively led to a harmonized multi-frequency GNSS. As a remarkable result,
the multi GNSS constellations have significantly enhanced the resolution of the carrier phase
ambiguities [14]. The Ambiguity Resolution (AR) success rate is therefore defined as the probability
that an AR model or method (AR processing procedure) successfully fixes the carrier phase ambiguities
to their correct integer values [15]. Integer carrier phase AR is fundamental for fast-acquisition and
high-precision GNSS positioning [16]. Theoretically, after an AR processing procedure is developed, the
success rate of AR can be predicated to assess the strength or the performance of the procedure [17].
Reliable integer AR is crucial to RTK positioning and its applications in the context of C-ITS, because
largely biased positioning solutions may be achieved using incorrect ambiguity fixing [17]. In this
regard, RTK availability can be assessed based on two principles [18]: (1) RTK availability in terms of
the accuracy of position solutions, and (2) RTK availability in terms of the reliability of AR. The first
availability principle is referred to as the percentage of time during which the RTK solutions of certain
accuracy are available using the ambiguity-fixed and/or ambiguity-float phase measurements. The
second availability principle, given all the ambiguity-fixed solutions will provide the required accuracy,
is referred to as the percentage of time in which position estimations are all based on the phase
measurements to which integers have been correctly fixed at each epoch.
7.5.1 RTK Availability in terms of Position Accuracy
An assessment for the performance of the commercial network RTK services over three various triangle
networks with long inter-station distances (mean of 69 km, 118 km and 166 km) has been carried out by
Wang et al. [19]. The results indicate that RTK positioning accuracy and availability, in terms of accuracy
of position solutions, depend on the type of RTK approach being used. For instance, Virtual Reference
Station (VRS)-based approaches can perform well under shorter triangle distanced networks but the RTK
uncertainty of the VRS systems increases as the distances among the stations increase, resulting in higher
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position errors of up to 2.5 meters. The potential outliers in RTK positions can be detected using the
Coordinate Quality (CQ) values, although over-optimistic values are often provided. If the CQ value
is considered 10 times worse than the provided CQ value, the actual 3D position errors will be within
the worst CQ value range in (average) 97.52% of the times [19]. This probability is increased as the
distances between the reference stations decrease. Hence, solutions with CQ values greater than a limit,
such as above 100 mm in height and 50 mm in horizontal distance, can be rejected and regarded as
unavailable to C-ITS users. The results of the same study revealed that if the VRS method is used with a
short distanced network (e.g. mean of 69 km between stations), at least 99% of 3D solutions are correctly
estimated within 15 cm of the true position. The 1% failure to meet the threshold is most likely because
of unstable floating ambiguity solutions or incorrectly fixed ambiguities.
7.5.2 RTK Availability in terms of AR Reliability
An AR processing procedure includes acceptance tests in addition to integer estimation. The so-called
ratio-test is a widely held acceptance test. However, it is argued in [16] that the correctness of the integer
least-squares solution cannot be tested using the ratio-test with a fixed critical value. Alternatively, the
ratio-test is recommended to be used with the fixed failure rate approach [16]. This approach ensures
that the AR risk (the probability that an ambiguity is incorrectly fixed to an integer) does not exceed a
user-defined value. This approach provides users with control over the failure rate.
7.5.3 Monitoring Accuracy of RTK Solutions
This article proposes a measure to be deployed by taking advantage of the flexibility offered by the RRP
system introduced in [1]. Since the cooperative vehicles can exchange their raw GNSS data, the relative
RTK solutions between vehicles can be obtained. In case fixed-reference RTK solutions are available to
the cooperative vehicles, both RTK solutions can verify each other. Timely warning can be issued if the
inconsistency reaches an alert limit.
Using this approach, RTK position solutions with more than 0.5 m error in E-W and/or N-S directions
can be detected, and consequently adequate warnings can be issued to drivers. Figure 7.12 contains a few
number of wrong RTK solutions due to AR. Any solution having a bias of more than 0.5 m, if not detected,
is an integrity risk to overall system performance. The tests conducted in this study show that the wrong
solutions can be detected if both RTK solutions (fixed-base and moving-base) are compared against each
other and if the differences of E-W and/or N-S components are greater than 2 m (see Figure 7.13).
7.6 Integrity Monitoring Framework for the RRP System
As the RRP integrity is a first-order design constraint, this section determines the necessities of a reliable
RRP system first and then provides a three-layered integrity monitoring framework, shown in Figure 7.14,
for continuous RRP operation. The framework aims at monitoring the integrity of the RRP systems
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Figure 7.12: RTK positioning: Wrong solutions
(green dots represent fixed solutions – red dots represent float solutions)
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Figure 7.13: RTK positioning: Detection of wrong solutions
(green dots represent fixed solutions – red dots represent float solutions)
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Figure 7.14: Integrity monitoring framework for RRP
during the availability of DSRC and RTK solutions with the required accuracy. To this end, the framework
identifies the effects of wrong positioning solutions and concurrently provides timely and valid warnings
to users. The integrity requirement parameters can be represented as a quality indicator that includes a
pre-defined alert limit, a time to alert and the integrity risk. The development of a fault detection and
exclusion mechanism using an Extended Kalman Filter (EKF), along with an integrity risk determination
mechanism, dedicated to the GPS/DSRC-based positioning systems is among our future research plans.
7.6.1 The Fundamentals of Safety Messaging for Reliable RRP
A high-speed vehicle moves almost 2 meters along its lane within 50 msec, which is not considered a
significant movement in high speed roads. BSMs transmitted faster than 20 Hz (every 50 msec) can hardly
provide fresh effective information within such a short period, but channel congestion is increased. On
the other hand, since the reaction time of drivers to any stimuli, such as brake lights, is about 700 msec or
longer, any reception interval of BSMs longer than 500 msec would characterize the safety system as being
not effective and reliable [20]. Hence, the transmission interval between BSMs must be between 50 msec
and 500 msec. A 100 msec mean delay between the transmissions of BSMs (10 Hz) has been agreed
by the C-ITS community to be the minimal essential for accurate cooperative (relative) positioning. In
this context, accuracy is referred to as a measure of bias that reflects the closeness of a position solution
provided by the total system to a reference (true) value. Likewise, integrity is referred to as a measure of
trust that reflects the correctness of a position solution provided by the total system.
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7.6.2 Reliability Monitoring
Statistical quality control of C-ITS, the theory supporting this quality control, and its applications are
key research topics in the field of CCW systems, but are as yet under-discussed. An integrity risk
assessment model for C-ITS performance quality control can be developed based on the present
situation and dynamics of vehicles. Each one of the vehicles traveling together within a certain
separation distance (e.g. 100 m) must firstly ensure the availability of the subsystems of its RRP system;
for instance, they calculate the risk level (probability) of not receiving BSMs or messages essential to
perform relative RTK positioning from the surrounding vehicles. Employing PMRF, introduced in
Section 7.4, for real-time DSRC characterization as a multi-layer media helps to account for all
parameters of the various communications layers affecting the overall medium performance. This
employment is in the layer monitoring the ‘system availability’ in Figure 7.14. The effects of receiving
imprecise measurements from the surrounding vehicles, or AR state change, or wrong AR, can be
detected using the RTK cross-check approach introduced in Section 7.5. However, this mechanism can
only detect biased solutions and ensure the availability of RTK positioning in terms of accuracy (within
the ‘system availability’ layer), but it cannot detect the source of the errors and cannot exclude the
faults. Although the RRP systems have various input modules, such as DSRC radios, NTRIP-Client, GNSS
receivers and Inertial Navigation System (INS) sensors, not the unavailability of each and every of them
may result in the unavailability of the entire system. For instance, if the DSRC, NTRIP-Client and GNSS
receiver modules are available, except the INS sensors, the RRP service may still be available to the
users. If the overall system is not available, the system will announce its unavailability for service, and
no integrity risk is associated with the system operation. Secondly, if the RRP service is available, the
system must ensure the availability of the integrity monitoring mechanism within the second layer in
Figure 7.14. This mechanism may not be available if less than a certain number of satellites are visible
to the system. If the integrity monitoring mechanism is not available, the risk associated with the system
use cannot be determined, so the user must be notified. Note that even if the risk is not determined,
most of the solutions are not faulty and the system can be used by drivers. Thirdly, if the integrity
monitoring mechanism, while is available, detects any fault in the solutions provided by the system, and
cannot exclude the fault, using the system involves high risks.
The quality assessment is actively updated as new information is received, or at a fixed rate (e.g. every
50 msec), to detect any integrity risk by comparing the quality value to a given system failure threshold
(alert limit). This model can be deployed as an advisory system only when the current risk assessment
value exceeds the pre-defined alert limit. Accordingly, the user will be notified about the existence of
uncertainty in the overall system performance. The proposed model does not enforce any type of action
to be taken by the user, although it is advisable for users not to rely on the system for the determined
periods including uncertainty.
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7.7 Conclusions
The Real-time Relative Positioning (RRP) systems improve the precision of DSRC-based safety warnings
to drivers by adopting the 5.9 GHz DSRC technology to distribute positioning correction data and GPS
raw observation data in order to attain a RRP map of neighbors in real-time. The major contribution
of this paper in the improvement of the RRP systems is twofold: (1) the introduction of a runtime
integrity monitoring framework for the RRP Systems; (2) the development of a probability model for
inter-vehicles message reception (DSRC availability monitoring) based on actual communications data
from measurement campaigns, and of an availability (in terms of accuracy) monitoring mechanism for
RTK positioning.
The integrity monitoring framework for the RRP systems is proposed as a three-layered process.
(1) Monitoring the availability of sub-systems using the developed DSRC/RTK availability monitoring
mechanisms. (2) Monitoring the availability of the integrity monitoring mechanism, RAIM, itself.
(3) Monitoring the integrity requirements in terms of the positioning accuracy using RAIM and report
any risk associated with the system use. Through empirical measurements by which about one hundred
thousand BSMs were collected using the RRP systems, this paper analyzed the impacts of a number of
radio parameters and environmental factors on DSRC characteristics in order to establish a system
integrity monitoring framework for C-ITS. While careful attention has been paid to ensure that the
scenario design, data collections and sample selections are as comprehensive, systematic and
independent as possible, it can be stated that some incontrollable and/or redundant factors play roles in
the correlations established between DSRC MDR and the determined DSRC affecting factors. It is
obvious that, under crowded/saturated vehicular conditions, the reception probability of BSMs is
lessened, this reduction rate is not yet experimentally studied in real-world scenarios based on the
separation distances between vehicles (e.g. up to 100 m). Hence the PMRF has essentially to consider
the network busy ratio where some priority access control or radio power adjusting measures may also
be utilized for topology control purposes. The RTK cross-check approach used in this study has proven
to be sufficiently effective in detecting imprecise solutions for C-ITS safety applications; however, using
other validation techniques is also suggested.
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Chapter 8
Conclusions and Recommendations
The findings and original contributions of the research study presented throughout this thesis are
summarized within this chapter. Additional issues deserving further research are also highlighted as
possible future works.
8.1 Summary of the Research Study
Studies in the field of vehicle Collision Warning Systems (CWS) are among pervasive research efforts to
promote vehicular safety. Autonomous CWS have been the main focus of early research efforts; using
these systems, each vehicle detects potential dangers based on the information obtained from the
vehicle’s onboard sensors. These systems have limited capabilities; therefore an alternative
complementary system has been devised, known as Cooperative CWS (CCWS), which facilitates a
cooperative driving experience in which vehicles and the infrastructure can exchange information
regarding their positions, intentions, local traffic or other vital information with each other. CCWS are
among the Cooperative Intelligent Transportation Systems (C-ITS) being built on Vehicular Ad-hoc
Networks (VANETs). With recent advancements in Global Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSS), and
Inter-Vehicle Communications (IVC) technologies such as 5.9 GHz Dedicated Short-Range
Communications (DSRC), the cooperative driving concept is being adapted to broader applications for
providing 360-degree driver situation awareness. However, a few fundamental limitations still coexist
within the cooperative IVC and Inter-Vehicle Positioning (IVP) systems.
• CCWS require fast and reliable delivery of information to all relevant vehicles within the highly
dynamic environment of VANETs. Unreliable communications lead to channel congestion
problems due to the heavy traffic load on the wireless channel. Although it is believed that the
5.9 GHz DSRC technology can address the safety requirements of CCWS [1, 2], time-critical
message disseminations in harsh traffic conditions are not guaranteed by the technology. Hence,
optimized safety communications and networking protocols are required to efficiently manage the
channel load.
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• The reliability and integrity of cooperative IVP-based systems rely heavily on the capability and
performance of V2V and V2I (V2X) communications. Although almost all communications and
positioning systems have some limitations, the accuracy, availability, reliability, and timeliness of
every integrated communications and positioning sub-system constitute the basic integrity of each
cooperative system.
• Vehicles utilizing CCWS demand precise positioning solutions with centimeter and/or
sub-centimeter levels of accuracy for V2V safety applications, which is not achievable using a
stand-alone Global Positioning System (GPS) receiver. Centimeter-level accuracy can be delivered
using Real-time Kinematic (RTK) positioning only when good quality signals are available from
multiple satellites. RTK GPS fails to operate well in some environments such as urban canyons,
tunnels, forests and congested construction sites. Hence, DSRC signals may augment positioning
under suboptimal conditions in order to maintain centimeter-level accuracies in such
environments. This research stream is motivated by the crucial and inevitable need to resolve
accurate positioning provided by (low-cost) GNSS receivers for cooperative applications.
A V2X wireless communications and positioning platform for road/rail safety applications is
developed and presented throughout this study. The development of a robust, reliable and effective
CCWS served for level crossings, the main focus of this study, consists of three major tasks:
(1) developing a geo-multicast framework for efficient message dissemination at level crossings;
(2) enabling V2V Real-time Relative Positioning (RRP) via RTCM SC-104 over 5.9 GHz DSRC;
(3) enabling integrity monitoring of V2V neighbor relative position prediction using DSRC. In addition
to devising the Cooperative Level Crossing safety systems (CLXs), the overall aim of this study is to
improve the reliability and robustness of the CLX system (or any similar IVC- and IVP-based systems) by
providing efficient and effective communications and positioning protocols for more precise packet
delivery and accurate positioning, enabling faultless vehicle navigation experience. The objectives of the
proposed research can be therefore assigned to three varied tasks:
Wireless communication routing protocols: The objective is to design optimized network-layer
communication protocols utilizing the communication models and endangered-location
determination mechanisms to enhance the overall performance of communications systems of
CLXs. Low latency and high reliability are the two key features that the protocol must satisfy. The
major intention is to keep the required communication links and their loads minimized, while the
safety requirements are still satisfied.
Navigation and positioning data streaming: The objective is to design optimized navigation data
streaming protocols utilizing position correction techniques and communications technologies to
enhance the overall performance of the positioning systems of CLXs. Positioning systems crucially
require correction data to be streamed in no time and with high reliability. The Key aim is to
reduce the interval time between correction data as much as possible, using low-cost devices as
well as current techniques and technologies.
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Experimentally merge the communications and positioning developments: The objective is to
integrate the communications and positioning protocols developed in previous phases together as
a united platform and to test the system in real-world scenarios. Several measurement campaigns
have been carried out and a huge collection of communications and positioning data has been
obtained; from this an integrity monitoring framework has been established.
8.2 Summary of the Major Contributions
The main contribution of this research is through the development of an intelligent vehicular safety
systems served for level crossings, the CLX warning system, with a particular focus on IVC and IVP. A
great deal of work is being done on IVC- and IVP-based systems, but they have not yet been utilized
for providing safety at the vicinity of level crossings. Although this research plays a significant role in
making integrated IVC- and IVP-based systems more robust and reliable, cooperative communications and
positioning systems need to be more developed and more mature before they can be widely deployed in
transportation systems.
This study has recognized that geocasting has great potential in IVC to improve safety at level
crossings. Most of the IVC-based routing protocols suitable for safety message dissemination by CLXs are
classified as broadcast, such as those projected in [3–6], although these schemes are not efficient
enough for many kinds of message routing. The reason for their unsuitability is that a warning message
is sent to a large number of vehicles in the designated area rather than to the endangered nodes only.
The receivers also can not be prioritized, based on their critical location, to avoid collision by the
broadcast routing schemes. Additionally, the performance evaluations of IEEE 802.11p and WAVE
standards [7] signify that the 5.9 GHz DSRC technology, used for V2X communications, cannot ensure
timely message dissemination in dense traffic environments or high channel-load scenarios [1] in the
absence of an effective and efficient routing scheme.
Geocast is one networking protocol that can be used based on short-range wireless technologies for
ad-hoc networks. Geocast is used based on the DSRC technology within VANETs: V2X wireless
communications have been provided by the geocast links for safety and efficiency purposes. Two
significant issues with geocasting have been addressed through this research study: the first major
concern in geocasting was message transmission; the second, message routing. These concerns had been
partially addressed separately in the literature using different strategies such as greedy forwarding and
geo-flooding. However, no research effort had focused on modeling the direction-based geocasting
(geo-multicasting) transmission and receiver-based routings in VANETs. This study has simultaneously
resolved both problems by providing a model-based framework as the basic structure of geocasting. An
effective geo-multicast framework has been devised for efficient message dissemination by CLXs.
Direction-based transmissions reduce message congestion at targeted areas and therefore increase the
listening intervals of receivers. On the other hand, the receiver-based routing mechanism reduces the
total number of packets transmitted, and therefore reduces the total network traffic and the packet
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delay, thus improving the network energy efficiency by minimizing the number of transmission links.
The other area of significant contribution is the GNSS data dissemination. Although timely
dissemination of GNSS data is vital for VANETs, via either routine safety messages or event safety
messages, the conventional dissemination mechanisms had suffered from some levels of inconsistency.
This inconsistency was more apparent within the context of CLXs. This study has addressed this by
developing a GNSS data dissemination mechanism that can be used by various IVC- and IVP-based
systems in conjunction with geocasting. The platform derived from this research is beneficial, not only
for improving safety at level crossings by CLXs, but also for improving any IVC- and IVP-based systems
(such as car-to-car systems). The platform can be utilized as a model in the design of communications
and positioning protocols with a focus on vehicular data exchange.
In summary, this PhD study has made the following findings and contributions:
• The design, development and evaluation of a precise IVP system based on GNSS and IVC, supporting
safety operations of C-ITS.
• The design, development and evaluation of a geographic-based wireless communications protocol,
improving the reliability and efficiency of message transmission over VANETs.
• The design, development and evaluation of an effective IVC message dissemination control
mechanism supporting the requirements of precise IVP.
• The design, development and evaluation of a GNSS data streaming protocol and processing
mechanism at the vehicle end in order to achieve precise relative vehicle positioning in highly
dynamic environments.
• The design, development and evaluation of a self-integrity and performance monitoring framework
for the proposed precise IVP system.
8.3 Recommendations for Future Work
The work presented in this thesis is initial research on integrated IVC and IVP platforms to be used by
CCWS. Although this research, in principle, proved the benefits and robust characteristics of such a
platform by which significant improvements in the safety performance of CCWS are achieved, a number
of avenues for further research have been opened by the theoretical and practical results obtained
throughout this thesis. Further research will provide the confidence in this technology needed for
commercialization and will encourage world-wide deployment. This section provides several
suggestions on how the outcomes of this research can be extended to future research.
The performance evaluation of the developed Real-time Relative Positioning (RRP) system was
undertaken with a limited number of On-Board Units (OBUs) and Road-Side Units (RSUs) in a
controlled environment. It is necessary to evaluate the performance of the RRP system within a crowded
telecommunications medium with a large number of cooperative vehicles. Large-scale field trials will
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allow assessment of the effects of both concurrent IVC and IVP over the shared medium and evaluation
of user reactions in various types of scenery, such as urban and suburban environments. To this end, the
analysis of the preliminary results have shown that V2X communications protocols in the area of
standard development, as well as positioning technologies, still need further research investigations for
large-scale deployments. Using the integrated IVC and IVP architecture developed in this study, it is
confirmed that the platform actively increases the situational awareness of users, resulting in reduced
vehicular collisions. The architecture has the potential to be adopted by specific safety applications;
however, in the case of each particular application, additional analysis and further verifications of the
performance reliability are necessary.
It is proved throughout this thesis that no unsolvable technical barriers exist for the design,
implementation and deployment of safety-focused C-ITS serving several vehicles for research purposes.
Nevertheless, it is still necessary to focus on advanced IVC simulations, on the grounds that real-world
implementations of such systems for research purposes are complex to develop and costly to deploy. To
this end, collection of extensive empirical data measurements is necessary to tackle the issues presented
in the current IVC simulation models for improving the quality of simulation studies. For example,
comprehensive models of IEEE 802.11p performance constructed based on empirical data are not
currently employed in simulation platforms, which opens new research opportunities.
This study confirms that most C-ITS applications and routing protocols must access a localization
mechanism bounded in a certain accuracy range for both host and neighbor vehicles. In the case of V2X
interactions, GNSS-based positioning systems such as GPS have been studied as the preferred localization
system. Exchanging safety-related information of vehicles, such as position and velocity, as accurate and
frequent as possible via DSRC wireless links has been also examined as the main cooperative neighbor
localization mechanism to maintain a perception map of the surrounding vehicles. However, not only
are V2X routine update messages subject to fast expiry, but also V2X DSRC links may fail due to various
adverse scenarios, such as network overheads causing bandwidth drop in congested communications
networks. Therefore, each vehicle benefiting from DSRC may not necessarily access the latest position
data of its neighbors. In this regard, V2V multi-neighbor relative position prediction mechanisms deserve
research attentions. To this end, sophisticated neighbor positioning prediction models must be developed
to relatively position link-less neighboring vehicles on a predetermined road route by using the latest
available GNSS measurements of those neighbors, digital map databases and traffic models.
Additionally, the risk-assessment capability of the integrated platform deserves further research.
Although an integrity monitoring framework has been included in the platform provided in this study,
the risk-assessment capability must be further developed with regard to (1) the overall system failure
and (2) possible collisions and their severity using sophisticated traffic models and risk measurements
together. More to the point, Human-Machine Interface (HMI)-related research topics such as research
on human factors are among the multidisciplinary research efforts that have been opened by the
practical implications of this study. To this end, for instance, HMI research contributes to the possible
ways of conveying alerts and warnings to users.
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Appendix A: Supplementary Empirical Measurements of
the V2V Real-time Relative Positioning System
Chapter 6 introduces a Real-time Relative Positioning (RRP) system utilizing Global Navigation Satellite
System (GNSS)-based positioning techniques. Due to the fact that the publication has a limited length,
and also to more effectively identify the shortcomings of the proposed system, only examples of the results
of RRP are presented in Section 6.6.3. This appendix provides extended results specifically corresponding
to Figures 6.9, 6.10 and 6.12.
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